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1 INTRODUCTION
A substantial increase in research into the lives of children has been experienced over the last 20 years in many countries, including Ireland. This increase is not only in the amount of research undertaken, but also in the multidisciplinary range of such research. Research with children involves working with potentially vulnerable participants, who not only require specific protection but also have the capacity for independent agency that necessitates respect from researchers.

With the increase in research, there has been a related increase in awareness by the research community of the need to ensure that all research with children is carried out to the highest ethical standards. Until recently, ethical review of research was left to the discretion of the researchers, who were generally considered sufficiently trustworthy to safeguard their participants’ rights and well-being by virtue of their education and professional standing. Over the last two decades, however, it has become more common to convene Research Ethics Committees to review research proposals with the goal of ensuring that ethical requirements are fulfilled and to provide ethical oversight to researchers. This has resulted in an increase in the number of Research Ethics Committees operating worldwide, including in Ireland.

In relation to children’s research, ethical review attempts to ensure that research projects have provisions in place that will enable researchers to do justice to the duties of both protection and respect of child participants. However, a variety of problematic issues have been highlighted. Research with children into the ethics of children’s research has identified tensions between balancing risk and benefit, on the one hand, and autonomy, competence and parental authority, on the other. The reliability and validity of review by Research Ethics Committee has also been brought into question: not only are requirements vastly different between countries (Hearshaw, 2004), but there is ample evidence to show that decision-making by different Research Ethics Committees in the same country can differ significantly (Garfield, 1995), even when they are governed by the same authority (Angell et al., 2006). In order to counter this variability, it has been argued that increased regulation needs to be put in place and this has happened in some countries.

Research ethics review in Ireland is a more recent development and is less regulated than in other countries. It is mostly influenced by the guidelines on Research Ethics Committees of the Irish Council for Bioethics (ICB, 2004). Overall, few national studies on the functioning and remit of Research Ethics Committees have been conducted and large-scale studies of review of research on children have been particularly rare (Shah et al., 2004). Thus, the evolution of Irish research ethics review in a relatively unregulated environment, coupled with the increase in multidisciplinary research on children’s lives, warrants investigation.

**Research aims and objectives**

The main aim of this research is to provide an overview of the current mechanisms for applying for and achieving ethics approval for studies being undertaken with children in Ireland.

To meet this aim, the objectives of the research are:

- to undertake a comprehensive literature review on the structures for seeking and achieving ethics approval internationally;
- to examine the extent to which formal approval for research being undertaken with children in Ireland is sought and achieved;
- to identify the number, composition and remit of Research Ethics Committees operating in Ireland which provide a mechanism for ethics approval for research with children;
- to provide information on the number of meetings held annually by these Research Ethics Committees and the waiting times for ethics approval for each committee;
- to identify key issues arising in respect of ethics approval for children’s research according to different stakeholders;
- to make recommendations about the structures for seeking and achieving ethics approval for children’s research in Ireland.
Structure of report

This research represents two distinctly separate pieces of work carried out: a literature review and an exploration with stakeholders on the ethical review process for children’s research. The report is structured as follows:

- **Chapter 2** presents the research methods used to provide the context for the subsequent chapters, which integrate the research literature with empirical data gathered.
- **Chapter 3** presents a review of research ethics governance in various countries, with examples from a range of national governance structures and an exploration of the issues and tensions in each.
- **Chapter 4** describes the structures and processes used in Ireland for ethical review by Research Ethics Committees.
- **Chapter 5** reviews the ethical issues specific to research methodologies and research settings.
- **Chapter 6** identifies specific issues of concern in children’s research, such as consent, confidentiality, and risk/burden and benefit.
- **Chapter 7** examines the current tensions in children’s research in Ireland and considers the possible future from the perspectives of the stakeholders participating in this study. Finally, a number of recommendations are made to negotiate developments in the future.
2 METHODOLOGY
Overall design

The range of requirements as stipulated by the aims and objectives of this research (see Chapter 1) dictates a multi-method approach to research design (Robson, 2002). The majority of the data collected for this study was qualitative in nature, with some quantitative data also gathered and collated. For clarity, the methods employed are presented for the two main areas – the literature/documentary review and the stakeholders’ perspectives.

Literature/documentary review

The literature review draws on studies in the fields of philosophy, medicine, social science and the humanities in order to identify ethical issues in research with children, international good practice regarding review processes, institutional structures and analyses of challenges encountered in establishing ethics review procedures. An area of particular focus is the Irish situation regarding ethics review and the conduct of children’s research.

The search strategy employed to identify relevant material comprised a number of approaches. For the literature review, a search of specific databases was undertaken, including Medline, Pubmed, Social Science Citation Index, Science Direct and Philosophers’ Index. Searches were restricted to the English language using the primary keywords ‘research ethics’, ‘research ethics committee’, ‘IRB’, ‘REB’ and ‘REC’, in combination with ‘children’, ‘paediatric’, ‘adolescents’, including relevant variations of these terms. Additional search terms included core research ethics concepts like ‘informed consent’, ‘assent’, ‘autonomy’, ‘competence’, ‘risk’, ‘benefit’, ‘harm’ and ‘confidentiality’.

Once relevant journals with a significant proportion of research ethics articles had been identified, an issue-by-issue search of their contents was conducted. In most cases, the search went back to the year 1995. However, in the case of the first specialised research ethics journal from the USA, IRB: Ethics and Research, all back issues to 1978 were considered in order to identify which topics were prominent in the debate at an early stage of Research Ethics Committee development and to consider them in relation to current debates.

Web-based searches, using Google and All the Web, were also conducted with three main purposes:

- identification of research ethics bodies internationally and their guidelines, documentation and supporting materials;
- identification of Irish Research Ethics Committees and research ethics guidelines;
- identification of international bodies and guidelines dedicated to children’s research.

Stakeholders’ perspectives

Stakeholders’ perspectives were ascertained through both quantitative and qualitative approaches to data collection. A quantitative postal survey of identified Research Ethics Committees was undertaken, the aim of which was to gather information on their remit, procedures, specific practices and extent of applications relating to research with children (see Appendix 1). A variety of qualitative data collection techniques, including semi-structured interviews and focus groups, were also used to gather information from specific stakeholders (see Appendices 3-6). These comprised chairpersons, administrators and members of Research Ethics Committees, both academic and medically orientated (see Appendix 2), as well as children’s researchers, parents and children.

Research Ethics Committees

In the process of undertaking this research, it became apparent that a review to identify Research Ethics Committees (RECs) and their processes of gaining research ethics approval was being undertaken by the Health Service Executive (HSE Research Ethics Committee Review Group, 2008). It was agreed that a limited collaborative approach to specific aspects of data collection in relation to members of RECs would be employed. This collaboration consisted of regular meetings and telephone conferences between the research teams of the HSE and the National University of
Methodology

Ireland (NUI), Galway; collaborative development and evaluation of the survey instrument; pooling of relevant contact details; input by the NUI Galway team into the planning and realisation of the HSE Consultation Day; and input into the writing and revision of the final HSE report – all under the lead of the HSE team. The stakeholder interviews and focus groups with chairpersons, administrators, researchers, parents and children were planned, conducted and analysed by the NUI Galway team alone, with the limited exception of the development of the chairpersons’ interview guidelines which received feedback from the HSE team. (For conclusions of the HSE report, see Appendix 8.)

Sample survey
The survey sample frame was developed from a listing of operational Research Ethics Committees (RECs) provided by the Irish Council of Bioethics and was expanded to include additional committees identified through the literature/documentary review process. A total of 50 RECs were identified during the first stage of the research: 10 based in academic institutions and 27 hospital/medical-based (of which 13 assessed clinical trials), 7 in voluntary bodies and 6 in other organisations (see Appendix 2). A census sample frame of all RECs identified was used.

Survey data collection
A postal questionnaire was developed in conjunction with the HSE research team and reviewed by its steering committee; it was pilot-tested and minor changes were subsequently made (see Appendix 1). The administration, distribution and collation of the questionnaire data was undertaken by the HSE research team. Responses were received from 32 RECs in total, which are included in the analysis. No replies were received from the remaining 18, resulting in a response rate of 64%. The response rate was comparable for all types of committee. For this report, the data were analysed at the Health Promotion Research Centre in NUI Galway, using the computer package SPSS for Mac, Version 11.0.

During the qualitative data collection following the survey, 22 further RECs were identified, most of them sub-committees in academic institutions (see Appendix 2). Sub-committees had been initially excluded due to the expectation that each institution should only be represented by the REC that had the primary review function in the institution. However, it transpired that many of these sub-committees were functioning independently from each other and had considerable review loads. The remaining additional RECs included 2 previously not identified primary academic committees and 2 committees in the health and social care sector. One committee from the original Irish Council of Bioethics’ list turned out to be inoperational due to falling under the remit of another committee.

Semi-structured interviews
In addition to the questionnaire survey, semi-structured telephone interviews with 26 chairpersons of RECs (14 of whom chaired academic committees and 12 chaired hospital/medical committees) and 8 administrators were undertaken. The semi-structured interview format was pilot-tested prior to field use and minor changes made (see Appendix 3). In the process of organising the semi-structured interviews, it was established that while the 18 RECs that did not respond to the survey were formally constituted, some lacked a named chairperson and/or administrator. In recruiting respondents for the semi-structured interviews, care was taken to include a balance between healthcare and academic committees, and to include those committees that had substantial experience with the review of children’s research. All interviews undertaken were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. Analysis was undertaken through a template approach as described by Robson (2002).

Two focus groups were also undertaken with members of RECs and 4 individual interviews with REC members, two of whom were also children’s researchers. The topic guide format was similar to that used in the semi-structured interviews with REC chairpersons and administrators (see above), although tailored to the perspective and responsibilities of REC members (see Appendix 4). As with the analysis process for the semi-structured interview data, the focus groups were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim, with analysis being undertaken using Robson’s (2002) template approach.
Children’s Researchers

Sample
Researchers of children in Ireland were identified through the literature/documentary review process described above, with web-based searches of organisations and institutions expressing an interest in research with children or on children’s issues. In addition, the database ‘Expertise Ireland’ was used to identify academic researchers with an interest in children’s research. Individual researchers and clusters of children’s research were identified through this process.

Data collection
Focus groups were carried out with children’s researchers based in three institutions (two academic and one medical) in Dublin, Cork and Galway. A total of 6 focus groups were undertaken. One other institution was approached, but declined to participate; two other institutions were willing to participate in a focus group, but scheduling turned out not to be feasible. A moderator and assistant moderator facilitated the focus groups, the topic guide for which was pilot-tested, with minor changes made (see Appendix 5). Data were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. Contemporaneous written notes were made by the assistant moderator at each focus group. Data were analysed using Robson’s (2002) template approach.

In addition to the 6 focus groups, 8 individual interviews with children’s researchers from 5 institutions were conducted, two of whom were also involved in a Research Ethics Committee.

Children

Sample
Children and young people were accessed through schools. The Principals of primary schools who had participated in a children’s survey were contacted. Four schools agreed to participate. Active consent forms were sent to all the parents of students who had participated in a research study within those schools. In all the schools, the parents actively agreed for their children to participate in the research process. Students were asked by the researcher to provide separate assent for participation in the study (see Appendix 7). None of the students chose not to participate, but one student did not participate due to not returning the parental consent form. In total, 47 students aged 11-13 participated in the study.

Data collection
A participative workshop protocol was initially designed by the research team. The areas focused on were those consistently highlighted in the literature as important in relation to ethical issues for children’s research – i.e. consent, confidentiality and risk/burden. Two full pilot workshops were organised in a post-primary and primary school where the students had participated in research during the previous year. The secondary school students were conceptualised as being an expert group to comment and inform the workshop protocol for the main study.

The resultant participative workshop protocol was divided into three parts. The first and last sections of the workshop involved the students filling in a table of responses to issues about confidentiality and risk/burden. They were then asked to move to specific areas of the room that represented ‘Yes/No/Unsure’ responses. A discussion was facilitated during which those in either the ‘Yes’ or the ‘No’ areas tried to persuade those in the ‘Unsure’ area to move to join them. In so doing, the reasons for their responses were illuminated and discussed within the group. The middle section of the workshop was a facilitated discussion on the idea of consent.

The workshops were all recorded and notes taken by a co-facilitator. The data were subjected to content analysis. Simple counting techniques were also used, as advocated by Silverman (1993), to give a visual overview of the young people’s responses to the issues raised.
Methodology

Parents

Sample
A list of 113 schools known to have participated in research was identified from the Department of Education and Science data file of schools and 20 primary schools were randomly selected from the list compiled. Fifteen of the 20 Principals from each of the 20 schools identified recruited a parent, 13 of whom participated in the study. Of those who participated, 8 were mothers and 5 were fathers of children that had taken part in previous research projects.

A semi-structured telephone interview was undertaken with each parent. The interview schedule was pilot-tested prior to field use (see Appendix 6). Each interview was digitally recorded and analysed using a template approach (Robson, 2002) consistent with that developed in previous aspects of data collection for this study.

Health Service Executive (HSE) Consultation
The HSE initiative Review of Research Ethics Committees and Processes in Republic of Ireland (2008) also included a Consultation Day, with invited members of Research Ethics Committees, researchers, patients’ representatives, experts and policy-makers. The NUI Galway team was involved in the preparation and realisation of this Consultation Day and some dialogue recorded from this meeting is included in this report. (For the full HSE report, see www.hse.ie/eng/services/Publications/corporate/etr/Review_of_Research_Ethics_Committees_and_Processes_in_Republic_of_Ireland.html.)

Data presentation
The data collected through the literature/documentary review and collation, along with that generated by the semi-structured interviews and focus groups, were integrated in the final stage of analysis and are presented together in this report. Quotes from various stakeholders are given throughout the text to illustrate specific aspects of the data; quotes are coded according to the stakeholder group to which the participant belonged, e.g. ‘AC’ for Chair of Academic REC (see Table 1). Quotes have been subjected to minimal editing in order to retain the tenor of the comments made.

Table 1: Legend for stakeholder groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder group</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair of Academic REC</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair of Hospital REC</td>
<td>HC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member of REC</td>
<td>CM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE Consultation Day</td>
<td>HSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Researcher</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ethical approval
Approval for conducting this research was sought and granted from the Research Ethics Committee of the National University of Ireland, Galway.
3 RESEARCH ETHICS GOVERNANCE: THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT
A general introduction to Research Ethics Committees

Research Ethics Committees are bodies whose primary function is to review the ethical quality of research proposals, rather than their scientific quality. The core ethical concern of such committees is the protection of research subjects from becoming enrolled in unethical research protocols. As the World Health Organization states in its Operational Guidelines for Ethics Committees that review Biomedical Research, the role of a Research Ethics Committee is ‘to contribute to safeguarding the dignity, rights, safety and well-being of all actual or potential research participants’ (WHO, 2000, p. 1).

Research Ethics Committees (RECs) are composed of a group of reviewers, as opposed to review by individuals. Since the early 1980s, they have become an increasingly prominent fixture of the research scene and are currently one of the core providers of ethical review of research with human and animal subjects. In different countries, alternative descriptions are used for these bodies, including ‘Institutional Review Board’ (IRB), especially for committees in the USA, or ‘Research Ethics Board’ (REB) for committees in Canada.

RECs are created at different levels and by different types of bodies or organisations. Accordingly, their remit can differ significantly, from research that takes place within a particular region or country, to research performed in individual organisations, like hospitals, or even in sub-units of organisations, like academic departments. Different systems internationally have found quite different solutions to the question of the organisation of their research ethics governance system. There seems to be currently no international consensus regarding the optimal structure of the governance system. In some jurisdictions, research ethics governance structures are very well developed. In many cases, modifications to existing governance systems were preceded by a process of extensive review and consultation, for example, in the UK by the Central Office for Research Ethics Committees (2004 and 2006) and the Department of Health (2005); and in New Zealand by the National Advisory Committee on Health and Disability Support Services Ethics (2003).

The main issues in the debate seem to be how to assess the advantages and disadvantages of centralised review systems, on the one hand, and institution-based systems of review, on the other, and also how to delineate the specific tasks that a governance structure needs to fulfil.

International models

Internationally, institution-based systems are still the norm; fully centralised systems are comparatively rare. Historically, most of the institution-based systems are the result of an initially uncoordinated development of RECs in those institutions that perceive a need for REC structures. Once these RECs have been set up, further developments in research ethics governance with a larger scope frequently follow. These include the introduction of binding norms or regulations for RECs within a jurisdiction or within a certain organisational framework. Centralised systems tend to arise as a result of further reform of an institution-based system, as one way to address concerns about accountability, common standards and quality assurance in REC review. As an introduction to approaches to research ethics governance, the following discussion presents a range of international models of research ethics governance.

Canada

The ‘Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research involving Humans’ describes standards and procedures for governing research involving human subjects throughout Canada (CIHR et al, 1998/2005) and is currently in the process of being revised; the revised statement is expected to be published in December 2009 (see http://pre.ethics.gc.ca/eng/index). Canada has created and funded three agencies to promote, support and undertake research – the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC). These agencies
adopted the Tri-Council Policy (TCP) in August 1998 as a common research ethics policy for those conducting, participating in or reviewing human research in institutions funded by the CIHR, NSERC and SSHRC. These agencies will consider funding (or continued funding) only to individuals and institutions that certify that they comply with this research policy.

In addition, several Canadian Federal Government organisations, such as the National Research Council, the Canadian Space Agency, Health Canada and National Defence, have adopted the TCP. Some professional bodies and Provincial Government departments also use it. The Interagency Advisory Panel on Research Ethics (PRE) is a body of external experts, established in November 2001 by the CIHR, NSERC and SSHRC, to support the ongoing evolution and development of the TCP (see http://pre.ethics.gc.ca/eng/panel-group/about-apropos/reference).

The TCP provides a standardised ethical research policy, including detailed regulations regarding:

- Ethics Review Boards (Article 1)
- Informed Consent (Article 2)
- Privacy and Confidentiality (Article 3)
- Conflict of Interest (Article 4)
- Inclusion (Article 5)
- Aboriginal Peoples (Article 6)
- Clinical Trials (Article 7)
- Genetic Research (Article 8)
- Gametes/Embryos/Foetuses (Article 9)
- Human Tissue (Article 10)

The TCP does not include any separate section on children’s research and the comments on children’s research remain generally unchanged in the draft revision of the TCP. It does, however, mention issues relevant to children’s research in different places throughout, including:

- informed consent and the role of trust and dependency for voluntariness in participation in research;
- involvement of additional parties in the informed consent process for participants who are not competent to consent;
- confidentiality and its limitation due to mandatory reporting laws;
- the danger of discrimination and the importance of research involving populations that are not fully competent to give consent (for example, children), but that could as a group benefit from research.

USA

The Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) in the USA provides leadership to the system for protecting volunteers in research that is conducted or supported by the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). OHRP provides clarification and guidance to research institutions, develops educational programmes and materials, and promotes innovative approaches to enhancing human subject protections. Nearly 10,000 universities, hospitals and other research institutions in the USA and abroad have formal agreements with OHRP to comply with the regulations relating to the protection of human subjects. These are codified in the HHS’s 2005 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) in Titles 45 (Public Welfare) and 46 (Protection of Human Subjects), Subparts A-D (see www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.htm).

In 1991, 14 other Federal departments and agencies joined the HHS in adopting a uniform set of rules for the protection of human subjects, called the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (known as the ‘Common Rule’). The HHS employs a system of Institutional Review Boards (IRB registration) or Independent Ethics Committees (IEC) and assurances. HHS regulations require institutions to commit to compliance with Regulation 45 CFR Part 46 before initiating participation in HHS-conducted or supported research involving human subjects. In essence, OHRP depends on institutional officials, committees, researchers and other agents of OHRP to comply with its assurance and the Federal Regulations.

All institutions engaged in human research (not exempt from the Federal Regulations), and conducted by any HHS agency, must be covered by an OHRP-approved assurance of compliance. The Federal Wide Assurance (FWA) is the only type of assurance accepted and approved by OHRP. Any Federal
Ethical Review and Children's Research in Ireland

department or agencies that have signed on to the Common Rule (Regulation 45 CFR Part 46) and have accepted an OHRP-approved FWA must designate on the FWA the IRB/IEC(s) that will perform initial and continuing review of the research. Obtaining an approved assurance from OHRP is a two-step process: first, the IRB(s) designated under the assurance must be registered with OHRP and, second, an assurance application (FWA) must be completed.

Ethical requirements in children’s research are stated in Regulation 45 CFR Part 46, Subpart D: ‘Additional Protections for Children involved as Subjects in Research’. Subpart D provides additional protection for children participating in research beyond those that apply to fully competent adults, as follows (see www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.htm#subpartd and www.hhs.gov/ohrp/researchfaq.html):

1. The scope of exemption from IRB review is reduced for children’s research, i.e. some research activities are exempt for adults, but need to be reviewed if children are participants (e.g. educational interviews and surveys).

2. A dual process of parental permission and child assent is required instead of obtaining informed consent only from the participant. Child assent involves active affirmative agreement, not just the absence of dissent. However, depending on the type of research and the maturity of the child participant, waivers of parental consent or child consent are possible under some exceptional circumstances.

3. The guidelines identify three types of children’s research that can be approved, based especially on the risk and benefit profile of the research. These categories are more narrowly defined than those that can be approved for research with competent adults.

4. Under special circumstances, research can be approved even if it does not fit these categories, provided it is likely to lead to a significantly improved understanding, prevention or alleviation of an important problem for children’s health or welfare.

5. Some additional conditions exist for research activities with children who are wards of the State or other agencies.

United Kingdom

National Health Service (NHS) Research Ethics Committees (RECs) have been established throughout the UK with the purpose of safeguarding the rights, dignity and welfare of people participating in research in the NHS. Potential research participants at NHS organisations in the UK will come under the protection of a REC. There are currently 162 NHS RECs in the UK (as of 25 January 2009). There are two main types of REC, recognised and authorised – the National Research Ethics Service (NRES) and the Integrated Research Application System (IRAS).

In 2007, the National Research Ethics Service (NRES) was launched in the UK. NRES comprises NHS RECs and the former Central Office for Research Ethics Committees (COREC). The NRES has the following remit (see www.nres.npsa.nhs.uk):

- provides ethical guidance and management support to RECs;
- delivers a quality assurance framework for the National Research Ethics Service;
- works with colleagues in the UK to maintain a UK-wide framework;
- works with colleagues in the wider regulatory environment to streamline the processes.

The Integrated Research Application System (IRAS):

- is a single system for applying for permission and approval of health and social care/community care research in the UK (a standard application form used by all NHS RECs);
- enables a person to enter information about their project once, instead of duplicating information in separate application forms;
- uses filters to ensure that the data collected and collated are appropriate to the type of study, and consequently the permission and approval required;
- helps the applicant to meet regulatory and governance requirements;
- retains familiar aspects of the application system.
Within the NHS RECs, some committees are flagged as competent to review children’s research. The NRES Standard Operating Procedures for RECs do not include much information specifically dedicated to children’s research, with the exception of including a requirement to obtain advice by somebody with expertise in paediatric care in the case of CTIMP applications involving minors (2.49ff) (see www.nres.npsa.nhs.uk/news-and-publications/publications/standard-operating-procedures). However, NRES provides a separate guidance document for researchers and REC members (see www.nres.npsa.nhs.uk/applicants/guidance). Its Section 1.2: ‘Children’ and Section 3: ‘Guidance for Design of Information Sheets for Children/Young People’ contain brief general considerations for children’s research, highly detailed information on aspects of the informed consent process and supporting documentation for children from different age groups. Appendix H of the same document provides a summary and extracts of various relevant UK documents on children’s research. The focus of this NRES guidance document is health research, in keeping with NRES’s link to the NHS. What characterises the information on informed consent in children’s research is:

- the importance given to a detailed step-by-step guide through the documentation;
- the distinction between three age bands with exact age boundaries;
- the importance given to ensuring age-appropriate delivery of information by detailed guidance;
- the possibility of exemption from parental consent for minors who fulfil the Gillick competence criteria for non-clinical trials research (however, cautioning that the application of Gillick competence for research participation, as opposed to healthcare treatment, is currently legally untested).

In contrast to the highly regulated NHS review system, the implementation of RECs in the academic sector has been largely left to each individual academic institution; accordingly, a large proportion of children’s research is not covered by the strictly regulated NHS system, even though existing guidelines for Social Science Research (e.g. the ESRC Research Ethics Framework, 2006) aim to provide some measure of consistency (see www.esrc.ac.uk/ESRCInfoCentre/Images/ESRC_Re_Ethics_Frame_tcm6-11291.pdf).

**Denmark**

Denmark has a system of Research Ethics Committees (RECs) with 9 regional committees and a national committee (the Danish National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics). The Danish REC system can be characterised by four main features (see www.cvk.sum.dk/English/actonabiomedicalresearch.aspx):

- RECs are regional and not institutional;
- there is a central national REC above the regional RECs;
- RECs are relatively small and have a large proportion of lay members;
- approval of multi-centre trials is streamlined.

There is no REC system for research outside the health sector. In 1990, it was concluded that RECs were not necessary in the areas of social sciences or humanities since several kinds of social science are important for policy formation and should therefore not be too constrained by ethical demands. It was also stated that the potential for harming research participants in the social sciences is much lower than in the health sciences.

According to Danish law, all biomedical research projects in Denmark involving humans, or any kind of human tissue, need permission from a regional ethics committee. The investigator of the research project must apply for permission from the regional REC. The application should conform with the **Guidelines about notification of a biomedical research project to the committee system on biomedical research ethics**. An electronic application form (see www.dr.dk/anmeldelse) may be sent, in addition to sending a hard copy. The review of the application by the regional REC takes place when a complete and valid application has been submitted. A valid application must include (1) application form; (2) the clinical trial protocol; (3) subject information and the informed consent procedure; and (4) a short résumé in lay terms. Applicants whose project is rejected by the regional REC can appeal the decision to the Danish National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics.
The 2003 Act governing the Danish REC system does not have a comprehensive separate section to deal with issues arising in children’s research. However, it addresses children’s research issues specifically in Paragraph 17, which discusses research with non-competent populations, and in Paragraph 19, which deals with mature minors. In both Paragraphs, the issue of informed consent is the primary concern. The issues addressed include:

- the importance of surrogate consent that is made purely in the interest of a child;
- the importance of involving the minor in the informed consent process through a qualified person who has experience with communicating information in an age-appropriate way;
- information given needs to include the possibility of withdrawing at any time;
- the importance of research projects with minors being reviewed by somebody with paediatric expertise;
- exemption from parental consent for mature minors over 15 years of age, depending on the nature, risk and harmfulness of the research.

**Australia**

There are more than 200 Human Research Ethics Committee (HRECs) in Australia, whose role is the ethical oversight of research involving humans. HRECs all function in accordance with the guidelines outlined in the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007), issued by the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC). The National Statement sets out the requirements for the composition of a HREC and relevant ethical principles by which research should be designed and conducted. HRECs are usually established by organisations that conduct research involving humans. Universities and hospitals are the most common of these. Before conducting research that involves humans, approval from the specific HREC must be granted. HRECs review proposals for research to ensure that they are ethically acceptable and in accordance with relevant standards and guidelines, monitor the conduct of research and deal with complaints that may arise. The Australian Health Ethics Committee (AHEC) is a principal committee for the NHMRC and provides support to HRECs. The AHEC advises the NHMRC on ethical issues relating to health and develops guidelines for the conduct of research involving humans. AHEC monitors and advises on international developments in health ethics issues through liaison with relevant international organisations and individuals, including the World Health Organization.

The National Statement includes Section 4.2 dedicated to research with children and young people, and Section 4.3 dedicated to research with people in dependent and unequal relationships. The importance of the realisation of children’s research is highlighted, especially in the areas of health and education. The specific provisions include (see www.nhmrc.gov.au/publications/ethics/2007_humans/contents.htm):

- distinction between different levels of vulnerability and maturity;
- importance of a consent process that involves both parents and children, but provision for exemption from parental consent for mature minors under certain circumstances;
- importance of research that is beneficial to children generally;
- possibility of parents giving ‘standing consent’ for research conducted in schools;
- importance of involving school communities in deliberations about participation in school research;
- the challenge of the effects of power in dependent relationships;
- danger of over-researching a population because it is easy to access;
- danger of negative consequences for research participants due to results or non-cooperation in research.

**New Zealand**

The New Zealand Health and Disability Ethics Committees (NZHDECs) issued guidelines called Operational Standard for Ethics Committees in 2006, designed to promote flexibility and consistency in ethical review throughout New Zealand. The Operational Standard derives its public authority from the terms of reference of ethics committees established by the Minister of Health under
Section 11 of the New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act 2000. Those terms of reference have precedence over the Operational Standard on any point of conflict. The Operational Standard forms the basis for monitoring the operation of ethics committees, which review research and innovative practice, and provide advice on ethical issues relating to clinical decisions about the treatment of specific individuals. All ethics committees reviewing health and disability research in New Zealand should be approved to the requirements of their terms of reference and the Operational Standard by the Director-General of Health or the Health Research Council (HRC) to ensure the attainment of appropriate standards and best practice.

A national application form with minimum requirements regarding written consent and consumer information has been developed (see www.ethicscommittees.health.govt.nz or www.hrc.govt.nz). All proposals must be submitted to ethics committees on this form. Research proposals that are to be carried out in a single ethics committee region should be sent to the administrator responsible for that ethics committee. Research proposals for research that is to be carried out in more than one region or nationally should be sent to the administrator responsible for the multi-region ethics committee.

In relation to clinical trials, separate applications must be submitted for each of Phase I, Phase II, Phase III or Phase IV trials. Each application is subject to review by an ethics committee. Registered health professionals may need to complete one of the following forms:

- Form A: Declaration of Eligibility of a Clinical Trial for Accident Rehabilitation and Insurance Corporation Coverage.
- Form B: Declaration of Provision of Compensation for Injury for Participants in a Research Study for a Pharmaceutical Company.

Appendix 1 of the Operational Standard includes guidelines for health research with children. It acknowledges the importance of conducting research with children, while ensuring their protection and legal consent from the child, parent or guardian. It states that all research involving children needs to be submitted to an ethics committee. The guidelines are based on six principles, taken from the Guidelines of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health 1999 and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with Regard to the Application of Biology and Medicine 1996.

**Issues for current models**

The international examples of national research ethics governance discussed above demonstrate the range of models that have developed. While in many countries there have been voices in favour of a centralisation of the ethics review system, more thoroughly centralised review systems seem to have been mostly implemented in small countries so far. In most cases, the implementation of general review requirements or of a centralised system of review have only had partial scope, i.e. have been applied to only certain research sectors and organisations (e.g. healthcare providers) or types of research (e.g. clinical trials research, research in institutions that are supported by certain funding bodies). Whether this limited implementation of centralised review is mainly due to merely practical obstacles or whether there are more fundamental reasons remains open. The following discussion will review some of the issues arising in relation to current models of research ethics governance.

**Between diversity and standardisation**

Standardisation is not restricted to the case of thoroughly centralised review systems. Any governance approach to research ethics has to address the problem of balancing diversity and locality issues, on the one hand, and the issue of standardisation and quality assurance, on the other. Even in an institution-based review system, the achievement of an effective governance system that ensures an appropriate level of standardisation across RECs is a core concern.
At the early stages of the development of REC systems, it is usually the responsibility of each individual REC to develop its terms and procedures, and to come to REC-specific agreements on ethical standards of review. At later stages, additional standardising elements might need to be taken into account that have an impact on the functioning of RECs, even if no thorough restructuring takes place and the same committees continue working. In many cases, national funding bodies or some other national entity with responsibility for research develop binding guidelines for ethical review. Additional potential tasks of a governance system that might provide some standardisation include the development of a central administrative body, generally binding standing operating procedures, a unified application form, standards for REC member training, monitoring structures and procedures, and in some cases a centralised appointment process for REC members. Some combination of these elements is frequently mentioned in proposals for reform of research ethics governance systems, as, for example, expressed at the 2007 EC-EMEA Clinical Trials Conference (see www.emea.europa.eu/pdfs/conferenceflyers/clinicaltrials/report.pdf) and the 2005 ‘Facing the Future Together’ Conference on Research Ethics Committees in Europe (see http://ec.europa.eu/research/conferences/2005/recs/pdf/report_en.pdf). Particular emphasis is often given to the implementation of an effective administrative body (Downie, 2006; Fitzgerald and Phillips, 2006).

In some places, standardisation of the review process has led to the implementation of a central body with important responsibilities for governing ethics review in a jurisdiction. Different models of centralisation have been proposed in the debate, including the implementation of national RECs, regional RECs, subject area or research-type specific RECs, or other types of centralised structures (Christian et al., 2002; Downie, 2006; Emanuel et al., 2004; Gandhi, 2005; McWilliams et al., 2006). Alternatively, governance systems might focus primarily on the implementation of a central governing body without necessarily having drastic effects on the number of committees that are in operation (Fitzgerald and Phillips, 2006). However, in general, recommendations for a reduction of ethics committees is quite common in the debate (ACSTI, 2006; Department of Health, 2005); in the Irish context, this was most recently emphasised in the ICRIN report of 2008.

Thorough centralisation has been implemented, for example, in New Zealand and Denmark, where national guidelines govern a structure that includes a very limited number of regional committees which are appointed following central appointment processes. In the UK, all research conducted in the NHS has been under the authority of a single body for several years (previously, the Central Office for Research Ethics Committees (COREC) and now the National Research Ethics Service (NRES), which presently governs a number of additional bodies and envisages these to increase further in number in the future). Frequently, a major driver of reforms of the REC governance system are the limitations of the institution-based system in reviewing multi-centre studies. Arrangements to streamline multi-centre study review frequently include mechanisms of allocating primary review authority to specific committees, or to outline arrangements between committees that will cut down on the overall review burden. In Europe, the Clinical Trials Directive has had an impact on the research ethics governance of multi-centre clinical trials, requiring a single review of such trials with only limited input from the individual trial sites (EU, 2001). However, this Directive has been implemented in different ways in different European countries and may in some cases require assessment by a full local REC (NRES, 2007).

Despite the increasing drive internationally towards standardisation, institutional diversity still plays a significant role. Institution-based RECs that are created and staffed by the institution are still the norm, not the exception, internationally. Frequently, standard operating procedures, application forms and training are developed and organised by RECs themselves, in line with general guidelines, but with some leeway to incorporate elements that do justice to specific legislative situations and other local conditions, often specific to individual institutions. Local conditions for institutions might include the ethos of the institution (frequently considered especially important for faith-based institutions), likely characteristics of researchers and area of research in the institution (e.g. disability or children’s research). Even where a non-institution-based REC is responsible for review of research proposals for this institution, some form of ‘locality assessment’ is frequently
considered essential as an element of the review process in addition to the original ethical review, to ensure the adequacy of REC review to the particular characteristics and conditions of the institution. This might just include the mere assessment of feasibility of research projects in the institution at a particular point in time, but it might also go further and include the assessment of compatibility with values and ethos of the institution and might even involve an additional committee process (Edwards et al., 2007). The value of diversity and adaptation to individual institutions has also been supported by those who see institutional RECs as one way of representing the institution’s values and facilitating institutional buy-in and ownership of the ethics review process. However, if the institutional assessment is not carried out in the context of a governance model that ensures a sufficient degree of standardisation, quality control and streamlining across RECs, there is a significant danger that research might be impeded by procedural obstacles (as especially in the case of multi-centre studies) or not be reviewed appropriately.

**Governing different research sectors and research fields**

As already indicated above, in many countries research ethics governance systems do not treat all research equally. While in most countries the area of clinical trials research is governed quite strictly – which in the EU falls under the European Clinical Trials Directive (EU, 2001) and the earlier Oviedo Convention (Council of Europe, 1997) – other forms of research are frequently under less ethical scrutiny and relevant structures may not be put in place for some areas of research. This is especially pertinent to the area of children’s research. Despite the existence of numerous documents and initiatives on children’s rights – from the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child to the EC Communication ‘Toward a European Strategy on the Rights of the Child’ (2006) and the expected EU Strategy on Children’s Rights, all of which emphasise the right of children to social participation – the specific area of children’s research has not attracted much attention. There is a concern that as a consequence not all research participants, including especially children, receive the level of protection that they should be entitled to (Evans, 2004).

One distinction that can be made in this context is the distinction between the health and the academic sectors, which are constituted by institutions that differ in the services that they provide, the professionals that engage in research and the purposes, areas and methods of research. However, there is a significant overlap of both sectors regarding the large field of health research, which frequently causes problems in relation to governance. A significant proportion of health research is conducted with patient populations that are often considered to fall primarily under the jurisdiction of the healthcare institutions, while academic institutions might consider themselves to also have a responsibility for review of such research. Problems with clarifying the remit of RECs in both sectors, especially for research that might involve members from both sectors, are not uncommon and can lead to multiple review by committees in both sectors, especially regarding research outside the clinical trials system where the research ethics review system has been more streamlined than for other types of research.

In systems with a national healthcare system, the healthcare sector may be governed by a single governing body and accordingly it might be somewhat easier to implement uniform research ethics requirements for the entire sector. This is currently the case in the UK regarding all research involving the NHS. In Ireland or Canada, such uniformity has not been created so far. Regional committees, as in New Zealand or Denmark, might be a solution to the potential conflict between RECs in different sectors; however, in these countries the regional RECs only govern health research, i.e. academic non-health research does not currently appear to fall under their remit.

In contrast, standardisation in the governance of academic institutions has been somewhat less pronounced, perhaps due to the particularly strong emphasis on academic freedom and institutional self-governance in this sector. In the UK, there is little standardisation of academic RECs so far, even though an independent Association of Research Ethics Committees (see www.arec.org.uk) is interested in improving communication and development of standards of good practice in this field.
Where standardisation in this sector has been achieved, it has been due to the influence of research ethics funding bodies, as for example in the USA and Canada where research ethics requirements for institutions are linked to the receipt of funding from certain national research funding bodies. When institutions receive funding from these funding bodies, one of the conditions for funding is that all research, not just the funded research, within that institution undergoes research ethics review that fulfils certain requirements.

Such general review requirements for academic institutions that are linked to the receipt of funding from certain agencies have been criticised, especially because in these cases funding often only applies to certain types of research, but all research within the institution might have to conform to standards that might not have been developed with these types of research in mind. One particular concern in this context has been the adequacy of ethical standards applied to research in the social sciences and humanities, especially regarding a broad range of qualitative methodologies. Submitting such research to research ethics requirements that have been developed following the model of ethical issues encountered in clinical trials has been particularly strongly and widely criticised (Dingwall, 2007; Howitt, 2005; Ramcharan and Cutcliffe, 2001; Richardson and McMullan, 2007; Van den Hoonoord, 2006b). These criticisms have been taken up to a certain extent in some jurisdictions, where special reports have been published on ethical characteristics of such research (ESRC, 2006; PRE, 2004; SSHWC, 2006 and 2007b). The process of inclusion of social science and humanities research seems to have been particularly extensive in Canada, where relevant concerns are now reflected to some extent in recent versions of the Canadian TCP (see http://pre.ethics.gc.ca/eng/policy-politique/initiatives/reports-rapports).

Finally, especially in REC systems that do not comprehensively cover all research, other bodies outside the health and academic sectors might step up to provide research ethics review for research in areas that either do not fall under the remit of other committees or that might be considered as requiring specialised attention. While the more frequent problem is the multiple review of the same proposal, in some cases researchers might have the opposite problem – of not being able to access REC review for research that would require research ethics review (O’Beirne et al, 2007). This can be the case for research by companies that neither involves academics nor members or patients of healthcare institutions, and therefore does not offer easy access to either of these branches of the research ethics infrastructure. In some cases, this problem is solved by using independent or commercial RECs. Alternative ethics review bodies might also be created by professional associations and patient organisations. The implementation of such additional bodies can be motivated by the same problem of being involved in research that falls outside the usual remit, but might also have to do with the self-understanding of such bodies that they have a particular responsibility to the groups they represent. They might perceive the implementation of independent RECs as a possibility to tailor review requirements especially to the needs of their stakeholders.

The REC bureaucracy: Costs and burdens

One of the most frequently voiced concerns regarding existing research ethics governance systems is related to the danger that on balance the implementation of a research ethics bureaucracy has more costs than benefits. Much of the research ethics literature that has been produced from the perspective of researchers focuses on the extent to which REC review requirements represent an undue burden that impedes rather than facilitates the conduct of valuable research and does not fulfil its stated primary goal of protecting research participants (Burris and Moss, 2006; Fleischman, 2005; Fast and Levine, 2007; Wald, 2004). Researchers argue for the need of looking beyond the mere compliance model towards increased efforts of constructive cooperation with researchers (Connolly and Reid, 2007). Some claim that the current REC system has led to the existence of an inflexible normative discourse that potentially marginalises essential ethical concerns and distracts researchers from paying attention to significant ethical considerations in their research (Cannella and Lincoln, 2007; Haggerty, 2004; Halse and Honey, 2007).
Researchers have pointed out the costs involved in REC review in terms of a number of variables:

- time spent in preparing research ethics application;
- time spent waiting for feedback and approval;
- number of required clarifications, amendments and resubmissions;
- costs in terms of researcher time;
- costs in terms of application materials and fees.

Costs have been identified as particularly high for multi-centre studies, especially in those systems where several RECs review the same proposals and where researchers are required to meet a range of different and frequently inconsistent demands for amendments and different timelines (Burman et al., 2001; Emanuel et al., 2004; Estlin and Ablett, 2001; Larson et al., 2004; McWilliams et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2004; Seiler et al., 2007). One of the most frequently highlighted issues, and one that has been addressed by many governance systems in recent years, is the need for a more streamlined process of review of such studies, both nationally and – more problematic – internationally (Christian et al., 2002; Hearnshaw, 2004; Hirtle et al., 2000; Pentz and Khayat, 2004; Pinkerton et al., 2002).

This need for a more systematic organisation of the REC system is acknowledged by many guidelines. For example, the WHO (2000, p. 2) Operational Guidelines state, ‘Procedures need to be established for relating various levels of review in order to ensure consistency and facilitate cooperation. Mechanisms for cooperation and communication need to be developed between national committees and institutional and local committees. These mechanisms should ensure clear and efficient communication’. In some cases, this is primarily envisaged to be realised through better communication structures and information flow between committees; in other cases, a more thoroughly streamlined system is seen as a solution. However, even where national guidelines mandate the acceptance of review decisions from one committee by other committees, there is evidence that this does not always translate into reality (Roberts et al., 2004).

One frequently mentioned concern is the variability and unpredictability of REC review. Researchers frequently report cases of capricious decision-making by RECs. Some of the problems that researchers encounter in this context might be due to their unfamiliarity with the review processes and the expectations and narratives that guide REC members’ decision-making processes (Fitzgerald and Phillips, 2006). However, there has also been a considerable amount of research conducted into different parameters of ethics review by different RECs that proves that the impression of unpredictability is real. Probably the most frequently replicated finding has been of considerable inconsistency regarding a broad range of parameters (Edwards et al., 2007; McWilliams et al., 2003). The discrepancies have been particularly pronounced in research ethics governance systems where few binding regulations were in place. However, even in systems where efforts had been made to streamline review and ensure greater consistency between different committees, significant differences still remain (Evans, 2004). While the issue of multiple applications and timelines can be addressed relatively easily through reforming the review process, the possibility of improving agreement on issues of ethical decision-making itself is more doubtful. Some propose improved training and quality assurance through peer review as a potential solution to preventing such diversity (Recommendation 8 in Department of Health, 2005). However, as some authors have pointed out, ethical decision-making is characterised by an irreducible component of individual moral judgement that might be reduced to a certain extent by ethical guidelines, but will never be fully eliminated. The joint deliberation process within the committee context might magnify this effect, while at the same time constituting an essential feature of sound ethical decision-making (Edwards et al., 2007).

Significant efforts have been made internationally in recent years to improve and streamline the REC process. Some systems have undergone prolonged review and revision processes. These attempts have mostly focused on the issue of standardisation of review processes. They frequently include:
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- creation of a central body with responsibility for research ethics governance (however, with widely varying status, remit and authority);
- development of binding standard operating procedures and ethical review guidelines;
- standardisation of application forms;
- improved accessibility of relevant documentation for RECs and researchers through online facilities.

Many of these modifications to the review system still need to be evaluated. While some burdens of the review process are likely to be improved by these measures, others are likely to remain. It has been pointed out that some of the concerns in relation to the burdens of REC review might be inevitable side-effects of implementing a bureaucracy with primary focus on the establishment of a hierarchical structure with oversight powers (Bosk, 2007; Dixon-Woods et al., 2007). Accordingly, efforts to improve the effectiveness of such a bureaucratic structure are not likely to eliminate its inherent problems (Zywicki, 2007).

The Irish REC system is currently characterised by the predominance of local RECs that mostly represent individual institutions, such as hospitals or universities. These RECs have mostly been developed from the ground up, i.e. in response to a perceived need of each individual institution to implement REC review structures within the institution, rather than as a consequence of a top-down process demanding such implementation. With the exception of the Clinical Trials Committees, there is currently no governance structure in place that regulates the work of RECs in Ireland.

Main concerns

- Wide range of governance models in existence internationally, but no international consensus on best practice for REC governance systems.
- Tendency towards increased standardisation and centralisation, even within institution-based systems.
- Limited scope of most governance systems, frequently excluding academic sector and non-health research, especially social science research.
- Inconsistency across RECs and resulting obstacles, especially in review of multi-centre studies, as important driving force for governance reforms.
4 RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEES: STRUCTURES, FUNCTIONS AND PROCESSES
Irish Research Ethics Committees – The landscape

Research Ethics Committees (RECs) have been a much less prominent part of the research landscape in Ireland than in other countries, especially in English-speaking countries. While a number of hospitals have long had ethics committees in place to review medical research and clinical trials, the growth and development of RECs was particularly pronounced during the last decade and received broader attention when the Irish Council for Bioethics published its *Operational Guidelines for Research Ethics Committees: Guidance 2004* (ICB, 2004). During that time, the Irish Council for Bioethics created a list of RECs in Ireland, which it updates when committees report relevant changes (see www.bioethics.ie/index.php/research-ethics-committees-ireland). However, as the Irish Council for Bioethics is not an official governing body of Irish RECs, the accuracy of this resource depends on self-reporting by committees. In several sectors, especially the academic sector, significant changes have been taking place over the last few years that have not yet been captured by (or reported to) the Irish Council for Bioethics.

Generally, RECs in Ireland can be classified into several different categories:

- **Health and social care committees**
  - HSE committees, either hospital-based or regional;
  - Committees in the voluntary and private sector;
  - Clinical Trials committees.

- **Academic committees**
  - Central committees for academic organisations;
  - Committees for sub-units within larger academic bodies.

- **Other types of committees**
  - Committees linked to relevant professional associations;
  - Committees linked to other bodies.

Healthcare RECs and Clinical Trials RECs

Among the healthcare-related committees, hospital-based RECs are mostly based in Dublin, whereas outside Dublin they take on, either officially or unofficially, the function of regional committees. Based on the list of RECs compiled as part of this study (see Appendix 2), there are 29 HSE committees, 18 of which are located in Dublin and 11 in the different regions of the HSE. (An anomaly is one of the RECs that reviews proposals relating to HSE institutions in the region, but is subsumed under the governance structure of one of the academic institutions.) There are also 11 health and social care RECs run by voluntary organisations and 6 RECs run by other bodies.

Among these committees, one important further distinction is between those RECs that have been approved to review clinical trials according to the European Clinical Trials Directive and those that do not have this authority. The majority of the Clinical Trials RECs are also HSE RECs. Currently, there are 13 RECs that are entitled to review clinical trials, which involve studies that use medical substances and interventions with either clinical populations or healthy subjects. These RECs are part of a governance structure that exists separately from the other RECs and is based on the requirements stated by the European Clinical Trials Directive. These committees need to fulfil certain requirements regarding the composition of the committee, quorum, turnaround times and documentation to be reviewed. In the case of these Clinical Trials RECs, applicants can submit their application to any of the eligible committees and the approval they receive will, in principle, be valid for any institution in which they intend to realise their study. This structure was designed to reduce the organisational burden in the realisation of clinical multi-centre studies, a characteristic format of clinical trials. The Department of Health and Children is currently the responsible body for the Clinical Trials RECs and receives their annual reports. However, their remit does not include the central distribution of applications, so that it remains up to the applicants to choose the committee that they will apply to. However, in most cases these applications will have
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to go through a further process of assessing the suitability of the research in each of the chosen individual trial sites. Commonly, this does not require full REC approval on these sites; instead, the documentation would be submitted to management or some other channel for approval.

**Academic RECs**

Among the academic RECs, the situation is extremely varied. Currently, there is no explicit requirement on academic institutions to create RECs to review the research of their staff and students. Currently, there are 27 academic RECs on record (RECs on different sites of affiliated academic institutions with distinct academic profiles and programmes are counted separately). The majority of the larger and particularly research-active institutions of higher education are among them, but a number of organisations remain without a REC.

The following descriptions draw on information gathered in the present study through the qualitative data collected from participants who are stakeholders in academic RECs. The models of governance used in these academic institutions vary significantly.

**Single central REC**

The majority of academic RECs are central committees, especially in those institutions with smaller student and staff numbers. Among those RECs that contributed to this review, 5 of the committees follow this model. One of the challenges that institutions encounter that follow this model is the increasing number of research proposals coming through the committee. In particular, they face the question of whether student research should be reviewed at all and if so, according to which criteria research should be selected for review.

**Hierarchical models**

One alternative approach to research ethics governance is the implementation of a hierarchical review structure, where a single higher level REC works in conjunction with REC sub-committees that are located at a lower level of the institutional hierarchy. These might be faculties, schools, departments or groupings that are not strictly aligned to academic units which review certain types of research. While only 3 of the interviewed committees followed this model at the time of the review, these had mostly been adopted comparatively recently and there were indications that further movement towards hierarchical models may be underway in other institutions that are currently still operating under a centralised system.

A. **With ethical review at all levels:** According to this model, all RECs conduct review of research proposals. While the sub-committees focus either on student research or on low-risk research, the central committee focuses on staff research, higher risk research or research with particular populations. This model has been implemented in one of the institutions contacted.

B. **With ethical review only at sub-committee levels and exclusively policy and governance functions at higher level:** According to this model, only the RECs at the lower level(s) are engaged in review, whereas the higher level committee performs research ethics policy functions, based on reporting from lower level committees. This model is realised in 2 institutions, with some significant differences in the degree of integration of the different levels and the extent of research ethics policy development between these institutions. Interestingly, both of these institutions have included representation of animal research committees at the highest level, whereas in the majority of other committees this area of research seems to be dealt with through separate structures.

**Independent sub-committee model**

According to this model, the development of REC structures and ethical review is completely devolved to sub-units of the institution that develop their own ethical guidelines, form their own RECs and are fully in charge of their research ethics policies. This model has been realised in one of the academic institutions interviewed.
A challenge that most of these committees and sub-committees face is the creation of good working relationships between the committee and the diverse academic units or staff members whose research falls under their remit. There are different approaches of outreach, from including representative members of different sub-groups, units in the committee to establishing links with representatives of these units whose task it is to raise awareness of the REC within their units. Those universities that have developed a hierarchical model tend to arrange for formal reporting relationships and representation of those sub-committees that work at the next lower organisational level.

Other committees
Finally, the remaining grouping of RECs is quite diverse (see Appendix 2). It currently includes 6 RECs, but there are likely to be additional committees that either have not been identified yet or that have come into existence more recently. This group includes professional bodies in different medical specialties that focus on reviewing research by their members and trainees. It also includes Government-related bodies that focus on reviewing research that involves research with vulnerable populations in their care or recipients of their services. In addition, it includes a funding body.

Characteristics and working conditions of RECs
Currently in Ireland, 72 RECs have been documented; some academic institutions were hosting several RECs (see Appendix 2). During the research process for the present study, information was received from 46 of these, either through response to the questionnaire or by telephone contact with the chairperson or administrator. The majority of these RECs are based in health and social care organisations and are located in Dublin. Of these 46 committees, 2 are exclusively concerned with research ethics governance in their institutions, 1 was at the time of contact still predominantly a clinical ethics committee, and the remaining 43 committees are either currently reviewing research proposals or are in the process of setting up procedures for conducting such review. Among the RECs represented by the survey respondents were many committees that had been in operation for over a decade. Others had only been set up during the last 5 years; this was especially the case for RECs in academic and voluntary organisations.

Composition of international RECs
Membership of a REC is usually characterised by a concern for the inclusion both of a range of relevant expertise and of sufficient diversity. The WHO (2000, p. 2) Operational Guidelines recommend that States should strive to establish RECs at ‘the national, institutional and local levels that are independent, multi-disciplinary, multi-sectorial and pluralistic in nature’. One of the core concerns in deciding on the composition of a REC is its representativeness for the organisation and the inclusion of the kinds of expertise that will be needed in order to assess the ethical quality of the proposals that come before it. Existing guidelines on REC membership sometimes stipulate a minimum number of members, frequently somewhere between 5 and 8 (CIHR et al., 1998/2005; HHS, 2005; Government of Denmark, 2003; ICB, 2004; NHMRC, 2007) in order to allow for a sufficient diversity of viewpoints in REC deliberations. According to the WHO (2000, p. 2) Operational Guidelines, RECs ‘should be multi-disciplinary and multi-sectorial in composition, including relevant scientific expertise, balanced age and gender distribution, and lay persons representing the interests and the concerns of the community’.

Guidelines sometimes include more specific stipulations regarding the type of expertise that should be represented in the membership of RECs (CIHR et al., 1998/2005; HHS, 2005; ICB, 2004; NHMRC, 2007). Common suggestions regarding the composition of RECs concern the inclusion of:
- ‘lay’ or community members;
- legal members;
- members with ethical training;
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- members with an understanding of those research areas and methodologies that are likely to be reviewed by the committee;
- members whose experience qualifies them to act as subject advocates, especially for vulnerable populations.

Guidelines on REC composition frequently stipulate that a substantial proportion – frequently one-third, but in some cases over 50% – of members should be lay members (Department of Health and Children, 2004; Holm, 1992; HRC, 1996; ICB, 2004; NHMRC, 2007; WHO, 2000). However, the OHRP’s guidelines in the USA and the Tri-Council Policy (TCP) in Canada require only a single lay representative on a committee, albeit with the general acknowledgement that if committee membership increases, community membership should also increase (TCP, B2.1.3). Yet the definition of what constitutes lay member status varies significantly. According to the most restrictive definition, favoured, for example, by the ICB (2004), lay persons would be defined as community representatives who are:
  - not affiliated with the institution;
  - not from a professional background that is prominently represented in the institution itself;
  - not fulfilling another relevant specialist function on the committee (e.g. legal or ethical).

Generally, the practice in many jurisdictions seems to be that genuine community membership is quite limited. Even where substantial lay membership is legally mandated, definitions of what constitutes ‘lay’ status can differ significantly. De facto, lay members are frequently either members of the institution or belong to a professional group that also fulfils some other specialised function (e.g. legal, ethical or non-medical healthcare professional) on the committee. For example, according to the Irish Regulations in relation to the European Clinical Trials Directive (EU, 2001), lay membership – as defined in Schedule 2 – is compatible both with membership of the institution where the REC is based and the fulfilment of any specialist REC function that does not include clinical research or clinical practice (Department of Health and Children, 2004).

In addition to the question of definition, the experience of lay members and the creation of conditions for successful integration in the REC deliberations have been the subject of considerable concern (Anderson, 2006; Dyer, 2004; Glasby and Beresford, 2007; PRE, 2007; Rivera et al, 2004; Roseman, 1987; Sengupta and Lo, 2003; Slaven, 2007). Other concerns regarding the composition of RECs include the question of the representation of minorities or women on committees (Campbell et al, 2003; CIHR et al, 1998/2005; Dickenson, 2006; Moerman et al, 2007; Schuppli and Fraser, 2007), the representation of advocates for vulnerable groups (OSTP, 1991) and generally the question of representation of sufficient methodological or subject area expertise.

The required scientific expertise may differ depending on the institution within which the REC is located and the purpose of the committee. For RECs located in healthcare institutions, there is usually the requirement that a range of healthcare professions should be represented (HHS, 2005), including, for example, medical doctors from a range of specialty areas, nurses, allied health professionals or psychologists. For RECs located in academic institutions, there is frequently an explicit or implicit requirement that they need to represent the different academic units or research areas that the committee covers.

Contentious topics in the debate have included the question of how RECs could best address the different ethical issues that arise in different areas and methodologies of research, e.g. medical and natural science research, on the one hand, and social science research, on the other, with particular attention to qualitative research methodologies (Azar, 2002; Connolly and Reid, 2007; Ells and Gutfreund, 2006; Hemnings, 2006; Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2006; Jacobson et al, 2007; Lincoln and Tierney, 2004; Nelson, 2004; Ramcharan and Cutcliffe, 2001; Stevenson and Beech, 1998; Tolich and Fitzgerald, 2006). An additional challenge that faces RECs in relation to ensuring review expertise and adequacy is the challenge of combining competence-building and continuity of membership with the avoidance of the establishment of unquestioned and potentially biased review routine. The limitation of terms of office, as frequently mandated by guidelines, is generally
considered the best antidote to this problem, by allowing a regular influx of new members who can bring fresh perspectives to the table. However, this also creates the need to recruit and train adequate replacements, which can be a challenge especially in smaller organisations where the number of potentially suitable members can be limited.

**Composition of Irish RECs**

According to the survey data from the present study, membership of Irish RECs ranges from 4 to 21 members, with a mean of 13.0 (s.d. = 4.2). Within these committees, 91% reported requiring a quorum of approximately half of the membership (between 25%-77%) before a decision on a review could be made.

Over 70% of RECs had a membership with the following professional backgrounds:

- Legal advisor (81%)
- Medical doctor (78%)
- Nurse (75%)
- Lay person (72%)

Less than one-third of RECs had a membership with the following professional backgrounds:

- Psychologist (28%)
- Ethicist (31%)
- Statistician (12%)

Religious representatives were included in 38% of the RECs surveyed. Single RECs reported membership of post-graduate students, administrators and patient representatives. Multiple membership from the same professional background on a REC was most common for medical members, scientists, allied health professionals and lay persons. The high average number of lay members was partly due to their mandated one-third presence on the Clinical Trials RECs. The data indicate that the surveyed RECs fulfil the most common international requirements for membership of committees in terms of numbers and membership mix; the surveyed Clinical Trials RECs fulfilled the membership requirements of the EU Directive.

This survey item was designed to capture professional backgrounds and did not allow for multiple inclusion, and therefore did not identify the number of children’s researchers on participating RECs. From the interview data, it was evident that all RECs with a large proportion of children’s research had one or several experts on children’s research on the committee; other RECs generally did not identify membership from this category as particularly relevant for their work.

**Stakeholders’ perspectives on Irish RECs**

It was agreed by participants in the qualitative research of the present study that the most important criteria for REC membership was that they had at least an interest, if not experience, in doing research themselves:

‘… people who are interested in doing research themselves and quite a lot of our Committee members are people who also do research.’ (A)

Interest in research ethics by REC members was also valued:

‘It sounds obvious, but you do need somebody that is actually interested in research ethics.’ (AC)

It was noted that RECs should be composed of a variety of professional or academic disciplines. One Chair of an academic REC (AC) said committees needed a ‘spread of expertise’, while another in the same position commented:

‘It’s very important that you have a wide variety of experts on the panel.’ (AC)
The need for a range of expertise was reinforced by a children’s researcher (CR), who explained the reason for this from their perspective:

‘Because the nature of research ethics committees is the medical sciences … I would feel that if you don’t have people with a background in social research around that table, you get asked very scientific-type questions … social scientists have a different perspective in a lot of cases.’ (CR)

**Specific REC membership**

A number of specific disciplines or areas of expertise were identified as important to be represented or available to RECs. One of these was medicine:

‘We have always felt we should have somebody who is coming from a medical background and essentially somebody who might have an interest in medical ethics or perhaps bioethics.’ (AC)

This also highlights the place of ethics expertise, which was generally considered as an area of interest for specified disciplines. Interestingly, very limited reference was made to the role of ethicists per se, although one hospital Chair (HC) acknowledged, and appears to have valued, the participation of an ethicist on the committee:

‘Within our committee, we also have a professional ethicist and we feel that this is very important in … professionalising what we do.’ (HC)

It was felt to be important to have legal representation on RECs, either a lawyer or member of the Garda Síochána or failing that, access to an external source of legal advice such as ‘college lawyers’. As well as citing areas of expertise that should be included and available to RECs, one Chair identified an area of exclusion:

‘We have stayed away from anybody religious. There is nobody religious on the committee and this is the way I want to keep it.’ (HC)

Committees and researchers were in agreement on the importance of having external or lay members on the REC. However, these had sometimes proven difficult to recruit:

‘We do not have any lay members. This has been our difficulty. We’ve struggled with the concept of having lay people on our ethics committee and where do we get those lay people from; and we’ve tried.’ (AC)

Academic RECs utilised students as lay members. Hospital committees recruited lay members who were either hospital patients (by means of consultants or a patient forum) or hospital administrative staff.

**Remit, workload and functions of international RECs**

Most frequently, RECs are organised by an institution that has a stake in the research proposals that will be reviewed, for example:

- research performed by staff members;
- research being performed on members of the organisation, be they patients, clients, staff or students;
- research otherwise related to that institution, e.g. researchers funded by the organisation;
- research on citizens, in the case of regional or national government organised RECs.

However, in some places, independent RECs without any such links are in operation. In contrast to most other types of RECs, such committees can be commercial entities operating for profit. The existence of such for-profit committees has caused some controversy (Coleman, 1982; Emanuel et al, 2006; Shamoo and Woecckner, 2006; Silberner, 1998; Tandy, 1996). While some of the running costs of some committees may be covered by application fees (Department of Health and Children, 2007), most frequently the organisation carries a significant part of the costs, which can be
substantial (Speckman et al., 2007). Yet usually members perform their service on the REC as a voluntary and unpaid service to the organisation, even though in some cases expenses may be covered or an honorarium might be paid for their services. Sometimes compensation is restricted to external members who are not members of the organisation that hosts the REC. The question of adequate compensation for the REC work has been raised as an important issue, for example, in recommendations by the UK Department of Health (2005). Another concern in this context is the protection of REC members from legal liability (Resnik, 2004).

Especially in RECs with higher workloads, the provision of review services on a voluntary basis can become a challenge. Frequently, committees meet at least on a monthly basis and members might be required to review a large number of applications, which can amount to significant demands on members. Generally, there has been a tendency towards an increasing workload for RECs in recent years (Burman et al., 2001; Gunsalus et al., 2007). Given that according to some criteria, a committee might be considered to have a comparatively low review load if it reviews less than 80 proposals per year (in the UK, according to NRES, 2007, see www.nres.npsa.nhs.uk/news-and-publications/publications/corporate-publications) or 125 proposals per year (in the USA, according to Office of Inspector General, 1998), the amount of work required even of members of ‘low volume’ RECs can be quite substantial. One significant factor that determines review load is the definition of which kinds of research require ethics approval. Criticism has been levelled at the expanding remit of ethics review especially over the last decade and the perception that a problematic ‘IRB mission creep’ has occurred is quite common (Gunsalus et al., 2007; Haggerty, 2004; Nelson, 2004).

In order to keep review loads manageable despite these recent increases, some types of research may be considered not to fall under standard review requirements. Increasing review loads have led to the expansion of expedited review procedures that bypass the full REC review. Expedited procedures based on screening of proposals by a limited number of experts have been recently implemented (e.g. in the UK and within the EU FP7 Framework Programme). However, critics point out that the widespread use of such procedures might undermine the integrity of the ethics review process (Hunter, 2007b).

Student research is another category that is sometimes conceptualised as outside the remit of REC review due to being primarily focused on training and learning rather than on research proper (Central Office for Research Ethics Committees, 2004; NZHDEC, 2006). In some cases, it is considered as being either fully the task of the research supervisor or of review structures other than standard RECs. Review bodies that have been envisaged for student research include, for example, specific inner-departmental review processes for undergraduate student projects (CIHR et al., 1998/2005) or dedicated Student Project Research Committees (SPECs) (Central Office for Research Ethics Committees, 2004). However, this interpretation is contentious and in many places all or the majority of student research has to undergo the same review process as other types of research (Howitt, 2005).

Frequently, exemptions or alternative fast-track review pathways are in place for certain low-risk research protocols with non-vulnerable populations, the parameters of which are discussed in some detail by relevant REC guidelines (CIHR et al., 1998/2005; HHS, 2005; ICB, 2004; NHMRC, 2007; WHO, 2000). The distinction between research, on the one hand, and audit, quality improvement or evaluation, on the other, together with the question of the inclusion or exclusion of the latter in the ethics review process, has been another issue that has received significant attention (Candib, 2007; Casarett et al., 2000; Choo, 1998; Cretin et al., 2000; Doyal, 1997 and 2004; Grady, 2007; Hauswald, 2002; Lynn, 2004; Mold and Peterson, 2005; NEAC, 2003; NHMRC, 2003b; Perneger, 2004; Prideaux and Rogers, 2006; Wilson et al., 1999). Similar questions have been raised regarding research into medical education (Brown et al., 2007).

One additional concern regarding the work of RECs has been the exact definition of their function. While the review of research proposals is usually seen as their main function, many RECs define
their roles as not limited to the once-off review of individual proposals. Ongoing monitoring or auditing of research projects is one of the functions that has been increasing in significance in recent years and is mandated by most guidelines, at the very least for clinical trials and other higher risk research. In addition, frequently considered functions include the education of researchers and more generally the establishment of a comprehensive research ethics culture in the institution. These are considered to be important to counteract the possibility of fostering a culture of mere compliance among researchers (Taylor, 2007b) and creating potentially adversarial relationships between the REC and the research community (Chalmers and Pettit, 1998; Connolly and Reid, 2007).

**Remit and workload of Irish RECs**

According to survey data from the present study, RECs in Ireland met between 2-11 times in 2006 (5 committees met only twice, while 6 met 11 times), with a mean of 6.3 meetings during the year (s.d. = 3.2). Monthly or bimonthly meetings of about 2 hours in length were the most common.

The majority of committees (72%) reviewed up to 50 submissions per year, with the overall median being 36; two committees in particular reported a very high workload, of 196 and 278 reviews respectively. Clinical trials committees met more frequently than other committees and had, on average, a higher workload than other RECs (a median of 71 submissions per year), even though in most cases only a fraction of their reviewed proposals were applications under the EU Directive.

Hospital and healthcare committees reviewed a median of 42 submissions per year. Academic committees had the lowest workload relative to other RECs, reviewing a median of 36 submissions per year. From the interview with academic sub-committee chairs, it became apparent that many of these sub-committees, whose remit generally includes the review of all student proposals in their area, have a quite high review load when compared with other Irish committees, reportedly between 80 and 200 proposals per year. They commented that in those cases, the high review load contrasts starkly with the near total lack of resources provided for committee functions.

It was reported that up to 80% of submissions to any REC included children as research participants, with an overall median of 10%. The proportion of studies including children as participants was generally higher in the academic committees (1% median in HSE/healthcare committees, 12% median in academic committees and 3% median in clinical trials committees).

Student research is a significant factor in the work not just of academic committees but also of health and social care committees, and comprised up to 90% of the workload in some committees. Based on survey data, a median of 40% of the submitted applications to all RECs were for student research; academic committees had a marginally higher rate (45%) of student research than did other committees. Most committees (71%) review submissions for research to be conducted outside the organisation, with the vast majority (87%) from researchers based outside the organisation.

**Stakeholders’ perspectives on remit and workload of Irish RECs**

From the qualitative data of the present study, in relation to workload, it was reported that academic-based RECs generally had quite heavy workloads. Some committees were faculty- or discipline-based; some acted for the institution as a whole; some covered undergraduate and post-graduate research projects; and others were confined to reviewing staff or commissioned/funded research.

Some RECs appear to have issues identifying and maintaining the boundaries in relation to their ethical remit and the assessment of research proposals. For example, it is reported that some members query the scientific rigour of certain proposals and consider this an ethical problem, while for others this is a research methodology and quality issue, not an ethical one:

> ‘Sometimes there’s an argument or discussion among our ethics committee about really where ethics starts and where science starts, and I think ... historically people have kind of looked upon it [ethics] as being quite separate to the basic science. We would take
a different view on that within our committee, in the sense that ... if we felt that the science behind the project was not acceptable, then we would see that as being part of our ethics remit. But that can cause some difficulty. Some applicants feel that it is not the role of the ethics committee to comment on the science. But I would have to say that we would see it is [its] remit [in] covering ethics to include also the science part of the project. That's actually very important.' (HC)

Hospital-based RECs, or rather institutions as a whole, expressed tension between ethical research and audit:

‘For the moment, the most frustrating bit are the overlaps ... what should we deal with and what shouldn't we deal with? On “what shouldn't we deal with”, there is an awful lot of paperwork and small projects coming through that really would come under quality assurance or audit headings ... The audit is mandatory for all of us, it is not an option, like research, to a degree. It is a standard of patient care. So, finally, I imagine this is true across the board, it is better for everybody’s satisfaction. That kind of stuff, they shouldn’t bother the ethics committee with.’ (HC)

Similarly, queries are raised in hospital-based committees on the appropriateness of their ethically reviewing community-based research:

‘The more frustrating ones are dealing with areas that actually properly do not come under the remit of our committee at all. And this is a massive national issue, in my view ... They [community-based research projects] are not involved in the hospital, they are not involved in hospital staff or patients, they are not even in the hospital catchment area. But the reason they come to us is that they are desperate to do the right thing and they send it to an ethics committee to have the project scrutinised. Where else should they send it to?’ (HC)

Committees in academic institutions differ as to whether they require undergraduate and post-graduate projects to be assessed by the REC or merely by an academic supervisor. Chairs of academic RECs, in particular, were keen to emphasise the importance of the REC’s role in increasing awareness of ethics among researchers. This awareness-raising remit was perceived to be at individual and institutional levels, and took place incidentally as a result of the existence of the ethical review process.

‘I think the very existence of the committee has increased awareness. That is one of the issues that I felt needed to be addressed throughout the college. It has increased awareness of the kind of ethical issues that are likely to arise and increased awareness maybe of the long-term consequences and implications of the actions of researchers.’ (AC)

One newer member of a REC noted that it increased their own awareness of ethics:

‘Things that I might have said in the past in lectures that are perfunctory as far as ethics are concerned, I am [now] learning how serious an issue it is and the responsibility that an ethics committee has and that it is not some kind of rubber-stamping exercise.’ (CM)

An educational remit for RECs was identified by some participants, beyond that of awareness-raising, while others identified the role of RECs in the promotion of research itself:

‘... and part of it is about fostering research as well in this country and helping researchers to get through that hurdle. You need some kind of support system and you need people who are professionals.’ (A)

The same remit applied in clinical settings, as expressed by the Chair of a hospital-based REC:

‘The ethics committee was instrumental in getting our hospital to adopt research as one of its key priority in terms of our best hospital strategy because that actually hasn’t been the case before. So I think having research as an integral part of the hospital is very important and I believe the role of the ethics committee is to ensure that this takes place.’ (HC)
The result of tensions in relation to an apparent lack of clarity in the remit of RECs was expressed by a researcher with reference to audit:

‘[One needs] very clear guidance as to what nowadays is “research” as distinct from “audit”, what needs to go to a research ethics committee and what is perfectly OK not to. To some of us who are doing it all the time, it might seem very clear-cut, but actually it is not. And so you end up falling on both sides of the fence and you end up putting things through a research ethics pathway that really don’t need to go there at all. And, on the other hand, you end up being half the way down on a research project and you realise “Hmmm, that really should have gone there ...” ‘ (CR)

Organisation and resources of Research Ethics Committees

In addition to the membership of the committee that is engaged with the ethical review of proposals, the day-to-day operation of the REC requires administrative support and a certain level of resources for other aspects of its running, which is explicitly acknowledged by most research ethics guidelines (CIHR et al, 1998/2005; HHS, 2005; NHMRC, 2007; WHO, 2000). As the Tri-Council Policy (TCP) states: ‘Institutions must ensure that REBs [Research Ethics Boards] have the appropriate financial and administrative independence to fulfil their primary duties’ (TCP, B.1.2).

Without such support, the fulfilment of REC responsibilities cannot be guaranteed; accordingly, the widespread lack of adequate support for RECs, despite the guidance of research ethics guidelines, has been criticised and potential solutions have been explored (Derse, 1997). In particular, smaller committees that work on their own within an institution-based system receive only clerical support from the institution. In more strictly governed research ethics systems, or in those committees with a higher workload and those in charge of review of sensitive research proposals, more extensive resources may be allocated for the administration of the committee. Such committees frequently employ one or more full-time administrators and members of staff frequently have higher levels of qualification and specialist expertise in research ethics.

Funding of committees via review fees is one possibility. However, substantial review fees are usually only feasible for well-funded research projects and the level of funding does not always correspond to the ethical characteristics of the project. Some guidelines advise against setting review fees that could impede access to ethics review (NHMRC, 2007). Common practice is that only commercial research or clinical trials are subject to substantial review fees, while individual investigators can frequently access the REC for nominal or no fees. However, it has been remarked that non-commercial clinical trials might be impeded in some cases by existing practices (Sheard et al, 2006). Committees that review clinical trials are usually at least partly funded by the fees they receive for review of clinical trial proposals.

The work of REC administrators can range from clerical work, in relation to the processing and distribution of applications and correspondence, to an administrative role, which may include a broad range of independent and specialist responsibilities. Administrators are usually in charge of record-keeping, database management and monitoring of research, where this is part of the activities of the committee. While in many systems there is significant variability and lack of clarity about the exact scope of REC administrators’ tasks, their responsibilities are described in considerable detail in some guidelines, as in 2.73ff of the UK’s Standard Operating Procedures (NRES, 2007). In cases where a standardised national electronic application system is available nationally, some of these tasks are facilitated by such systems. Specialist commercial software for application management might be available (as in the USA through ProIRB, see www.proirb.com). However, in many jurisdictions it is still up to individual institutions to develop their own record-keeping and monitoring approach and required database software.

As administrators are often the first contact point for applicants, they are also frequently involved in advising applicants on the preparation of their proposals and the ethical concerns that they need to take into account in their research projects. Some administrators take an even broader
strategic role, such as developing research ethics policies, engaging in liaison work with other units within the organisation and organising training events. Such administrators could be expected to have received more substantial training in research ethics to fulfil these roles, as, for example, provided by the NRES in the UK or through the certification programme for Certified IRB Professionals (CIPs) in the USA.

It has been highlighted that the work of RECs themselves needs to be monitored to ensure the quality of their work. While some are convinced that such monitoring functions should be the responsibility of an independent auditor (e.g. a central REC governance body), others highlight the importance of self-monitoring of institutions (NHMRC, 2007). In this context, it has been pointed out that care should be taken to develop appropriate criteria that accurately measure the quality of ethics review (Burriss and Moss, 2006; Emanuel et al, 2004; Fleischman, 2005) and that might need to include criteria for research ethics quality over and above mere compliance standards (Taylor, 2007b).

Organisation and resources of Irish RECs
According to the survey data, resources represent a major challenge for the work of RECs in Ireland. While most committees have some access to administrative support, in many cases this is minimal. The median administrative time per week is 2 hours, although 20% of committees do have a dedicated administrative support in excess of 15 hours per week – and in two cases, up to 60 hours per week. In the majority of cases, administrators are not paid through a dedicated REC budget. Fewer than 10% of committees even have a dedicated budget; rather, the REC work is included in a range of other duties and frequently competes with these duties. Committees that review clinical trials have considerably more administrative support than other RECs. All but one clinical trials REC reported that they had a dedicated administrative resource; those that had such a resource reported a median of 35 hours administrative support per week.

Stakeholders’ perspectives on resourcing of Irish RECs
In the present study, it was acknowledged that a wide range of levels of resourcing was experienced by different RECs in Ireland:

‘Some committees do have good resources. It makes you wonder what committees that don’t have good resources are doing …’ (HSE)

The role of support staff, such as administrators, to the ethical review process was identified as a critical resource requirement:

‘Certainly one of our group was saying we process a vast amount of material and it couldn’t be done without the secretaries, administrators, e-mails flying around the place. Think of all the other work backstage that must continue, that must be supported and … must be resourced.’ (HSE)

Participants recognised that a number of issues related to the assessment of the adequacy of resourcing for REC functioning, such as the organisation of work and workload:

‘The resources that are available for the committees themselves both the human and the financial resources … It was thought that where they [resources] exist and where people’s [work for the committee is] kind of planned into people’s work time, it seemed to be developed better. And … it depends on … the volume of the activity within the organisation, how robust the processes are.’ (HSE)

REC training
The ethics review process requires a certain degree of specialist ethical expertise. Chairpersons, administrators and members of Research Ethics Committees (RECs) need to develop the necessary skills to perform their respective roles within the review process. What form this skills development
takings and what resources are made available to a committee for this purpose often reflects the level of resourcing of the REC, both nationally and in the individual organisations.

While training of REC members is generally considered important (Hanna, 2000; Silberner, 1998) and mandated by some guidelines, in many RECs no specialist training is provided; applicants acquire the necessary expertise through participating in committee deliberations and ‘learning on the job’. In many cases, there exist extensive national or institutional guidelines for research ethics review that provide information and guidance on core ethical issues and/or procedural aspects of the review process. REC members might have to become familiar with a range of regulations and statutory requirements, and acquire an extensive specialist knowledge base.

If training is provided to REC members, it often takes the form of workshops, where participants reflect on and discuss relevant case studies in a group format by simulating REC deliberations. An alternative, relatively common format for REC training are online training materials; although these lack the interpersonal dimension, they can provide structure and guidance to REC members in their acquisition of relevant knowledge. In countries with large numbers of RECs, dedicated textbooks have become available for similar purposes. In some countries, induction programmes or continuing education programmes are mandatory for REC members and offered by a range of organisations. In the UK, for example, requirements for induction and ongoing training have been spelt out, but there remains a certain degree of flexibility in terms of training requirements; self-study and informal inductions are considered sufficient under some circumstances (see http://events.npsa.nhs.uk/nres). Delivery of training beyond a comprehensive induction pack is not exclusively the task of the NRES and is offered by independent organisations, such as AREC (see www.arec.org.uk), Professional Ethics at Keele University (PEAK) (see www.keele.ac.uk/depts/pk/ret.html) or the ERSC (ESRC, 2007a and 2007b). Particular attention is sometimes paid to the educational needs of community or lay members (PRE, 2007) and in some cases dedicated training material has been developed to meet their specific needs (Rivera et al, 2004).

Administrators of committees may receive a specific training programme for the tasks involved in REC administration. In the UK, the NRES provides induction and ongoing training for its REC Coordinators (see www.nres.npsa.nhs.uk/rec-community/tools-for-rec-coordinators). In the USA, an accredited professional programme has become available in recent years to train Certified IRB Professionals (CIPs), which is directed at REC members and administrators (see www.primr.org/Certification.aspx?id=206); this programme is overseen by the Council for Certification of IRB Professionals (CCIP) (see www.ptcny.com/clients/CCIP).

Training in research ethics is not just important for REC members and administrators, but also for researchers and other stakeholders in the research ethics process. It has been pointed out that, so far, research ethics training for researchers, especially during their academic research training, has been underemphasised (Faden et al, 2002; Gordon and Parsi, 2002; Roberts, 2002; Roberts et al, 2005; Sharp, 2002), even though researchers themselves see a demand for such training (Roberts and McAuliffe, 2006). Training is frequently restricted to the online availability of relevant guidelines. Dedicated distance learning research ethics training materials, especially online tutorials, are made available in some places by national research ethics governance bodies, research funding bodies or individual institutions. Some helpful tutorials include a PRE tutorial on the Canadian Tri-Council Policy Statement (see http://pre.ethics.gc.ca/english/tutorial/survey.cfm), a research ethics training programme offered by the NIH Office of Extramural Research (see http://phrp.nihtraining.com/users/login.php, from 1 March 2008), a research ethics tutorial by the NIH for NIH staff (see http://researchethics.od.nih.gov), a tutorial that was developed for the US Office for Research Integrity in 2002 (see http://ori.dhhs.gov/education/products/montana_round1/research_ethics.html) and tutorials in research ethics specifically directed at scientists (FHI, 2001). In the USA, some certified training programmes are available for researchers with different functions; however, the extent of the specifically ethical elements contained in this training are somewhat unclear (see www.primr.org/uploadedFiles/PRIMR_Site_Home/Certification/CIP/Navy%20-%206.2007.pdf). However, the availability of research ethics learning and reflection opportunities
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beyond compliance-focused training in guidelines, which some consider to be essential for achieving a good quality of research ethics practice (Faden et al., 2002; Guillemin and Gillam, 2004; Loff and Black, 2004; Taylor, 2007b), is frequently left to individual institutions, which may or may not provide such additional learning opportunities.

REC training in Ireland

Based on the survey data, the provision of dedicated research ethics training for members of Irish RECs is not the norm. While 44% of surveyed RECs stated that they provided training for their members, only 13% of them had a dedicated budget for training. The types of training delivered were not specified by the majority of committees surveyed and their appropriateness can therefore not be assessed. Among the types of training that were explicitly mentioned were outside training courses, conferences, guest speakers and introductory seminars. While stakeholders are not unanimous in considering lack of training as problematic for the functioning of RECs in Ireland, the lack of training and the wish for better training opportunities were both topics frequently raised in interviews by stakeholders.

Stakeholders’ perspectives on REC training in Ireland

In the present study, there was great variation among RECs, and indeed among individual members, as to the extent and form of training received. The variation in training ranged from ‘none at all’ to ‘ongoing external expert training’. The RECs that offered no formal training appear to hold the expectation that as contributors to the research field, members bring the requisite ethical knowledge with them:

‘I guess there should be some formal training, but there isn’t here. It’s taken … if you’re an academic member of staff … you’re expected to do research in the area [and] … you would be … conversant with the ethics principles of the professional body.’ (aC)

The contribution of members with specific expertise to act as a form of training was considered by a Chair of one academic REC:

‘I think we train each other in the sense [that] … we have people with particular expertise working in the biomedical area, in the children’s area and disability area, etc. So I think we train each other and we haven’t any current plans to … establish a more formal training programme.’ (AC)

A few RECs offered more formal training through, for example, a series of seminars or workshops, some open to the wider research community, on various topics relating to the ethics of research:

‘We do conduct seminars and bring speakers, experts in the field, into the college. We have done a number of these exercises and will continue to do so.’ (AC)

Other RECs drew on specific organisations with research ethics expertise:

‘We have organised [training] through SCOPE actually and with the Council for Bioethics.’ (A)

Several RECs had undertaken the training offered by Keele University in the UK:

‘Currently, several Research Ethics Committees underwent training provided by the Centre for Professional Ethics at Keele University in the UK, a body who have a good reputation here.’ (AC)

Administrative staff had generally attended some formal training in various forms. A number of administrative staff referred explicitly to Good Clinical Practice (GCP), which is an international ethical and scientific quality standard for designing, conducting, recording and reporting trials that involve human subjects:

‘I was just developing it myself, going to courses as they came up. The GCP days, if there was anything out there. I went to a few conferences.’ (A)
Although this was not the case for all administrators, as one stated:

‘In recent times, there has been some informal efforts … by my counterparts in other hospitals and ourselves. We get together from time to time … in a gathering that’s more informal than formal, and we exchange views on things and we seek one another’s advice and opinions about treatments going on. In that way, I suppose there is a feeling of peer support out there, which isn’t as much as training but perhaps it’s an approach to training.’ (A)

Researchers recognised their own training needs:

‘All would benefit from training and support in this area.’ (CR)

Committee members were also cognisant of continuing training requirements:

‘I think with ethical issues, they are all the time changing, growing and developing, and ongoing training is required. Every piece of research I look at, there is another issue that I might not have considered before.’ (CM)

However, difficulties with training were also identified, particularly by Chairs in hospital RECs in relation to attendance:

‘It is genuinely hard … as we have three busy surgeons, that you have to go off and do a training day for ethics.’ (HC)

Another concern involved what training actually constituted:

‘What is the curriculum? Training is training of what? There is no point. We are not sending them off to learn about Kant and Mill. That isn’t going to happen … It is knowing what do you want to teach them.’ (HC)

This issue was addressed at the HSE Consultation Day by one participant:

‘We suggested that there should be a national standard for training, developed in conjunction with the Bioethics [Council] … also with the HSE and HQA [Health Information and Quality Authority] and any other interested bodies, so that there is a national standard around this … we thought this should be nationally devised with input from all the local research ethics committees themselves.’ (HSE)

The need for training was acknowledged, especially for those in positions of particular responsibility such as REC administrators and chairpersons:

‘Well, I think … if you want to start somewhere, it has to be training the officers, the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman. It makes perfect sense that they at least should be brought up to speed on what is required.’ (HC)

**Ethics Review Process**

**Standard operating procedures and application materials**

Most committees work on the basis of standard operating procedures (SOPs) that state the organisational framework and the procedures according to which the REC operates. Such standard operating procedures can be developed by each individual institution based on general guidelines (CIHR et al, 1998/2005; HHS, 2005; ICB, 2004; NHMRC, 2007) or might be provided by an overarching body (NRES, 2007; NZHDEC, 2006). Most RECs require that applicants fill in an application form. Often these forms are developed by individual committees. However, there are REC systems that rely on the use of a centralised national application form (e.g. in the UK, Australia, New Zealand and Denmark). In other systems, such common application forms might be adopted by sub-units of the REC system, for example, by large funding bodies or regional bodies.
Proponents of the development of local application forms argue that there is a need to reflect the concerns encountered in their particular area of practice and to be sensitive to the needs of researchers in the particular research field. In some places, there may be different application forms for different areas of research, such as quantitative and qualitative studies. Proponents of standardised application forms, on the other hand, argue that standardisation is ultimately more researcher-friendly, insofar as the review process then becomes predictable for everybody concerned, which can facilitate REC members as well as researchers. It is claimed that the majority of the available standardised application forms adapt the application pathways depending on the type of research that is reviewed (e.g. the NEAF Quick Reference Map, see www.neaf.gov.au). Separate application forms are frequently in place for those types of research that are eligible for exemptions or expedited review procedures. Most research ethics guidelines allow for this occurrence for certain types of low-risk research (CIHR et al., 1998/2005; HHS, 2005; ICB, 2004; NHMRC, 2007; WHO, 2000), based on a screening process that establishes whether applications count as no or very low risk. However, the reliability and validity of such a screening process, which often depends on the judgement of just one individual, has been questioned (Elliott and Hunter, 2008; Hunter, 2007b).

In addition to the application form, there is usually a requirement for the inclusion of supporting documentation, comprised most frequently of a more extensive project description, sample recruitment material (e.g. contact letters), participant information sheets and consent forms for each participant group. In clinical trials applications, extensive additional information, including safety monitoring documents, needs to be submitted. Application for a non-invasive study, for example, easily exceeds 40 pages; application for a clinical trial requires significantly more extensive paperwork. In addition, many RECs require that a number of hard copies be submitted, although recent modifications towards a comprehensive and integrated online application system in some jurisdictions have reduced that burden.

Stakeholders’ perspectives on standard operating procedures and application procedures

Survey data

Online submission is facilitated by only 3 RECs in Ireland, but only 9 report that e-mail submission is not possible. All allow submission by hard copy. While over 90% of RECs surveyed report that they have a standard application form, only 68% of them operate on the basis of standard operating procedures. Most of these RECs made their standard operating procedures available to the research team.

In relation to review procedures, 74% of RECs surveyed facilitate expedited review, i.e. review modes other than by the entire committee. This ‘fast track’ method is generally employed for low-risk research (i.e. not with potentially vulnerable populations or involving any physical or psychological risk to participants) or amendments to original proposals. Regarding the average timeframe between submission of research proposals and REC response, first feedback to applicants is achieved in a mean of 21.8 days (s.d. = 10.8).

According to survey data, and in keeping with international experience, the vast majority of submitted research proposals are ultimately granted approval by the RECs. However, if a submission is refused, 66% of RECs state that they give the researchers the option to appeal the decision. No data were available on the specific characteristics of appeals procedures and their uptake by researchers. While the topic was absent from conversations with chairpersons of RECs, researchers frequently described problematic experiences with REC review, which would indicate a need for further attention to be given to the issue of appeals.

In 64% of cases, approved research is monitored by the REC granting approval, primarily by requesting annual progress reports and a final report from the researchers. This is an obligation in relation to clinical trials since researchers are required to provide information on any adverse events.
While it was reported that there is a database of REC activity by 55% of committees, annual reports were produced by only 45% of the RECs surveyed. In the case of clinical trials, reports are mandatory with regard to a number of factors. For non-clinical trials, it seems from the reports made available to the research team that they can differ considerably with regard to the information included and especially with regard to their public availability. Very few RECs make their annual reports available on their websites.

**Stakeholders’ perspectives**

The application and review process for ethical approval of research varied across institutions according to the stakeholders who participated in the present study’s interviews and focus groups. Hospital-based RECs also varied as to whether they focused on clinical trials or not, and also had different operating procedures for reviewing research applications.

Those RECs that were established for a longer time and were better resourced had a standardised application form and review process. Most of them had a dedicated website, with downloadable application forms and information that assisted applicants and RECs alike. More recently established RECs were sometimes more haphazard in their approach to applications, but often had plans for standardising the procedure:

‘I would much prefer it if we had a website where you pulled down a standard application form and everything else.’ (AC)

Aspects of the application form itself were viewed as key to the whole approval process:

‘There is a page in the ethics application that says, “are there any ethical concerns raised?” that presents itself as the key page of the application and it’s surprising how many people leave it blank because they don’t see any issues at all, even when it would be simple “confidentiality”.’ (AC)

For RECs without a standardised application form, extra work was involved for both the committee and the researchers, as the following two quotes show respectively:

‘You receive different types of documents every time, which in itself adds to your workload in many ways. People take sort of a scatter-gun approach and they’ll send you 80 pages, where 6 or 10 might have done. You feel you really have to go through … [all the pages] in case there might be something that might produce a red flag.’ (AC)

‘You go in with as much information as you possibly can, even if questionnaires and things [are not ready], just to give them [the REC] an idea of how and what they are … that just gets the process started … Then you can get additional approval on changes.’ (CR)

Administrative staff, or the Chair of the REC, tended to act as gatekeepers, facilitating researchers and ensuring applications were appropriate and complete before reaching the REC as a body:

‘Basically what we do is make sure people send us in the entire proposal or protocol, including in particular the research methodology … You receive different types of documents every time.’ (AC)

‘We have also reviewed our documentation numerous times and have tried to make it as simple and straightforward as possible, so that people don’t feel that it’s another massive form-filling exercise.’ (AC)

**Review process and results**

Once a study proposal has been submitted, the review process begins. For fast-tracked or expedited review procedures, the application might not reach the full REC, but might be approved instead by the chairperson or a sub-set of committee members. Frequently, such applications may be processed outside the standard timelines of REC review, i.e. will not be dependent on the usual deadlines. However, for each of the review and decision modes, specific quorum requirements need to be set up. For full REC review, it is usually recommended that a certain minimum number of committee
members be present and that these include a number of non-scientific and community members (CIhR et al., 1998/2005; HHS, 2005; Department of Health and Children, 2004; NRES, 2007; WHO, 2000). Rules are usually in place regarding the management of the not-unusual case where REC members have conflicts of interest; they mostly advise the exclusion of these members from the committee proceedings, but might also require the transfer of the application to another REC (Campbell et al., 2003; HHS, 2005; NRES, 2007; Wolf and Zandecki, 2007). The model of decision-making employed is most frequently a consensus-based model rather than a majority model. This is not just explicitly advised by some guidelines (CIhR et al., 1998/2005; NRES, 2007), but also broadly accepted as preferable in the REC community despite some concerns about potential pitfalls arising in the consensus process (Loff and Black, 2004; Moreno, 1995; Spielman, 2003).

There are different models for the review of proposals in RECs. Some provide every member with full documentation of all proposals that go through the committee and require them to be familiar with all of them. However, according to some regulations, certain types of information beyond the application form itself need only be made available to members with relevant expertise (NRES, 2007). Many committees work according to a ‘lead reviewer’ system, whereby each proposal is assigned to a sub-set of members who have the responsibility to review the application thoroughly and report to the committee, which then bases its deliberations on the report of these lead reviewers (NRES, 2007). In some RECs, the Principal Investigator or a member of the research team attends the REC meeting so as to be available for questions and clarifications; such attendance where envisaged is more often optional than obligatory (NRES, 2007).

After consideration of the application, the REC comes to a decision on how to proceed. Usually, its options include some version of the following (sometimes ‘deferral’ is not given as a separate option, but falls either under 2. or 4.) (ICB, 2004; NRES, 2007; NZHDEC, 2006):
1. Approval.
2. Provisional approval that is subject to conditions, i.e. pending minor modifications.
3. Deferral and re-submission, pending major modifications.
4. Rejection.

In most RECs, the majority of proposals receive provisional approval. Outright approval is less frequent; deferral and re-submission are even less common, and outright rejection is comparatively rare. These judgements have implications on the timeline for completion of the research. Usually, re-submissions are more time-consuming insofar as they usually require a renewed full ethics review, including the standard timelines. In the case of provisional approval, there usually is a fast-tracking system in place that allows the researcher to make modifications and submit them without being subject to full REC review again. Despite this abbreviated additional process, it may still add significant extra time to the review process, especially in cases where proposals have to go through several RECs that might require different modifications, which then need to be coordinated by the researcher and can require extensive negotiations with different committees.

Stakeholders’ perspectives on review processes and results

In the present study, there were many procedural differences in the review process after receipt of the application for ethical approval. Some RECs operated a pre-ordained policy of review by Chair only:

‘Not every study has to go to a meeting of the committee. Some are amenable to what we call Chairman’s action.’ (A)

In some RECs, for specific types of request for ethical review, mechanisms were put in place to expedite ethical approval. For example:

‘We agreed in our first meeting that we would establish a fast-track process, whereby any application or any request for approval that is time-critical, usually by virtue of a funding application, is reviewed by [the Chairperson and] by a member of the committee.’ (AC)

‘Certainly not the clinical trials, but a lot of minor stuff that doesn’t seem to involve a lot of major ethical problems, any risk or danger of injury to anybody, for example, questionnaires and the like, I would tend to do them and the committee has mandated me and authorised me to give Chairman’s expedited approval. And that seems reasonable.’ (HC)
A call for expedited review of other forms of application was proposed at the HSE Consultation Day:

‘If you want to do similar kinds of research to what you have done before, the Ethics Committee would have your documentation on file. You say “I’m doing pretty much the same thing”, so that’s great – you already had ethical approval to do it before. We should be able to expedite the procedure … it would streamline the thing enormously.’ (HSE)

The decision as to whether an application for ethical review is expedited or not is generally taken by the Chairperson of the REC:

‘I do the screening. There’s no point in swamping the committee with this.’ (HC)

or by an administrator:

‘… just based on our [administrator’s] experience, we can make a fair guess at which studies are for the Chairman and which studies are for the Committee.’ (A)

There was little consistency between stakeholders reporting on the manner in which the review process was undertaken by the RECs. In some committees, each application was reviewed by all committee members before being discussed by the group:

‘Send the combined comments to everybody for the meeting … and then all the comments are put together in one document and sent out to everybody before the meeting, so that when you come to the meeting you have a document that has the reviewers’ comments.’ (AC)

In other RECs, a sub-committee of two or three, usually including the Chair, reviewed individual applications and reported back to the main committee for approval or for discussion if issues arose:

‘We don’t send all the paperwork to every committee member. We select some essential material of the application form, the patient information leaflet, perhaps one or two other documents that are not too voluminous, and we copy these and send them to every committee member. And then the rest of the material we give to one member of the committee or one of the expert members, and we ask them to review that in detail. And then on the day of the committee meeting, they come to the meeting armed with all this paperwork and they give a report to the meeting on their review. And in that way, the committee is informed of the total submission. And on that basis, the decision is then made.’ (A)

Once an application has been ethically reviewed and conditionally approved, the Chair of some RECs will then ensure that what the committee asked for is undertaken and then grant approval on that basis.

Little reference was made to any appeals process, but one Chair stated:

‘I guess the only appeals process is that people can come back to the committee … via e-mail or e-mail through the Chair. Or actually, we do occasionally allow applicants … to make a case before the committee.’ (AC)

Reference was made to the specific challenges of the ethical review process for multi-centre research:

‘If you’re doing work at a multi-centre level, that is problematic. We’re not proposing the solutions at the moment, but it is problematic if you are trying to do work at a country-level, particularly involving all hospitals. The procedures are not simple.’ (HSE)

One researcher referred to their own experience of undertaking a multi-centre study, which clearly demonstrates the difficulties and complexity of having to apply to all committees separately:

Researcher: ‘It has gone through the ethics committee in one adult hospital in [Organisation A] and in two children’s hospitals in [Organisations B and C], and then another adult hospital totally changed the format of what I had to do.’ (CR)

Interviewer: ‘Requiring a different protocol?’

Researcher: ‘A different protocol, a different procedure.’ (CR)
Clinical trials research has negated this difficulty according to the Chair of one hospital REC:
‘Clinical trials legislation has worked in that regard. The fact that the researcher does not have to go to Dublin, Cork, Galway and every single one [REC] has actually worked. And that has reduced the workload ... It is very very welcome indeed.’ (HC)

The reason for the current need for multiple REC review was articulated by one Chair of a hospital REC:
‘To an extent, we are all not sure where the boundaries exist between us.’ (HC)

**Record-keeping and monitoring**

Research Ethics Committees (RECs) usually keep a record of the proposals that they review. In some jurisdictions, detailed instruction is given on what records are required (e.g. CFR 46.115 in the USA). However, in jurisdictions where these requirements are less precise, some uncertainty about these is not uncommon and record-keeping is often not handled uniformly: different committees may vary in the details they record and the templates or databases they use. However, data that are usually kept include the applicant’s details, proposal title, review result, turnaround times, updates and final report; the application form and supporting documentation may also be kept on record.

After a proposal has been processed and approved, most research ethics guidelines require researchers to submit updates on the research and a final notification or report when the research has been completed. In the case of modifications to proposals (e.g. changes to instruments or methodologies that arise during the process of research), RECs may require to be notified of any changes and conduct a review of these changes, usually through a fast-track system.

One of the concerns is the question of what role the REC has regarding researchers’ compliance with the ethical requirements. Even though many guidelines state that researchers should submit yearly progress reports to the REC, or at least final reports after the completion of the project, the precise authority of the committee in this respect frequently remains unclear. In some cases, reports are all that are required. In other cases, RECs are expected to take a more active role in monitoring. The scope and authority of such monitoring or auditing activity is, however, often unclear and over the years it has been debated how effective RECs are in this role and how exactly the role of RECs should be understood (Bankert and Amdur, 2000; Bortolussi and Nicholson, 2002; Faden et al, 1980; Heath, 1979; Saver, 2005). Usually, at least some monitoring and follow-up is the responsibility of the REC (CIHR et al, 1998/2005; ICB, 2004; NHMRC, 2007; NRES, 2007), but under certain circumstances some aspects might be devolved to external committees, bodies or individuals, especially in relation to clinical trials research. The REC’s role regarding the monitoring of adverse events in clinical trials (and, specifically in the USA, its relation to an additional type of monitoring body, the Data Monitoring Committees) has been debated (Bankert and Amdur, 2000; Friedman and DeMets, 1981; Gordon et al, 1998; Wells et al, 2000).

One further way to address aspects of the monitoring requirement has been the appointment of individual ‘research ethics monitors’, either within an institution or independently of institutions. The European Commission is also currently piloting a research ethics monitoring system for research funded under their Framework programmes. A monitoring system is currently also required in clinical trials research in the USA. The function of research ethics monitors is frequently to act as an advocate for participants or patients, and to monitor researchers’ compliance with patients’ rights requirements (Easa et al, 2005 and 2006). However, according to some models, they might fulfil a broader audit function, looking at the general performance not just of researchers but also the REC.
Stakeholders’ perspectives on record-keeping and monitoring

In the present study, few stakeholders referred to any monitoring function of RECs beyond acknowledging that it did not occur or was underdeveloped.

‘At the moment, there is no monitoring.’ (CM)

‘We are just trying to establish the procedures ensuring the quality and the ongoing safety and ethicality of studies that have been approved within the healthcare settings.’ (A)

‘Good monitoring’ (HC) was identified as an essential requirement for ethics committees by the Chair of one hospital REC, with the need:

‘Entirely for independence and transparency.’ (CM)

Those that did refer to monitoring spoke of two distinct types: monitoring of researchers’ compliance and evaluation of REC processes. In relation to compliance, participants referred to researchers’ adherence to the assertions in their application for ethical approval:

‘What they tell us, the data will be in a locked filing cabinet.’ (CM)

‘How do we know?’ (CM)

Reference was also made to the requirement that researchers submit reports on research progress, usually yearly after ethical approval has been granted. While this requirement was said to be stipulated by some RECs, it was not necessarily adhered to. The reason for this was linked by one participant to a lack of REC monitoring:

‘On the whole area of monitoring … one of the biggest problems with most committees is that in the approval letter we send out, stating that we want to see the results … very rarely do we get the results back. The researchers don’t bother because they have finished, so they don’t want to bother sending you a copy … and that I think is a problem. It is a problem of the committee not following it up.’ (CM)

There was generally less discussion of the monitoring of REC decision-making processes. However, reference was made to both a proactive audit and reactive policing of decisions:

‘In the States, they have separate committees that would actually go and audit, and monitor the committees and monitor how people are applying their ethical approval.’ (CM)

‘If it’s a case that they come across bad practice, for want of a better term, and particularly if it was bad practice by a particular research centre, I think that would be a policing system. That research centre would have to come in and be reviewed.’ (CR)

As can be discerned from these quotes, reference to monitoring of processes did not refer to current practices in Irish RECs. Suggestions were made for the development of monitoring of RECs, with the identification of the need for this to be done by an independent body:

‘I think that is something that could be done centrally, as in … [nationally], just like the Irish Medicines Board. That you would have an Irish ethics monitoring committee that would go and accredit … the individual institutions for the policies that they have in place.’ (CM)

It was recognised that the need for monitoring of RECs, at least in clinical settings, may be advanced by external bodies:

‘What is coming down the track quite quickly, I gather, is under the FDA [US Food and Drug Administration] regulations, each research protocol has to have a patient advocate appointed … It’s an extensive role and basically the person – they don’t call it a patient’s advocate, but an ethics advocate or something like that – is responsible to actually interview the participants to make sure that they conform to the ethical guidelines. All the FDA trials need that. That, I think, is coming down the track in Europe, very fast.’ (CM)
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**Main concerns**

- 72 Irish RECs in operation.
- No broader governance structure in existence, with the exception of EU Regulation for 13 clinical trials RECs.
- Multiplicity of institutional governance models in academic sector.
- Significant differences in resourcing and workloads of Irish RECs.
- Generally increasing review load without increasing resources.
- Lack of standardisation in relation to standard operating procedures, application forms, membership categories and review of multi-centre studies.
- Lack of training and quality assurance measures.
- Recruitment difficulties of Irish RECs regarding lay members and lawyers.
- Strong wish among stakeholders for implementation of central resource for Irish RECs that can provide advice, support, training and networking opportunities.
5 ETHICAL ISSUES SPECIFIC TO RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH SETTINGS
One major concern in research ethics that has been much discussed in recent years is the significance of the research methodology for its research ethics review. Researchers frequently complain that some Research Ethics Committees (RECs) appear unqualified to judge the methodology of their research proposals, leading to needless delays, inadequate requests for modifications or inappropriate rejections of research proposals. Even more broadly, there is concern that the research ethics system has been developed in relation to clinical trials research and has not been adapted sufficiently to do justice to research from other disciplines or research based on different methodologies. In preparing REC applications, researchers are required to adapt their presentation of the research proposal to fit a mould that may be inappropriate for the project in hand. From an ethical point of view, this can easily impair the effective communication on ethical issues between researcher and REC, with the potential consequence of a misunderstanding of the particular nature of ethical challenges encountered in the research.

**Ethics, methodology and Social Science and Humanities research**

As already indicated in the discussion on research ethics governance systems (see Chapter 3), there is strong evidence that research ethics governance models are developed primarily with clinical research in mind, specifically trials that follow the randomised control trials (RCT) model. Even within clinical research, different methodological approaches might not fully fit this model and some research ethics systems have published specific guidelines or require additional documentation for different research approaches (NMHCR, 2007, Section 3). Generally, a comparative neglect of social science research is evident and an even more pronounced neglect of research in other disciplines, such as the humanities.

Among the national research ethics guidelines considered here, only the Canadian Tri-Council Policy Statement (TCPS) and the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council (NMHCR) guidelines include more extensive considerations on typical issues arising in qualitative and social science research. In some cases, this focus on clinical research has led to the implementation of research ethics review systems that do not require review of research other than clinical research. However, in many cases a system that was initially developed for clinical research is then stretched to apply to other forms of research. Significant concerns exist in the social science and humanities research communities about the inflexible application of a research ethics system that is not suited to their own research (Allen, 2005; Dingwall, 2007; Ramcharan and Cullifife, 2001; Richardson and McMullan, 2007; Van den Hoonnaard, 2006a and 2006b). There is some evidence that this has already had a restricting impact on the type of research that is conducted in some social science disciplines (Van den Hoonnaard, 2006b).

Literature that is explicitly dedicated to social science research ethics has only been emerging in recent years, even though implicitly many of the concerns mentioned in the literature were taken into account previously (Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2006). Only quite recently have specific national guidelines been developed for social science and humanities research, and existing general guidelines have been reviewed to include special concerns to be considered in the review of this type of research (Boulton et al, 2004; ESRC, 2006; PRE, 2004). There is an acknowledgement that more needs to be done to communicate and explore the specific ethical challenges that qualitative researchers encounter in their research, not just for the benefit of the research ethics community that is going to adjudicate on the research proposals (Cannella, 2004; Connolly and Reid, 2007; Hemmings, 2006), but also within the researcher community that is planning research projects (Burke, 2007).

While the issue of separate review systems (or at least different application forms for different types of research) has been discussed, such a separation has only been implemented in some places, mostly at the institutional level, for example by introducing discipline, school or faculty-level RECs in academic settings. One common type of REC are specialised committees that
Ethical issues specific to research methodology and research settings

Issues that have been discussed as problematic in REC review frequently include methodological expectations relating to what constitutes appropriate participant numbers, appropriate instruments and problems with any deviation from an experimental methodology. Frequently, researchers’ perceptions are that REC comments on their proposals and demands for revision indicate the REC’s lack of familiarity with standards of practice in research that uses non-quantitative methodologies (Lincoln and Tierney, 2004; Owen, 2006). These difficulties become even more pronounced when critical methodologies are employed that challenge fundamental assumptions of the subject matter under consideration (Holland, 2007). Whether a clear distinction between the scientific versus the ethical merit of research proposals is possible has been much debated and is frequently questioned (Dawson, 2005; Dawson and Yentis, 2007). A solution to the problem is sometimes attempted by including a preceding separate step of methodological peer review, but this may not address the underlying problem of the close link between methodological and ethical issues. Unlike some other guidelines that explicitly exclude methodological review from the remit of REC review, Canada and New Zealand include review of methodological validity of the proposal in the tasks of the REC (CIHR et al, 1998/2005; NZHDEC, 2006). Canada’s Tri-Council Policy Statement also acknowledges specifically the importance of being aware of specific standards and research approaches in social science and humanities research.

Issues in relation to informed consent are another set of concerns that have received some attention (Wiles et al, 2005). Much of social science research is conducted with healthy volunteers; accordingly, many of the problems in communicating study information, particularly in relation to the therapeutic misconception, are unlikely to occur in social science research. However, research participants can be characterised by other types of vulnerability, which have implications for the informed consent process. Particular concerns arise in relation to the informed consent process in different forms of qualitative research. In many cases, it is not easy to predict the direction that research interactions are going to take (Malone, 2003; Ramcharan and Cutcliffe, 2001). What the content and experiential quality of in-depth interviews will be can often not be fully predicted in advance. There are forms of research, such as participatory research, where essential aspects of the research process and interventions will be successively determined throughout the research process, so that participants can only be provided with information on the initial plans for the general research process, but will not be in a position to consent to a comprehensive and specific set of research interventions. In ethnographic research, for example, which aims at capturing behaviour and interaction in natural settings, the problem of informed consent is particularly difficult to manage. In order to deal with these challenges, the value of extended and reciprocal reflection on the challenges of the process with prospective participants has been highlighted (Etherington, 2007; Harrison et al, 2001; Williamson and Prosser, 2002). It has also been proposed that REC processes might need to be adapted towards an ongoing monitoring process that accompanies the research process (Herrera, 2000; Ramcharan and Cutcliffe, 2001).

Other authors have pointed out that the problem might not be just a practical problem, but one of a more fundamental nature, based on the differences between the standard ‘scientific’ model, on the one hand, which underlies the REC system and assumes strict hierarchies between researcher and ‘research subject’, and the participatory models, on the other, which attempt to establish power-sharing between researcher and participant not just in the informed consent process, but throughout the entire research process (Boser, 2007). This has consequences both for the status and content of the informed consent process. The inclusion of highly detailed information on the research project for its entire duration at the time of initial consent is frequently not possible. However, at the same time such consent might be considered to be somewhat less significant than in more traditional research projects since it is not the one and only opportunity that the participant has to make an active decision relating to research participation. Some authors claim
that some of the standardised demands of the informed consent process, especially the requirement of providing signed informed consent documentation, might alienate potential participants and disrupt the establishment of researchers’ trustworthiness instead of ensuring participant protection (Bhattacharya, 2007; Boser, 2007; Harrison et al., 2001).

Another ethical issue that arises in relation to social science and humanities research includes the different types and levels of risk that participants encounter in the research. Points of view differ considerably with regard to one of the most frequently used qualitative methods – in-depth interviews with participants. Some argue that this methodology allows participants significant control and does not represent a risk over and above the risks encountered in their daily lives (Corbin and Morse, 2003). Others highlight the risk that participants might be encouraged to explore difficult issues with a stranger without the benefit of longer term availability of emotional supports. Accordingly, researchers’ responsibilities include careful consideration of the potential for emotional harm and pre-planning of relevant support services should problems arise.

In the context of particular types of risk, one type of concern that has been brought up is research with participants to whom a previous relationship exists. It is not uncommon for qualitative research to draw on respondents with whom the researcher has pre-existing or simultaneous personal or professional relationships, or to take place in settings that the researcher is familiar with through personal or professional experience. Under these circumstances, the management of roles and boundaries and the potential for role conflict becomes a prominent ethical issue (Tickle, 2001). The merging of different roles might lead to misunderstandings and incorrect expectations by participants regarding the responsibilities and attitudes of the researcher in relation to their research activities. These might either lead to feelings of betrayal on the participants’ side if researchers keep their role separate and do not fulfil these expectations, or alternatively they might compromise the research process if the researcher is unsuccessful in managing the different role expectations. Boundary issues are rarely discussed in research ethics over and above the issue of researchers’ power, but are a significant ethical topic in the area of social and psychological services. However, while these problems are more likely to occur in qualitative research, it should be kept in mind that even though boundary issues are comparatively insignificant in the majority of once-off experimental research, they can be quite significant in those types of clinical research where the researcher is also in charge of treatment.

An additional problem regarding risk and benefit can occur in those kinds of social science research that have a critical orientation towards their research subject (e.g. sociological or ethnographic work on organisations, public decision-makers). As, for example, the Canadian Tri-Council Policy Statement recognises (p. 15), such critical research can be valuable and legitimate, even though it may not rely on collaboration with the research subjects and might not have a positive harm–benefit balance for these subjects. In that kind of research, it might also not be advisable, under some circumstances, to share research results with research subjects (Cooper, 2007).

With regard to specific research methodologies, naturalistic observation and ethnographic methods are particularly prone to encountering problems in research ethics review. The problem of traditional research ethics review for research proposals using ethnographic methodologies has been pointed out repeatedly by researchers (Bosk, 2007; Cooper, 2007; Herrera, 2000; Marzano, 2007; Tolich and Fitzgerald, 2006). The problems encountered in the review process are even more pronounced in so-called auto-ethnographic research, where the researcher is also the research subject and writing is characterised by a high degree of subjectivity (Rambo, 2007). One of the main ethical problems for ethnographic research is the requirement of achieving participants’ informed consent. Especially in fieldwork in larger institutions where the number of observed participants is large, it may not only be difficult to receive informed consent from everybody observed, but it could also be detrimental to the validity of the research if it addresses sensitive or problematic aspects that might lead to participants modifying their behaviour (Marzano, 2007).
Another significant issue in this context is the issue of anonymity, which might be challenging to fully preserve in ethnographic research of well-known institutions or settings with unique characteristics (Tickle, 2001; Van den Hoonaaard, 2003). The Canadian Tri-Council Policy Statement is one of the few ethical guidelines that addresses the problems of this kind of research: it states explicitly that it should not be disadvantaged in research ethics review and generally be considered low-risk research, subject to addressing the issue of identification and anonymity in an effective manner (CIHR et al., 1998/2005).

Another research approach that is frequently identified as encountering difficulties in traditional ‘regulatory’ research ethics review is participatory and action research (Bhattacharya, 2007; Blake, 2007; Boser, 2007; Burke, 2007; Cahill et al., 2007; Martin, 2007; Owen, 2006; Shore, 2007; Williamson and Prosser, 2002). In addition to the previously addressed challenge of a significantly higher degree of unpredictability regarding the research process, which has an effect on the informed consent process, it also brings up the issue of the definition of the role of both researchers and participants. With regard to researchers, the role of participant advocate is sometimes adopted in the process, and in some types of action research this may lead to conflicts with the role of researcher (Tickle, 2001). With regard to the role of participants, it is not uncommon in such projects to consider them to be co-researchers, which then brings up issues of role definition and the delineation of responsibilities as participants and researchers.

In negotiation with participants before and during the research project, different understandings on what constitutes ethical practice might emerge, which might lead to conflict with standard understanding of research ethics requirements (Bradley, 2007; Cahill, 2007; Elwood, 2007; Hopkins, 2007; Prilleltensky et al., 1996). Dealing with these differences without privileging the researcher’s and REC’s viewpoint is a significant ethical challenge for participatory research, which increases in significance the further removed the researcher’s culture and experience is from that of the community (Myser, 2004; Sultana, 2007).

One further issue in this context is the role of the community in research. Many participatory and action research projects are conceptualised as community-based; however, the precise format of the involvement of the community can raise ethical issues. Most frequently, RECs consider the issue of community involvement for the informed consent process. This is not just restricted to community-based research in the strict sense, but is a significant general issue in research with those minority groups that rely on collective decision-making. Several national guidelines highlight the importance of community consultation mechanisms, for example, for research involving Canadian Inuit and other Aboriginal peoples (CIHR et al., 1998/2005), New Zealand Maori (NZHDEC, 2006) and Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples (NHMRC, 2003a and 2007). However, community involvement is an equally significant issue for any research that takes place within a community or has the goal to have an impact on aspects of community life or community health (Green and Mercer, 2001; Khanlou and Peter, 2005). Such involvement requires the identification, or even creation, of appropriate consultation partners and consultation mechanisms, such as Community Advisory Boards, Independent Community IRBs or Environmental Health and Community Review Boards (CCPH, 2007; Steven, 2006). However, the selection of consultation partners or consultation mechanisms might itself turn out to be ethically challenging (Berg et al., 2007; Minkler et al., 2002). Finally, the question of feeding back research results and finding ways of involving the community in the implications of the research are other significant concerns (Macaulay et al., 2007).

Debates on research ethics in social science and humanities research have also highlighted difficulties relating to research ethics in those disciplines where there is no tradition of research ethics review. The perception of many authors in these areas is that RECs often approach research in these subjects with an insufficient understanding of the specific nature of their research, which can lead to requirements that endanger the very nature of quality work in a range of disciplines or specific research areas, such as language studies (Fox et al., 2006), oral history (Janovicek, 2006), journalism (Dash, 2007), Internet research (Kitcin, 2003) and education (Hemmings, 2006; Owen, 2006).
Ethical issues in relation to methodology and settings for children’s research

The general difficulties encountered regarding ethics review of qualitative research are further compounded by the perception that children are vulnerable subjects who need to receive a particularly high level of protection. If the research ethics review is guided by the suspicion that qualitative methods are less scientifically valid or less controllable in terms of the impact they may have on children, this can have consequences on the willingness of RECs to approve them. A general characteristic of conducting research with children that can present a challenge in the ethics review process is the potentially more unstructured and less predictable nature of the research activities and the relationship between researcher and child (Cummins, 2006; Mishna et al., 2004), as well as the demand for researchers’ flexibility in how the child is involved in data collection, which researchers have argued is essential to ensure a good quality of response in qualitative research with children (Bushin, 2007; Coyne, 1998). Such flexibility might be considered a problem if ethics review operates under the assumption that data collection needs to fulfil standardisation requirements akin to those in quantitative research with adults.

As already indicated with regard to adult research, participatory research frequently encounters difficulties in ethical review, even if conducted with adult participants, because its methodological assumptions are relatively far removed from the traditional experimental paradigm. In the case of research with children, who are perceived as a particularly vulnerable group, there might be even less willingness to allow research that employs such methodologies. The comparatively vague role of the researcher in participatory research might also be one reason for male researchers’ experience that in conducting research in children’s natural environments, they frequently encounter a high level of suspicion and gender-based problems of access (Barker and Smith, 2001; Horton, 2001). On the other hand, as researchers who employ such participatory methodologies have pointed out and as has become increasingly more accepted in recent years, such work can be considered to have a particularly positive ethical value and to ensure that children’s rights are taken seriously in the research process, insofar as it promises to remedy the problem of children’s comparative powerlessness in the research situation (John, 2007; Morrow and Richards, 1996; Valentine, 1999).

It has been pointed out by researchers that children are generally not used to being taken seriously by adults and can perceive themselves as powerless vis-à-vis adults. The realisation of participatory methods is one way of treating the child as an expert or ‘co-researcher’, thereby addressing and potentially overcoming this power imbalance in the researcher–child relationship (Christensen and Prout, 2002; Holt, 2004; McLaughlin, 2005 and 2007; Punch, 2002; Smith et al., 2002; Thomas and O’Kane, 1998). However, it is important that researchers take the co-researcher role seriously and pay attention to their own responsibilities towards facilitating this role and the potential ways in which they might still influence, and potentially distort, children’s contributions to the research. Researchers also need to be attentive to the children’s specific competencies and the modes in which they may best express themselves to facilitate meaningful participation (Morrow and Richards, 1996). This includes indirect expressions of children’s wishes to stop participating. Generally, it is important to be aware that facilitating children in the role of co-researchers is demanding in terms of research design and in terms of input and engagement expected from children; its value and feasibility in each individual case needs to be carefully justified.

Other issues to keep in mind are the various social factors and complexities of the situation in which the research takes place and which might have an impact on the relationship construction between researcher and children (Holt, 2004; Huber and Clandinin, 2002; McDowell, 2001). In participatory research, children may be encouraged to contribute to developing ethical criteria for the research (Flicker and Guta, 2008), setting the agenda for and during data collection, and interpreting results (Thomas and O’Kane, 1998). However, potential limitations of an approach that relies strongly on children’s own research interpretation have been pointed out (Punch, 2002). An essential part of participatory approaches is the use of some form of community engagement and consultation (Fisher, 2003a; Fisher and Wallace, 2000; Flicker and Guta, 2008; Helgeland, 2005;
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Tayler et al., 2005). While community involvement can be truly empowering, it is also possible that its value can be undermined either by exploitative use of young people in public fora (Allard, 1996) or by formalistic interpretations of research ethics requirements (Martin and Lantos, 2005).

Specific ethical issues can arise not just due to methodological concerns, but also in relation to research settings. Research in non-traditional research settings (e.g. outside controlled university or laboratory settings) is relatively common in the field of children’s research, where particular importance is often given to encountering and observing children in their natural environments, such as at schools, in day care centres, in playgrounds or at home. In these settings, observational methods are frequently employed. Direct observation can offer an important window into children’s lives, especially in research with smaller children who may not be able to verbalise their experiences. Observations in group or public settings raise issues of informed consent when some of those present have not given valid informed consent, as, for example, by forgetting to submit the informed consent forms (McKechnie, 2006). Another concern in relation to observational studies with children is the issue of the role of the observer and the question whether there are circumstances when researchers should intervene in what is happening. Problematic behaviour that might call for intervention could, for example, include the observation of bullying, racism, exclusion or other types of aggression (Barker and Smith, 2001; MacNaughton and Smith, 2005). In order to circumvent such problems, some researchers choose to develop experimental alternatives to observation in naturalistic settings (Underwood, 2005).

Particular challenges are encountered in school-based research or research in other educational settings. Guidelines and publications by educational research associations address some issues in educational research (BERA, 2004; Strike et al., 2002). However, it is still not common in educational research to explicitly explore ethical issues in research and unexpected complexities are likely to arise in research practice (Kennedy, 2006). Educational research is sometimes given a particular standing regarding research ethics; for example, in the USA, research that only involves ‘normal educational practices’ has traditionally been considered exempt from review according to CFR 46.101b1 (HHS, 2005). However, some school-based research might be concerned less with normal educational practice and employ social research methodologies. It has been argued that in these cases, research should undergo ethics review; however, it should be expected that the membership of RECs includes people with educational knowledge (Howe and Dougherty, 1993; Howe and Moses, 1999).

One issue regarding all school-based research is the particular approach that should be taken to gaining consent for research participation. Obtaining consent for school-based research faces particular challenges because of the involvement of a range of different stakeholders, including school boards, Principals, teachers, parents and children (Valentine, 1999). There is currently no international consensus on best practice in this context regarding the precise role of these stakeholders. School boards and Principals are the primary gatekeepers for research in schools, with Principals usually being the primary decision-makers regarding access. However, in some places such as Canada, an additional review process might be added, whereby dedicated district school board RECs become an additional gatekeeper by reviewing a research project and deciding whether it merits access to school populations in their jurisdiction. Given the prominent role of negotiations between gatekeepers and researchers when determining access to children, decisions might inadvertently lead to neglecting the role of the child in the informed consent process (Heath et al., 2007; Homan, 2001).

Some schools or institutions may not themselves require a particular approach to receiving parental consent and may leave the decision on whether to contact parents up to the researchers (David et al., 2001). While requiring active written parental consent (‘opt-in’) for children’s participation in school-based research is often considered ethically most appropriate in the research ethics community, sometimes ‘passive’ or ‘opt-out’ consent is chosen instead (Santelli and Smith Rogers, 2002). This means that children participate in the research project unless they or their parents actively object. Advantages of opt-in consent are ensuring awareness and involvement of parents in the research process and the possibility for parents to actively address the issue
with their children (Moolchan and Mermelstein, 2002). Disadvantages of opt-in consent are the higher resource-intensiveness and the potentially lower response rate. While there is evidence that these challenges can be manageable for some projects (O’Donnell et al., 1997), researchers frequently report concerns, especially about sample bias effects in opt-in consent (Moolchan and Mermelstein, 2002). In Australia, the national guidelines include provision for the possibility of ‘standing parental consent’, whereby parents delegate decision-making authority to the school for participation of children in certain low-risk observational or questionnaire studies (NHMRC, 2007). Excluded from ‘standing parental consent’ would be any study with children who are not considered mature adolescents that addresses either non-beneficial research or research on ‘subject matters involving sensitive personal information or personal and family relationships’ (ibid, Paragraph 4.2.11). In relation to informed consent, school-based research can also face ethical challenges if a research project is related to the implementation of a mandatory programme where issues of informed consent and voluntariness arise, as, for example, a programme for mandatory drug-testing for school athletes (Shamoo and Moreno, 2004).

In addition to the realisation of informed consent, some researchers have highlighted additional issues regarding the relationship of the researcher to the students they intend to research. Researchers seek access to students for a variety of reasons:

- The school setting is chosen merely because of convenience for research by outside researchers who require access to children as a research population.
- The setting is essential to the research question and the researcher is an outsider with no pre-existing relationship to the research population.
- The setting is essential to the research question and the researcher has a pre-existing function in the school, where this function may or may not be essential to the realisation of the research question.

When researchers are outsiders, questions relating to what justifies granting them access to the school setting arise, especially in the case of research that takes place during ordinary class time and might disrupt ordinary school routine. Within the school setting, which is governed by hierarchies, discipline and norms of conformity, the issue of the researcher’s role definition and power becomes particularly pertinent. This will have a significant effect on the meaning of the informed consent process for students; there is evidence that students might perceive participation in research during class hours as another educational experience or ‘just another piece of schoolwork’, rather than something that they see as independent from the norms that govern the school context, especially if research activities have features that resemble educational activities (David et al., 2001; Dencombe and Aubrook, 1992; Edwards and Aldred, 1999). More personalised effects of power can be expected in research involving staff members, whose non-research role also gives them formal disciplinary authority vis-à-vis their pupils. Additional issues arise if research is a compulsory part of the teacher’s training (Howe and Moses, 1999) or if teachers themselves become research participants, as, for example, in research projects on professional development (Tickle, 2001). Similarly, researchers who are present over an extended period of time and become involved in relationships with staff, students and parents will face more complex role-related problems.

School-based research also raises the issue of ethical implications of conducting research in group settings. Children are either involved in group activities, like focus groups, or research is at least physically conducted in group settings, for example, when children fill in questionnaires in the classroom. One potential risk in these circumstances is that research activities might place children at risk of negative reactions from others in the group. Negative effects may be due to something that children contribute as part of the research activities. Some research areas seem to bear particular potential for negative responses, such as research on social relationships and popularity, even though it has been reported that there is little empirical evidence of negative effects of quite risky seeming socio-metric research (Mayeux et al., 2007). It is important for researchers to be careful when eliciting children’s contributions and to remind children that they can remain silent rather than talk about uncomfortable issues in front of other children.
Another potentially difficult situation is **children’s exclusion** from research activities if they or their parents opt out of participating in the research. It is important to offer suitable alternatives to those not participating so that they do not feel excluded or be perceived as excluded by their classmates. However, in many cases the researcher will not be in a position to clearly grasp potentially problematic dynamics in the group and will need to make sure that some arrangement is in place to deal with matters that arise from the research, but that may only become obvious after its completion. In these cases, arrangements for detecting and addressing potential negative consequences in the school context (or equally in other institutional contexts where research is conducted) need to be put in place.

Ethical difficulties gain a further level of complexity when research takes place in the children’s family home, an approach taken especially in research with smaller children. The **home setting** raises a number of challenges that have been addressed by researchers (Bushin, 2007; Nilsen and Rogers, 2005; Valentine, 1999). One of these is privacy, which is significant in different ways. First of all, the researcher enters the private realm of the child and their family, which might be perceived as an intrusion (Valentine, 1999). It is likely that the researcher will learn a significant amount about the family’s circumstances and everyday life over and above the stated purpose of the research. Another concern is related to the researcher’s attempt to facilitate privacy for the research conversation with the child, without becoming open to allegations of abuse, as, for example, if they spend time alone with the child in their bedroom (Barker and Smith, 2001). In any case, the complexity of the researcher’s situation in the home setting should not be underestimated: the researcher encounters the child and family outside their realm of authority and enters the child’s home to a certain extent in the role of a guest (Yee and Andrews, 2006). While in some cases the home setting might empower the child in relation to the researcher, in others both researcher and child might have to deal with additional complex considerations in relation to the effect of parental authority in this setting (Valentine, 1999).

**Stakeholders’ perspectives on ethical issues specific to children’s research methodology and settings**

In the present study, stakeholders identified various research designs in relation to research with children, together with a variety of approaches (both qualitative and quantitative), a multiplicity of data collection methods and diverse research settings.

The importance of research design was recognised:

‘There is an issue there around research design and appropriateness of research design … People think that they are going to use surveys with young kids, for example, or focus groups looking at issues … That, I think, is challenging.’ (AC)

The appropriateness of randomised control trials in particular was questioned in social science research settings:

‘I have a concern from an ethical perspective on the obsession with randomised controlled trials research with children. I think that it raises huge ethical questions around denial of service. And just because people say it is right to use it [this approach] in medicine … who says it is right in medicine? … We’re doing randomised controlled trials research on [names service], but we took the position that every child gets something [some service] at some point. OK, some might get additional [interventions] or it might be delayed, but there is no denial.’ (CR)

The place of other approaches was considered:

‘Now we have to do our work and we want to do high quality [research], but I don’t think there’s enough value on good ethnographic research with children. Even in terms of methodologies, we need to be a lot more respectful.’ (CR)
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The need for research methodology to be child-focused and not adult-orientated was recognised:
‘There is also the kind of research that may be appropriate for adults, like if they have some complex neurological form of assessment that maybe takes 2 or 3 hours to do. It may be very impractical for it to be done in children because children may not have the ability to sit still and go through a complex area for the same amount of time as an adult might. So they [researchers] need to open their research approach and methods just for children. And equally research questionnaires, if that is the instrument being used. It has to be carefully validated on children rather than simply taking one that has been used elsewhere, other than in Ireland, or apply ones that have been previously used for adults … So, methodology has to be done in a way that is written for children or in a family-centred way. And that doesn’t always happen, I’m afraid.’ (HC)

The use of a range of approaches and perspectives for researching children’s lives was perceived as challenging for the ethical review process, requiring a range of expertise:
‘Perhaps you have people who come from engineering backgrounds who don’t “get” qualitative research. They just don’t get what’s involved and they don’t get that you can’t tell them what questions you will be asking because that will emerge from the data.’ (AC)

The nature of the process as challenging was not perceived as inherently negative:
‘I think it is good to be challenged in all different [directions], quantitative and qualitative, whatever it is. But that they [committee members who assess a proposal] can understand your different perspectives.’ (CR)

School as a setting was consistently raised:
‘There really is no other way to contact children. There are very few other forums in which you have large numbers of children together. You just have to go through schools basically.’ (CR)

The advantage of accessing children through schools was identified by a parent:
‘School is the easiest way because you have your audience … school is the way to go.’ (P)

Parents also acknowledged an increased workload for the school if they were involved in the research. This was recognised as a potential challenge by researchers:
‘I think the challenge is increasingly that schools, particularly in [region], are reluctant to take part in any research because there is so much research going on. Where once refusal was rare, refusal is now actually commonplace for all studies because schools are feeling increasingly under pressure.’ (CR)

One researcher identified the role of schools from an ethics perspective as one of additional gatekeeper:
‘On the whole, my experience has been that the school is yet another gatekeeper for the children, so it is adding another safeguard.’ (CR)

However, another participant referred to researchers who had perceived the school as the only gatekeeper:
‘Some researchers were not fully aware of ethical issues around accessing students … For instance, it came up in terms of access to a school and using a classroom of children for research. Just because the school had some particular relationship to the researchers … they hadn’t realised that this did not give them carte blanche to go into the school and use the children, if you like, without getting the permission of their parents.’ (AC)

The idea of gatekeeping was taken further by another participant:
‘The other thing is, because they’re sort of quite messy institutions and power-ridden institutions, they [researchers] also have to explore the notion of different gatekeepers … if you’re in a school where the Principal says “Yes, you can do the work”, but the Principal is despised in the school, then … [other staff will also gatekeep].’ (CR)
Specific issues identified in the school setting included children who did not have parental consent to participate in the research process:

‘Another issue that has cropped up is what do you do with children in a classroom setting who don’t have parental consent [to participate]? One of the big difficulties is then the exclusion of that child. So, are they going to sit down in the classroom, quite obviously sitting apart, and all the issues that can raise for the child? Clearly you can’t just let them out into the corridor. It’s ensuring that people consider this issue and have an appropriate method of dealing with it.’ (CM)

One researcher identified a perceived need for the development of some form of reciprocity in the relationship between the school and the researcher:

‘I have been very conscious, as a researcher, of constantly going to schools and asking for help and support without ever really being in a position to offer anything in return. What I have been doing more recently is indicating in letters to schools that in the case of secondary schools I will be willing to offer career talks on psychology, should they be interested. In relation to primary schools, I have said that I will be willing to talk with parents on aspects of child development. So far, that hasn’t been taken up by the parents.’ (CR)

The role of teacher as researcher also required exploration and clarification:

‘One of the big ones for us, given that a lot of people we deal with are teachers, is the power issue and for teachers, they are very straightforward. Very often they want to improve their own practice. The way to improve their own practice is to research the practice. The way to research the practice is to collect data from the young people in front. In school settings, if it’s your teacher, how does that provide opportunities for the young person to opt out, to say “I don’t want to participate in this process”? So, that whole power dynamic is one that … the committee takes a fairly straightforward line on, which is that we think it is quite hard to justify doing research where the participants are your own students and where it is clear to them that you will know they have chosen to opt out in some way.’ (AC)

One participant identified the need for the participation of primary school teachers in the review process for school-based research:

‘What I found very useful on the ethics committee was having primary school teachers on it. I think that has been absolutely invaluable. Because their perspective really seems to stand out as quite different and quite acute as compared to all our views. I think they can bring an entirely different perspective, which is extremely useful.’ (CM)

The contribution of teachers to the ethical review process in schools was also recognised by parents:

‘The people who really know children and have a huge understanding are the teachers … Teachers are a huge resource that should be used.’ (P)

However, a Chair of an academic REC went further, suggesting the level of expertise required warranted an independent dedicated research ethics review system:

‘I’m uncomfortable about approving studies using participants outside the university remit and … I think the primary and secondary schools need to have representation when those decisions are being made within the university settings. You know, there is no ethical committee available for applicants to go and apply [to], but I would strongly support the development and setting up of ethics committees in primary and secondary schools. That doesn’t have to be an ethics committee for each primary and secondary school …’ (AC)
Main concerns

- Lack of methodological knowledge and inadequate application forms impair REC assessment of ethical issues in qualitative research.
- RECs' lack of familiarity with participatory methodologies may impede the realisation of children's research that uses these methodologies.
- Problems of both overestimation and underestimation of risk and vulnerability in social science research, especially in relation to children's research.
- General lack of clarity concerning good practice in school-based research, based on complexity of stakeholders' roles and relationships.
ETHICAL ISSUES IN CHILDREN’S RESEARCH
Informed consent in research ethics

General concerns
Informed consent is one of the major ethical issues in any kind of research with human participants and is acknowledged as essential by all major research ethics guidelines. All research proposals need to submit documentation regarding the issue of informed consent. It is frequently the area that receives the most detailed review attention, as evidenced by the international guidelines which frequently address informed consent requirements in considerable detail (HHS, 2005; NPSA, 2007).

Despite the general acknowledgement of the importance of participants' informed consent to research, it is by no means an uncontested field. Informed consent is probably the most researched area in contemporary research ethics, as seen in the extensive bibliography compiled by Sugarman et al. (1999), detailing over 40 pages of empirical research on the subject. Discussions concerning informed consent most frequently address challenges in the practical implementation of informed consent procedures, especially regarding the problem of ensuring participants' understanding of information provided to them. While standardised informed consent forms that are signed by participants are still the most widely used method of obtaining informed consent, there have been concerns that in order to ensure participants' understanding, different additional methods need to be employed (Daugherty, 1999; Flory and Emanuel, 2004; Matsui et al., 2007). Especially for longer running protocols, continuing opportunities to explore and review informed consent issues need to be provided (Prentice et al., 2007). There is strong evidence that most informed consent forms used in research contexts are not easily understood and that recall of participants of information given to them is frequently patchy and faulty (Hochhauser, 1999; Lawson and Adamson, 1995; Meade and Howser, 1992; Paasche-Orlow et al., 2003; Stead et al., 2005; Tait et al., 2005). Current informed consent procedures are often focused on complex written documentation that does not take into account the needs of many participants, especially those who are less comfortable with this particular mode of delivery or lack the ability to process complex written information, as, for example, participants with lower educational levels, with relevant disabilities or from different cultural and linguistic backgrounds (Breese et al., 2007; Cox, 2002; Simon and Kodish, 2005).

Evidence has also been mounting that participants' perception of risk based on the information provided to them is often inaccurate (Biehl and Halpern-Felsher, 2001; Reynolds and Nelson, 2007). In clinical research, participants frequently have significant difficulties in understanding some research methodologies like randomised control trials (Cox, 2000; Daugherty et al., 1995; Joffe et al., 2001), although the extent of this misunderstanding might be unclear (Gordon et al., 2006). Participants generally seem to operate under the mistaken assumption (referred to as ‘therapeutic misconception’ in the literature) that participation in such trials will guarantee receipt of an effective therapeutic intervention (Appelbaum, 2002; Appelbaum et al., 2004; Bamberg and Budwig, 1992; Fisher, J.A., 2006; Jansen, 2006; Kimmelman, 2007; King et al., 2005; Miller and Brody, 2003; Miller and Joffe, 2006; Stead et al., 2005). One of the concerns in the literature has been what investigators contribute to this misunderstanding and whether there are effective means to avoid or correct the therapeutic misconception (Hochhauser, 2002; Jansen, 2006; Joffe et al., 2001; King, 2000). Underlying conflicts of interest on the researchers' side are frequent and might be one factor that may result in misleading participants about the precise nature of the research. Thus, efforts need to be made to make such conflicts of interest transparent and pay attention to them during the REC review process (Goldner, 2000; Larson et al., 2004; Resnik, 2000). It has also been pointed out that it is ethically short-sighted to focus too narrowly on the information-giving parameters in the informed consent process, rather than take account of more general characteristics of the setting and social interaction (Corrigan, 2003).
Navigating informed consent and assent in children’s research

Research with children and adolescents faces the same problems as discussed above regarding informed consent, but these are compounded by further complications due to the following factors:

- the legal status of minors;
- the inclusion of additional parties, i.e. parents and/or guardians in the consent process;
- potentially, but not necessarily reduced psychological competence (as opposed to legal competence) for consent in minors;
- significant differences of knowledge and maturity between children of different ages and different study populations;
- significant inter-individual differences in maturity, even within the same age group or study population.

When adults decide to participate in research after receiving relevant information, their decision is usually considered binding, as long as there is no evidence of an unusual impairment of their mental competence. In contrast, a similar decision by a child or teenager does not have the same status of fully informed consent by a competent adult and is not sufficient for research to go ahead. Such a decision by a minor is considered to constitute *assent*, defined as ‘a child’s affirmative agreement to participate in research’ (HHS, 2005, p. 1). A child’s assent needs to be complemented by a decision of a ‘legally recognised surrogate decision-maker’ (Baylis et al., 1999), i.e. the child’s parent and/or guardian. This means that a third party, or even a fourth, will need to be included in the consent process. These adult parties are placed in a position of decision-making authority based on the assumption that children or adolescents are not yet fully competent to make such decisions, especially not decisions that might involve some risk of harm. However, how exactly this assent process is realised in child research is not always clear from published literature and might indicate a need for further clarification for the research community (Range and Cotton, 1995a and 1995b; Roberts and Buckloh, 1995).

There is some confusion about the precise meaning of ‘assent’, especially regarding the question as to what extent a child’s assent approximates an adult’s consent, for example, in terms of the need for understanding and reasoned decision-making, as opposed to merely the acquiescence or opposition to a particular course of action (Denham and Nelson, 2002; Nelson and Reynolds, 2003; Wendler and Shah, 2003). As Joffe (2003) proposes, it might be appropriate to recast the question of assent in terms of what would constitute ‘developmentally appropriate involvement in decision-making’ and allow for a range of different forms of children’s involvement, depending on their age, situation and maturity (Fisher, 2003b; Joffe, 2003; Nelson and Reynolds, 2003).

Bartholome (1996, quoted in Nelson and Reynolds, 2003) proposed that researchers need to address the following four elements regarding the assent process:

- help the child achieve a developmentally appropriate awareness of his or her condition;
- disclose the nature of the proposed intervention and the child’s likely experience;
- assess the child’s understanding and any (coercive) factors influencing the child;
- solicit the child’s willingness to accept the proposed intervention.

One of the main concerns regarding assent is children’s ability to understand information. A matter of dispute is at what point children have sufficient abilities to be actively involved in the informed consent process and what authority should be given to them depending on their level of competence (Ashcroft et al., 2003; Frader, 2003; Goodenough et al., 2003; Ladd, 2003; Weithorn and Campbell, 1982; Wendler and Shah, 2003). Views differ on what constitutes ‘sufficient abilities’, but it has increasingly become accepted that children should be actively involved in the informed consent process once they have some ability to conceptualise how research participation will affect them. However, there is also some evidence of the importance of emotional factors that might have a significant impact on cognitive processes (Dorn et al., 1995; Reynolds and Nelson, 2007 and 2008).

There is some dispute about the value of setting certain general age limits for involvement in assent procedures or for different levels of assent requirements, with those in favour highlighting that there are noticeable distinctions between different stages of child development (Halila and
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Lotjonen, 2003; McCabe, 1996; Toner and Schwartz, 2003; Wendler and Shah, 2003) and those against emphasising individual differences and the role of context (Ashcroft et al, 2003; Baylis and Downie, 2003; Fisher, 2003b; Goodenough et al, 2003; Halila and Lotjonen, 2003; Nelson and Reynolds, 2003). One common concern about fixed age limits is the worry that it might work as a disincentive to explore and employ methods of involvement for children under the age of the official cut-off point (Taylor, 2003). In these debates, authors on either side frequently refer to knowledge gained from empirical studies on children’s developmental abilities and their performance in empirical studies on informed consent. One concern that has been raised in the literature is the question of how children’s decisional capacity is assessed by researchers and whether these methods are ethically and psychologically appropriate (Hunter and Pieriscione, 2007; Kon and Klug, 2006).

While general concerns about the limitations in participants’ understanding of information provided during the informed consent process are also encountered in relation to children (Ondrusek et al, 1998; Susman et al, 1992; Tait et al, 2003a), it is important to keep in mind that decision-making deficits encountered in children and adults alike should not lead to denying decision-making authority selectively to children, if it is likely that their parents will not be much better equipped to make these decisions (Fisher, 2003b; Halila and Lotjonen, 2003; Tait et al, 2003b). While there is evidence that children and adolescents have greater problems with expressions of probabilities and understanding of risk (Abramovitch et al, 1995), significant variability in understanding exists even among adults (Biehl and Halpern-Felsher, 2001). Generally, there is significant evidence that children much younger than the age of maturity can have a good understanding of complex medical treatment and make competent decisions on research participation. Evidence indicates that children over the age of 14 are virtually indistinguishable from adults in their decision-making capacities; that children in the age range 10-12 years show major similarities with older age groups; and even the decisions of younger children tend to be congruent with decisions of more mature decision-makers, even though they tend to be less able to provide arguments for their decisions (Bruzzone and Fisher, 2003; Burke et al, 2005; Cauffman and Steinberg, 1995; Schlam and Wood, 2000; Weithorn, 1983; Weithorn and Campbell, 1982). These findings are also compatible with findings that even comparatively young children who have extensive experience of participating in research have a highly sophisticated understanding of ethical concerns, if their views are elicited in relation to their concrete experience of research rather than through more abstract questioning (Goodenough et al, 2003).

One of the main concerns regarding the practice of information-sharing is how to tailor the information children receive to their cognitive abilities. Much attention has been paid to the adequate presentation of informed consent materials, in particular the information sheet and informed consent forms (Burke et al, 2005; Tait et al, 2005 and 2007). Some commentators, while not denying the need for suitable written information material, highlight the importance of the use of additional methods in order to be able to assess and improve children’s understanding (Bray, 2007; Bruzzone and Fisher, 2003; Frader, 2003). In order to be able to develop age-appropriate information materials and to present them adequately to children, the researcher in charge of the information process needs to be familiar with the needs and characteristics of children of different age groups, and especially of the particular population to be included in the research (Broome et al, 2003; Holaday et al, 2007). One interesting proposal in this context that can help to address the frequent difficulties in preparing material that is accessible to children is to involve children themselves in the development of informed consent material (Ford et al, 2007).

How to combine the informed consent of parents or guardians with the assent of children is a frequently discussed issue. A general concern in this context is that not just investigators (Lederer and Grodin, 1994) but also parents might exert undue explicit or implicit pressure on their children to conform to their wishes, rather than allowing them to make up their own minds about research participation (Scherer, 1991). Adult authority has been shown to be a potentially significant factor in children’s decision-making about participation in research and it can have a significant influence on decisions for uptake or continuation of research, regardless of the children’s cognitive
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level of understanding (Abramovitch et al, 1995; Broome, 1999; Bruzzese and Fisher, 2003; Fisher, 2003b; McCabe, 1996; Scherer, 1991). The importance of social factors that might increase the perception of inequalities between researchers and participants has been pointed out (McDowell, 2001). There is evidence that behaviour of parents, children and researchers changes if the informed consent process takes place with all parties in one room, rather than parents and children engaging separately with the researcher (Broome et al, 2003). Accordingly, a phased informed consent process has been recommended, whereby children are given the opportunity to engage with the researcher on their own before making a decision (Geller et al, 2003). There is also some concern about the potentially unrealistic or inappropriate motives that parents might have to enrol their children in research (Fernandez, 2003; McGee, 2003).

However, while effects of undue pressure need to be detected and avoided as far as possible, it might not be appropriate to conceptualise parents and children as entirely separate agents in the decision-making process. Even for adults, decision-making usually has some relational element, insofar as ‘significant others’ are frequently consulted. Such processes are significantly more pronounced in childhood and adolescence, where parental consultation and guidance frequently play an integral role in children’s decision-making and could possibly be used constructively in the informed consent process (Fisher, 2003b; Geller et al, 2003; Joffe, 2003; Broome and Richards, 2003).

One concern with regard to combination of parental consent and children’s assent is what to do in the case of conflict or disagreement between minors and parents or guardians on their research participation. There is evidence from research with parents and adolescents that some disagreement between both parties is not uncommon (Brody et al, 2003a, 2003b and 2005a). As a general guideline, (1) preferences against research participation take precedence and (2) parents’ decisions are given priority over children’s decisions.

Usually, the parents’ or guardians’ decision against research participation is considered binding and voids any positive preference of the child to participate in research. Yet, a child’s refusal to participate in research is also considered binding in most cases, even if parents have agreed to their child participating (Grover, 2003). This general rule applies to children and adolescents of all ages; however, there is some evidence that they may have little awareness of their right to refuse participation. Thus, sufficiently comprehensive assent procedures need to be in place to ensure children’s awareness of their rights (Broome, 1999; Bruzzese and Fisher, 2003; Fisher, 2003b). However, when asked, children frequently seem to express the view that as participants they should have significant decision-making authority on participation (Broome et al, 2003; Geller et al, 2003). Ethical reasons to adhere to children’s wishes are especially weighty if dissent is expressed by mature minors who have all the requisite psychological capacities, if not full legal authority, for making fully informed decisions (Baylis and Downie, 2003; Botkin, 2003; Toner and Schwartz, 2003). However, research ethics guidelines sometimes make allowance for cases where parents’ wishes can override a child’s refusal, as, for example, stated in US guidelines for consent to clinical research that has a likelihood of benefiting the child (HHS, 2005; Robinson, 2003) or in UK positions regarding the scope of Gillick competency (Kessel, 1993). There is also a lack of clarity over whether there might be potential exceptions to assent requirements in non-beneficial research (Murphy, 2003), but it has been argued that parental authority for proxy consent regardless of children’s dissent would be unethical (Grover, 2003).

One concern that is raised frequently is the question of informed consent in research with mature teenagers. Due to their increasing abilities and maturity, members of this age group should be treated differently to younger children in terms of their ethical rights and responsibilities (Hofmann, 1980). In current practice, teenagers often already have significant freedoms to make decisions, for example, about their higher education or vocational training, religious orientation, sexual activity or decisions on medical interventions. Especially in relation to healthcare decision-making, adolescents have increasingly been given the right to consent or withdraw consent to certain types of treatment, including decisions with far-reaching implications (McCabe, 1996; McCabe et al, 1996; Weir and Peter, 1997). Some authors highlight the mismatch between the responsibilities and
freedoms enjoyed by teenagers in certain areas of life and the frequent understanding that parental involvement in research decisions is required for all research participation (Sanci et al, 2004; Santelli et al, 1995). It has been argued that research ethics and legal guidelines are sometimes interpreted overly restrictively and that in the case of mature teenagers the age of consent for research participation can be lower than the age of majority (Santelli and Smith Rogers, 2002). Even where the legal situation would require parental consent, it has been argued that it would be ethically more appropriate to treat their decisions as fully informed consent rather than merely assent, and accordingly de-emphasise the role given to parents in the decision-making process (Botkin, 2003; Joffe, 2003). Especially given the data on adolescent cognitive abilities, authority to consent for low-risk research might be appropriate across the board beyond a certain age; even for higher risk research, consent based on an assessment of individual capacity might be appropriate (Santelli et al, 1995). Adolescents themselves seem to conceptualise their own role in the informed consent process as similarly significant, while parents more strongly emphasise their parental authority (Geller et al, 2003). However, there is evidence of a significant overlap between decisions by adolescents and parents (Brody et al, 2003b).

International research ethics guidelines differ significantly in the extent to which they assign decision-making authority to adolescents. In several jurisdictions, there are mature minor clauses that de facto allow adolescents full decision-making authority in healthcare matters. The English legal tradition allows for individual assessment of maturity based on the Gillick competence test (i.e. understanding of the nature and possible consequences of an intervention), which might allow independent decision-making for some children even under adolescent age. However, in the UK, it has also not yet been legally tested whether the transfer between decision-making authority for medical decision-making to the research area can be made (NPSA, 2007) and additional complications regarding the use of Gillick competency standards for health research have been highlighted (Hunter and Pierscionek, 2007; Piercy and Hargate, 2004).

While much of the Irish legal tradition is closely linked to UK law, due to special importance given to parental rights in the Irish Constitution it is unclear whether in the Irish context the UK Gillick test for mature minors can be applied at all; its applicability in the research context is particularly uncertain. In Australia, adolescents’ ability to consent independently seems to have been introduced recently in research ethics guidelines (Sanci et al, 2004) and requires individual assessment (NHMRC, 2007). In other countries, age limits are in place: in Denmark, for example, minors over 15 years can be allowed to make independent decisions on research participation under certain circumstances (Government of Denmark, 2003), while in New Zealand adolescents over 16 years are allowed to consent without parental consent (NZHDEC, 2006).

Many RECs are unsure about the question of adolescent consent. There is evidence of great variability in decision-making on adolescent consent and a general tendency to favour cautious approaches to the matter (Mammel and Kaplan, 1995; Piercy and Hargate, 2004; Rogers et al, 1999; Wagener et al, 2004). There certainly seems to be a need to clarify the scope that RECs have in waiving parental informed consent requirements (Wagener et al, 2004) and there is an acknowledgement of the ethical weight of arguments in favour of full adolescent consent for at least certain categories of research (Levine, 1995; Mammel and Kaplan, 1995). Some proposals for ethical guidance for adolescent research have been made, highlighting the need for facilitating research to increase knowledge of adolescent health (Rogers et al, 1994; Santelli et al, 1995 and 2003).

One of the arguments that has been made against giving adolescents full decision-making authority is that while their cognitive capacities might be comparable to those of an adult, their decision-making capacities, especially with regard to dealing with risk in real life, are more questionable. Research has looked into the question of adolescent perception of risk and the difference between adolescent and parental perception of risk seems to be much less pronounced than expected (Quadrel et al, 1993); however, there is evidence that adolescents might be more willing to enrol in higher risk research protocols (Brody et al, Annett and Scherer, 2003a). Another interesting finding in this context is that both parents and adolescents might overestimate the degree of agreement between their views (ibid).
The issue of independent adolescent consent becomes especially significant in research that involves sensitive subject areas and research on services that adolescents are using without their parents’ knowledge. Such research might include, for example, research into teenage smoking (Diviak et al., 2004; Moolchan and Mermelstein, 2002), substance abuse (Rojas et al., 2008) or sexual health (Collogan and Fleischman, 2005; Flicker and Guta, 2008; Piercy and Hargate, 2004; Risjord and Greenberg, 2002). While teenagers may be entitled to use services without their parents’ consent, they are sometimes considered to need parental consent to participate in research into the use of these services, a requirement which may make such research difficult to realise and might seem ethically arbitrary (Balen et al., 2006; Menasche, 1995). One focus of the literature in this area, particularly the field of adolescent sexual or mental health, has been the question whether and when waivers of parental consent might be justified and whether the use of such waivers could help to achieve suitable, unbiased samples (Crigger, 1996; Diviak et al., 2004; Fisher, 2003a; Flicker and Guta, 2008; Moolchan and Mermelstein, 2002; Piercy and Hargate, 2004; Risjord and Greenberg, 2002; Rojas et al., 2008; Sanci et al., 2004).

**Stakeholders’ perspectives on informed consent**

In the present study, the main issue discussed by participants was that of the need and difficulties in relation to gaining consent from parents/guardians acting as proxies for children when undertaking ethical review of research with children. While other issues were raised, such as information requirements, the complexity of consent and research with children in relation to the role of parents/guardians in the process appears paramount. This complexity was acknowledged:

‘The consent issue can be fairly complex, depending on the kind of topic, the age of the children.’ (AC)

The levels of concern were also raised:

‘There’s the whole issue of proxy consent. The greater issue is for the proxy, the person giving consent for the child. There’s massive amounts of concern about that.’ (CR)

The concern was raised in regard to children perceived generally as a vulnerable group, but within this further levels of vulnerability were acknowledged:

‘Often these children have difficult social circumstances as well, so they are a very vulnerable group, in which issues of consent are clearly very very paramount, but complex.’ (AC)

The need for information about the research on which to base decisions in relation to participation was identified as key to the process of informed consent:

‘I’d certainly say clear and detailed information is crucial.’ (CM)

Other attributes required of the information included:

‘Coherent, logical and sensible information about the research that is being done.’ (HC)

The need for this information to be presented in a way that children, as well as adults, can understand was recognised. One Chair of a hospital REC suggested:

‘I would argue that a well-written information leaflet that explains things to a 10-year-old would not need to be changed for an adult. The fact is that if you write it properly for young children, the legibility and understandability of those information leaflets will actually equally apply to adults. So what they should probably do is write the information leaflet for the 10-year-old and not change it for adults, rather than the other way round.’ (HC)

Difficulties were identified in relation to gaining informed consent from children, even when information was provided:

‘The people in the project explain it to them and they have the leaflet and all that, but I’d say they are just so used to just agreeing to things that there is a kind of an apathy there.’ (CR)

Children, however, were not necessarily perceived as passive in the process:

‘… children can defend themselves and they understand what it is about.’ (CR)
It was generally agreed that the age at which individuals can give consent is 18 years. Any person under this age requires parental/guardian consent. However, a certain lack of coherence nationally in the age at which young people are considered able to provide consent was identified:

'We have this situation at the moment where, for us to be safe, they must specify that they are aged 18 or over. And yet, they can have sex under 18, they can make their own decisions on medical procedures in hospitals at 16, they are coming here to college and choosing their own modules and their own degree programmes without needing written parental consent. And yet for a 17-year-old, we can’t recruit them to fill out an anonymous survey on something that is totally non-contentious. We need to get that clarified.' (CR)

The nature of parental consent in research with children was discussed:

'At times you wonder is passive consent nearly better. That they read the letter and that you say to them, “Look, if you don’t want your child to participate, please send back this form”. But again that means, have they read the letter? I think if you are not actually handing it to them and they are there and can actually make that decision in front of you, I think it is very difficult to achieve informed consent. Because you don’t really know what has happened.' (CM)

A number of further challenges related to proxy consent were identified by participants. A children’s researcher identifying the different perspectives brought to the process by parents as opposed to their children:

‘There was an example the other day. There was one young person: I’d spoken to his parents and they had one particular perspective and I spoke to him and his perspective was completely different. And he was so articulate and it was so informative, and I just thought that’s why you need to do research with children.’ (CM)

The majority of participants stated that in research with children, both the parent’s permission and the child’s was required. Parental permission alone was considered inadequate. This was especially the case for adolescents:

‘It’s all very well that you have a minor and have to have the parent’s consent. But the position that we have had is that there has to be agreement by the person themselves [the minor]. You really cannot do anything with a 14-year-old unless they agree.’ (HC)

‘The principle we have here is that if you don’t have both, you have nothing. So we look for parental permission and the child’s permission, and really if either party is saying No, then we don’t.’ (CR)

This was recognised as challenging if one party did not provide consent:

‘Where it gets very contentious is around adolescence because we come across adolescents who really want to [participate] and we think the adolescent is right, but we can’t because we can’t get the parent. That actually happens more that way than the other way, I find. But it is very difficult.’ (CR)

This raised other issues:

‘Theoretically, if the child said No and the researcher respected that, then their consent is counting [i.e. valid]. So why go for proxy consent in the first place? It is an issue, in a sense, of consistency of approach.’ (CR)

Consent was construed as an ongoing concept and participants pointed out that children should be, and are, able to withdraw at any time during the research process:

‘They have the same withdrawal rights as any other participant.’ (HC)

‘I think it is important to remind them before you do something, like a workshop and during it, that they have the right to refuse to do it, even if they have signed it [consent form]. That they can leave at any stage.’ (CM)
In research through the school setting, in addition to parental and child consent, some participants identified the requirement for schools to consent:

‘We require applicants to get formal permission from the school authorities and from the teacher and from parents, and in addition … we will require the children to assent to the process as well. So yes, that is done … on a formal basis.’ (AC)

Some discussion was generated by consideration of specific situations when parental consent may be waived, as, for example, in specific situations in the school setting, according to one Chair of an academic REC:

‘I imagine if, for example, only teachers were involved in the process. If you were asking teachers to report on their teaching practice. In such cases, if there were no recordings we probably would feel that it wasn’t necessary because children are not directly involved, although they are indirectly involved.’ (AC)

Another area given as an example was public health research with neonates:

‘Some of the work is trickier, in terms of neonates. Again, you come back to the other issues of doing surveys, chart reviews, they can’t get consent … It’s public health research and I guess I led the committee in saying, the idea of public health research seeking individual consent, you can’t do it [especially in relation to] mortality, etc.’ (HC)

However, waiving the need for parental consent was considered to be the exception:

‘It came up again in research we are doing for the [name of organisation], where we were trying to involve children, young people who were in an association for lesbian [and] gay young people … and we decided that we could only invite people who already had “come out” to their parents … So in that case, the issue of inclusiveness had to give way to the other issue of non-maleficence … Well, I know that there is reverse [i.e. different practices in research] out there, in Denmark for example, where they were asking children about, I forget now what it was, but they made the firm decision they would not ask the parents because if they did, they wouldn’t get responses from the children and be told the truth. I think it was a big survey, it wasn’t a personal one-to-one thing either, you know.’ (AC)

The issue of the collection of data in children’s research for one purpose with the subsequent use for another – in essence, secondary analysis – was raised as an issue in relation to consent:

‘In terms of things like photographs, representations of children … for instance, Travellers tend to be used quite extensively and I think you know there are ethical questions around that now at school. I mean, that would be something I would have seen and flagged in other cases – that any group is not to be used photographically again without full consent and awareness of what the pictures are for.’ (AC)

The challenges raised by informed consent in research with children resulted in one Chair suggesting:

‘It would be … nice … if there was some kind of central regulation on consent and on what was good practice there. And especially parental and child consent, because obviously the younger the children get, the more difficult it will be to get proper consent.’ (AC)

**Parents’ perspectives**

The criteria that would influence the decision by parents to give their informed consent or otherwise for their child to participate in research were explored. The parents were all very definite that they need clear and transparent explanations of what the research is about, who is doing it and what the data will be used for:

‘I would allow my daughter to be involved if I was very clear what she was taking part in and there were no grey areas … if I could see every step of the way.’ (P)

‘What is the research being used for … what is the purpose of it and to have a good and clear explanation of it would be critical.’ (P)
There was clear resistance to allowing children to become involved in research that is commercial or about marketing:

‘Specific thing is that it is not a marketing-type thing, that that would be clearly stated. That would be the key thing to know, what it’s used for.’ (P)

‘If it’s going to a pharmaceutical company, then I wouldn’t be that interested.’ (P)

The relevance of the issue under examination to the particular child was also seen as important:

‘Presumably, if the issue was of relevance to their child would be the most logical reason for allowing their child to be involved.’ (P)

Fitting with parents’ belief systems was also important:

‘Depends on whose running it and what it was for and whether it was values that we held to.’ (P)

The participants stressed that it is they as parents who need to make the final decision about their child’s involvement in any research, rather than the school’s decision:

‘I don’t think that, unless they have parents’ approval, schools should decide.’ (P)

However, parents did discuss the role of the school in relation to the consent process:

‘You would kind of expect them [schools] to vet the research, to find out what’s involved, not just be some kind of a broker.’ (P)

‘School makes sure everything is in proper order for things done in school.’ (P)

Consent forms and information being sent home by the schools were seen as probably the best way of gaining parental consent:

‘Quite reasonable … to go through the school with the note and put on a phone number, so the parents can ring you personally, be very open with a name and a number.’ (P)

Parents were also aware of the limitations:

‘An awful lot of notes get lost or get stuck in the bin.’ (P)

Interestingly, there was very limited reference by parents to issues pertaining to gaining children’s consent to participate in research independently of the schools or the parents. Any discussion was specifically related to asking difficult questions, rather than participating generally in research.

Reference was made to information being provided directly to children:

‘I suppose if it’s explained properly to them [parents] beforehand, it might clear up misunderstandings or misconceptions of what information they [children] are being asked for.’ (P)

Reference was also made to ongoing consent.

‘Yes, if they have the chance to say “I don’t wish to answer that”. You can’t force them to answer, but they should actually know that they can say No. That would have to be established in the ground rules.’ (P)

Children’s perspectives

In the participatory workshops with children in a school setting, the participants were clear that they have an active role in the consent process, apparently accepting that others – namely, parents and school Principals – would be involved. The reason for parental involvement was recognised as ‘It’s a way of parents protecting them’ (C).

Participants identified that a child’s consent should precede parental consent. As one participant stated, ‘Should ask Principal, then us, then parents’ (C).
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This was reiterated by another participant, who considered that children’s consent should be sought and recorded at the top of any consent form, followed by parents. Participants pointed out that children actually act as gatekeepers in relation to the forms seeking consent that they choose to take home and present to their parents. In this way, participants stated that they influence the consent process. Participants were asked about their perception of choice, following written parental consent: ‘You have a say in this as well’ (C) and ‘You can if you want, you don’t have to’ (C).

The role of peer pressure was acknowledged if potential research participants were asked to consent in a group situation. Refusing to participate was identified as potentially difficult: ‘Walking out might be a bit embarrassing’ (C).

The role of information to inform choice to participate in research was recognised as a prerequisite to consent. Participants suggested that multiple approaches over time to information provision were necessary in order to ensure potential participants were informed. Suggestions included researchers visiting potential participants prior to data collection and explaining the study, as well as ‘Talk to them, one to one’ (C) and ‘Write it down’ (C).

The young people were almost unanimous in their belief that researchers need to inform the participants about the nature of the research and what was involved before asking for their consent. This will give young people the opportunity ‘to be prepared’ (C) and ‘better to expect the unexpected’ (C). One participant stated that researchers should ‘name out what you will be talking about’ (C).

In one school, in addition to the researchers’ information, the Principal had also explained the research process to the children and participants considered this to be beneficial. Another important consideration was to supply information on alternative activities if people did not wish to participate in the research.

Participants considered inducement to consent to take part in research would be advantageous in encouraging participation and between them they provided a list of incentives, which included ‘Two-day summer camp’ (C); ‘Give them sweets’ (C); ‘Give them money’ (C); ‘No more homework’ (C); ‘Improve the football pitch’ (C); ‘Buy us soccer balls’ (C); and ‘Clothes and makeup’ (C). No limitations were expressed on this approach to recruiting research participants.

Confidentiality in research

Participant confidentiality is a significant concern in research ethics and is given a prominent place in most research ethics guidelines and REC applications. Usually, confidentiality issues are also governed by certain legal data protection requirements and ethical research requires familiarity with these legal requirements (SShWC, 2007a). The main concern about confidentiality in research relates to information that has been provided by the participant to the researcher or to data that can be traced to the participant. The responsibility of the researcher is to make sure that data are not available to unauthorised persons. This includes several different issues:

- safe data storage (physical and electronic);
- removing identifying information from datasets, for example, by encryption, anonymisation or modification of identifying information;
- receiving approval from participant for any disclosure of information to other parties.

First of all, data that have the potential of being traceable to a particular participant should be kept physically out of reach of unauthorised persons. Data that contain any identifying information (e.g. non-anonymous questionnaires, recordings, transcripts, photographs and any document that links anonymised data with identifying information) should be kept in a locked filing cabinet that can only be accessed by authorised persons. For especially sensitive data, it is sometimes advised to consider encryption of files. Similarly, for data stored in electronic format, the computer on which the files are kept needs to be password-protected and there also needs to be a policy in
place regarding what constitutes legitimate forms of transfer of data (e.g. whether it is considered appropriate to move data on USB keys, share files via e-mail, send data in certain formats to other sites or use a professional transcription service) (Easter et al., 2004).

Ensuring that anonymisation is indeed protective of participants’ confidentiality is another significant concern. Anonymisation may turn out to be difficult to achieve in qualitative research, especially when recruiting from a small population or when using case histories. Often, identifying information might be exactly the kind of information that will yield important insight into the research question. Researchers are faced with the challenge to anonymise data by modifying some parameters, including distracting information, without affecting the validity of the data (SShWC, 2007a; Wiles et al., 2006). At the same time, there is also a danger that participants might be alienated by some of the methods used to achieve anonymity (Grinyer, 2002).

One challenge that can be faced in the research process is research that involves methods like focus groups, where participants interact and share information with other participants. While it should be expected that the researchers are aware of their obligation to conform to standards of confidentiality, participants may be less clear on what their obligations are. On the one hand, it is the researcher’s responsibility to make sure that participants are made aware of their obligation to keep information they gained from other participants confidential. It might also be advisable to emphasise to participants that they should be aware of the possibility of ‘leaks’ and that it might be advisable for them to be careful about how much information they want to reveal within the group. A somewhat related challenge can be encountered even in individual interviews, in that participants might provide information on other people or parties who themselves have not consented to being involved in the research (Hadjistavropoulos and Smythe, 2001).

Another major concern regarding confidentiality is the participant’s right to determine – and veto – who is allowed to receive personal information beyond the research context. Sometimes, information that is provided to the researcher in the research process may be of interest to other parties. The researcher is generally obliged to keep this information confidential, unless a legal obligation of disclosure exists, for example, in the case of disclosure of certain criminal activities, child abuse or – in some legislations – disclosure of the participant’s intention to severely harm another person or themselves. Whether such information is likely to arise can often be determined in advance, depending on the research population or the topic of research; however, it is possible researchers might encounter such information unexpectedly. While the general consensus is that the possibility of disclosure needs to be communicated to the participant before conducting the research, there is evidence from other areas of practice that communication about limits of confidentiality has a significant influence on what interviewees might disclose (Woods and McNamara, 1980).

However, one challenge in this area is the increasing demand to create data-sharing and pooling opportunities both in the clinical and social sciences for scientific benefit. These practices have been strongly endorsed by some researchers and funding bodies (Cooper, 2007; De Wolf et al., 2005 and 2006b; Sieber, 1991). Whether and if so under what circumstances these practices can be compatible with participants’ right to determine the use of their data has not yet been satisfactorily solved. This is also related to another concern that is often brought up in relation to confidentiality and informed consent requirements – namely, the conflict between patients’ rights and the effect such requirements can have on the feasibility of public health and epidemiological research and other research that relies on the review of patient charts and databases without requiring additional research interventions (Dane and Parish, 2006; Hewison and Haines, 2006; McCarthy et al., 1999; Meslin, 2006; Taube and Burkhardt, 1997; Tu et al., 2004) or the use of tissues in tissue banks (Wolf and Lo, 2004). Canadian regulations require REC review for most such research, but acknowledge the social importance of the realisation of this type of research and its potential disruption by strict interpretations of the IC rule (CIHR et al., 1998/2005). In the USA, new regulations in relation to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) have had a significant effect on the question of access to patient data and have been the subject of controversial discussion (Armstrong et al., 2005; Breese et al., 2007; De Wolf et al., 2006a; Meslin, 2006; Ness, 2007; Sobel, 2007).
Confidentiality in children’s research

In the case of research with children, all of the above concerns should be taken into account, but there are also some challenges specific to children’s research. Firstly, due to children’s legal status and their potentially limited psychological competence, the role of parents or guardians needs to be taken into account. They may expect to be informed of any information arising from the research that might be relevant to the child’s care or well-being. Especially in relation to clinical or psychological research, there is a reasonable expectation that parents, who have decision-making authority on healthcare and educational matters, will be informed of any significant diagnostic information arising from research activities. In explaining confidentiality, any such limitations to confidentiality will need to be discussed with parents and children.

One area of concern that is particularly prominent in research with children is child protection. In most jurisdictions, including Ireland, mandatory reporting laws and relevant child protection guidelines are in place (OMCYA, 1999/2009). These require researchers to report to the authorities if information they gain during their research indicates that a child might be abused, even though this could mean a breach of confidentiality, a potentially serious ethical concern. It is considered good practice to communicate these limitations to research confidentiality to both parents and children during the informed consent process (Neill, 2005). One concern in relation to this requirement is that it might be detrimental to certain types of research that depend on the establishment of a relationship of trust and openness, as Bostock (2002) reported for child protection, Fontes (2004) for violence against women and Sieber (1994) for child abuse and neglect. Concerns about confidentiality, or more generally about being faced with difficult questions by researchers, might lead to significant difficulties in recruiting participants for studies in sensitive areas (Walsh, 2005).

Data from social work practice indicate that practitioners frequently avoid broaching certain topics in order to preserve a good quality of relationship (McLaren, 2007); it can be expected that researchers might behave similarly (Sieber, 1994). While some researchers favour an approach that will not go against the child’s wishes and focuses on supporting the child in reaching decisions about raising an issue in a way they are comfortable with (Thomas and O’Kane, 1998), generally mandatory reporting requirements are taken to be non-negotiable. However, these situations are characterised by significant complexities and require further ethical attention, especially regarding social and emotional factors that might potentially lead to over-reporting or under-reporting (Fisher, 1994; Liss, 1994; Scarr, 1994; Scott-Jones, 1994; Sieber, 1994; Williamson et al, 2005).

In addition to specific child protection concerns, other issues related to confidentiality limitations (e.g. the risk of suicide) can also arise in minors’ healthcare and health research. There is evidence that concerns about limitations of confidentiality may have a significant effect on the disclosure of relevant mental health information provided by participants (English and Ford, 2007; Lehrer et al, 2007; Lothen-Kline et al, 2003).

As already indicated in relation to informed consent, the situation of teenagers is particularly complex. With increasing age, they are given increasing rights of self-determination in many areas of their lives and this should have implications for the issue of their rights of confidentiality in healthcare and health research (Ford et al, 2004; Hofmann, 1980; Jackson and Hafemeister, 2001). With regard to some aspects of healthcare and services, such as sexual health services (Jackson and Hafemeister, 2001), adolescents are often entitled to confidential access to services. However, there is evidence that parents and teenagers might not be aware of relevant legislation and practices regarding confidentiality of teenagers’ service use (Lyren et al, 2004 and 2006; Resnick et al, 2003).

In relation to health services, there is evidence that teenagers might be less aware of existing protections than of limitations to confidentiality, and might therefore underestimate the degree to which they have a right to confidentiality (Ford et al, 2001). In relation to research, it is not always clear whether the rights that participants have regarding access to services also apply to research conducted in the same area (Brooks-Gunn and Rotheram-Borus, 1994). If the informed
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consent process for research requires involvement of both parents and teenagers, it will need to be discussed with both parties what type of information might be shared with parents or guardians and what will remain strictly confidential. There is evidence that in research concerning sensitive areas, expectations about disclosure from both parties might differ significantly from existing policies and the researcher needs to clarify these in advance (Lyren et al, 2004 and 2006; Pasternak et al, 2005). In research on services, possible limitations of confidentiality need to be considered carefully, including the issue of the danger of discouraging teenagers from accessing important health services (Jackson and Hafemeister, 2001) and the question of how to deal with the fact that research may accidentally uncover, or even directly address, teenagers’ behaviour that is illegal (Moolchan and Mermelstein, 2002).

**Stakeholders’ perspectives on confidentiality**

Generally, there was recognition of the limitations of confidentiality in research particularly with children, both implicit and explicit. Implicit limitations identified included:

‘Sometimes researchers are inclined to be a little blithe in the assurances they can give about confidentiality. They don’t realise that if you work with a particular cohort of children in a particular kind of school that the actual children may be recognisable because the numbers are so small. That is an issue that we have addressed, but there are continually issues such as that.’ (AC)

There were also implicit limitations on children as participants:

‘Children themselves don’t understand confidentiality. If I say to research participants, “This is confidential”, how do you explain confidentiality, particularly within a group? And, in effect, you can’t say that because they have to be able to go home and tell their parents.’ (CR)

However, explicit limitations to confidentiality were also identified with reference to a duty to report, generally in relation to ‘danger’:

‘Our general guidelines are that confidentiality is limited. We always have a consent about if any information is disclosed … [information that] indicates that the person might be at risk of danger. Then they have to know that you are going to take it further.’ (AC)

This point was highlighted specifically in relation to child protection:

‘But you have to assume that there is a chance that a child will say something that makes you [think] there is an issue of child protection. And you have to prepare for that. So when we go into focus groups or interviews with children, we would always inform parents and children in advance that the interview is confidential to the research unless a child says something that makes us think they are at risk. And if this happens, we will have to report it.’ (CR)

Confidentiality was also discussed in relation to illegal activity:

‘We do have university guidelines … on confidentiality. If someone is told in confidence or in, say, a questionnaire that a student is involved with alcohol, drugs or something illegal, then we have a duty of reporting that.’ (AC)

Confidentiality in relation to visual images was identified as a particular issue:

‘Privacy concerns us quite a lot in videos and … the video issue is complex … We’ve designed a set of regulations in terms of if videos are taken, how they are stored, how they’re handled … the security of them, etc. … We’ve created our own handling regulations … the tape must be stored by the academic, not by the student … it’s been kept for a certain amount of time and it has to be destroyed at a certain stage … that sort of thing.’ (AC)
**Parents’ perspectives**

Parents made limited reference to confidentiality, but did refer to the need for anonymity:

‘Anonymity would be high on my list, in that no person reading it would be able to identify a parent or a child.’ (P)

Parents also stated that they would like to know that the data are being securely stored and will be destroyed once analysed and used:

‘[You] read about laptops being stolen ... breeding distrust in data and things being stored. That would worry me now ... I thought it was good that the data would be destroyed after a certain amount of time ... that it’s not being passed on.’ (P)

One parent raised the issue that if the research results found something ‘untoward’, then the parents would like to know this and that this information could be fed back to the parents via the school:

‘Results would be important to know and to point out particular pieces of data that the researchers have found that may be worrying for particular parents. So point it out to the Principals, who can tell the parents.’ (P)

There was general agreement that feedback is important and by being able to see the results of the research, parents are reassured as to what has been passed on by the school to the data.

‘Know where information or where the name has been passed on [to], to see the traceability.’ (P)

**Children’s perspectives**

Participants expressed a range of perspectives on issues of confidentiality when presented with the dilemma of a child disclosing disturbing information to a researcher, such as abuse or neglect. In this situation, a few participants considered confidentiality to be sacrosanct, so that researchers should never divulge information: ‘Because it’s confidential’ (C) and ‘It’s a contract’ (C).

The participants with this perspective held their view throughout the discussion. Some participants, however, were unsure about what should be done, one stating: ‘Sometimes you mightn’t want to get involved and move in [on] someone else’s business’ (C).

However, the majority of participants expressed the opinion that such disclosed information should be acted upon, even if it meant breaking confidentiality. Justification for this was given: ‘He would be very depressed and it might end up leading to suicide’ (C) and ‘But maybe they need help’ (C).

Although there was no consensus on who should be informed, suggestions included parents, the school Principal or the class teacher. It was also thought that the researcher should contact the child in question and explore the issue further. Reasons for and against these various approaches were also proffered. Informing the teacher, who in turn would discuss the issue with the class was suggested: ‘Tell the teacher to talk to them, but not the exact person’ (C). The role of the Principal was identified as the person who could actually do something positive about the situation: ‘The Principal could stop it’ (C).

There was less agreement about letting the parents know and some interesting arguments took place. There were those in favour of involving parents: ‘Then they should ask for help from their parents’ (C). The result of this might be that ‘The parents might talk to their children’ (C).

Those against the idea of informing parents considered that it would be ‘making too much of a deal about it’ (C). The result of this, as one participant stated, might be ‘that parents might get worried’ (C). Although in response to this, another participant stated, ‘He is not going to get killed’ (C).
The role of the researcher in this situation was also discussed and some participants considered that the researcher themselves should intervene, although one participant pointed out that ‘If you [the researcher] ring their [the child’s] home, they would be wondering … upset … and then the parent tells the teacher … catastrophe’ (C). It was suggested that the researcher might be able to gain access to the child by telephone without the parents knowing and that this would be a better situation. The justification for this was ‘If he wanted help, he would have told his parents’ (C). The problem with breaching confidentiality was stated to be ‘Then everyone will know about them’ (C).

**Risk and benefit**

**Generic concerns regarding risk, burden and benefit**

One of the most fundamental concerns in research ethics is the protection of participants. The primary goal of existing research ethics structures and practices is to ensure that participants will not be exposed to undue risks and, where possible, receive some benefit from their research participation. However, as long as sufficient general protections are in place and participants have been adequately informed about the research and its risks in the informed consent process, participants are then considered competent to decide for themselves whether they want to face some risk. Additional protections are usually put in place for research with more vulnerable groups, to avoid harm or exploitation, even if such participants could be considered competent (Owen, 2001).

Regarding the assessment of risk by participants, there is one important caveat: lay persons find it generally extremely difficult to conceptualise risk. As has been repeatedly shown in studies on risk perception, both in research contexts and outside them, people without a significant degree of mathematical or scientific understanding make many mistakes in conceptualising risk, mistakes that seem to work towards both underestimating and overestimating risk under some circumstances. First of all, there are significant problems with translating risk that is expressed in percentages into a concrete understanding of the extent of the risk. In addition, there is the well-known problem of the framing of risk. Different descriptions of risk, even though mathematically equivalent, can lead to significant differences in whether people take these risks to be acceptable or not. For example, while a risk that is described as ‘equivalent to the risk encountered in using a car’ seems acceptable to most, a risk that is described as a certain, minimal ‘likelihood of death’ is more frequently considered to be unacceptable, despite there being no difference in the extent of risk faced in either (Wendler et al., 2005). There have been some attempts to make sure that informed consent processes and materials correct for these challenges in presenting risks, but accurate risk assessment still presents a significant problem for participants. Accordingly, this might justify a more conservative and paternalistic stance in relation to the extent of risk that might be allowed in research.

Clinical trials research is one of the areas where the potential for harm is particularly significant. When testing substances or interventions in human beings for the first time, research participants are exposed to risks that are probably harder to predict than in other forms of research. Accordingly, the most stringent research ethics regulations can be found in this area, requiring not just careful ethical planning of the research, but also ongoing risk monitoring. Internationally, when the research ethics system has been actively reviewed and reformed, it has been mostly specifically in relation to medical research, and especially clinical trials research. For example, on a European level, the Clinical Trials Directive mandates the EU Member States to fulfil comparable standards and practices in the review, monitoring and safety reporting of clinical trials. No such obligation exists with regard to other types of research. However, while participants in clinical trials are largely motivated by the hope of therapeutic benefits, they seem to be adequately aware of risks involved in clinical trials on new therapeutic agents (Daugherty et al., 1995).
One concern in relation to risk is the assessment and quantification of risks. In addition to the problems of uncertainty and prediction, there are also some more fundamental concerns. It is notoriously difficult to assess psychological risks and, as pointed out by researchers and REC members, there is evidence not only of significant conservatism and risk adversity in relation to identified psychological risks (Corbin and Morse, 2003), but also of a lack of awareness of certain psychological risks or harms (Hadjistavropoulos and Smythe, 2001). There is also some evidence that risk may be determined merely by reference to the subject area that is going to be researched (Wagener et al, 2004): it seems that the risk of participants being upset by research in sensitive areas is often overestimated by REC members and can be perceived as much less problematic by research participants (Cromer et al, 2006; Scott et al, 2002).

In relation to the issue of harm to the participant, it is important to consider two aspects – the risk of harm as a consequence of research interventions and the burden of research participation itself. Even though this burden is usually not of a spectacular nature, it needs to be considered. Participants are frequently asked to spend significant amounts of time with research activities, especially if the research requires them to attend several meetings or follow-up sessions. They may also be required to complete comparatively tedious tasks, such as filling in long questionnaires or engaging in highly repetitive activities. It is therefore important for researchers to make the burden on participants commensurate with the potential significance of gain in knowledge and to design their research in a way that overall minimises the burden on participants.

Arranging for post-completion contact is one way of bringing potential negative effects of the research activities to the attention of the researcher. Post-completion contact can include:
- debriefing after completing the research;
- follow-up with participants or relevant contact persons;
- feedback on completed research.

Debriefing allows research participants to feed back their experience or any questions or concerns they might have to the researcher, usually immediately after the completion of the research activities. It is also an opportunity for the researcher to clarify certain aspects of the research that could not be addressed beforehand. Especially in the case of research that involves an element of deception, debriefing is essential from an ethical point of view, not only to provide the participant with a good understanding of the research, but also to allow researcher and participant to engage with each other regarding the deceptive nature of the research. Follow-up involves direct contact with the participant, a surrogate or another relevant contact person in order to enquire about the effect of the research participation or in order to share information arising from the research that had been agreed on during the informed consent process (e.g. concerning relevant diagnostic information). The possibility and likely circumstances of follow-up contacts should be agreed in advance with the participant, so that the best mode of conveying relevant information can be determined and contact by the researcher does not come as a surprise.

Feedback on completed research is much less frequently mentioned in the literature and there is no clear standard regarding feedback. In general, it is considered desirable to make information on research results available to participants. However, there are no generally agreed best practice standards for feedback to participants. Some researchers offer to contact those participants who explicitly express an interest in receiving results. Researchers may offer a copy of the relevant academic publications arising from the research or they may prepare a ‘user-friendly’ version, written in such a way as to be accessible to the general public or the particular research population. In some research projects, especially if participants have been involved extensively, feedback might be given at a special event that is dedicated to the presentation of the research results.

In addition to avoiding risk and burdens, researchers also face the demand to allow participants, where possible, to benefit from their participation in the research. This demand has been especially strongly emphasised in guidelines on research with vulnerable populations, who can usually only be recruited to research that has a potential to benefit themselves or, in some circumstances, people who are in a similar situation to their own condition or illness.
Among the more frequently mentioned benefits of research participation are the following:
- access to otherwise not available services, diagnosis or treatment (Edwards, 2006);
- gaining novel experience and information through research participation and feedback;
- altruistic satisfaction in being part of a process that might contribute to improvement in therapies and services or to an increase in knowledge.

These potential benefits are considered significant by many researchers. There has been some debate on the problem of under-representation of certain populations in clinical trials, such as women, minorities or socially disadvantaged groups. Such under-representation is not just a concern due to a potential lack of validity of research that is based on biased samples, but in these discussions research participation is presented as a good that should be distributed equally to members of different populations.

The benefits arising from research participation are frequently emphasised by researchers in their recruitment activities and material. However, there is a danger of overstating the extent of these potential benefits to participants. Especially in the clinical context, it is important to keep in mind the tendency of participants to presume a direct therapeutic intention on the part of the researcher. Emphasising these aspects too strongly might distract participants unduly from the non-beneficial aspects of the research.

One concern that has been raised in this context is the extent to which remuneration for research participation should be considered a benefit for participants. Research ethics guidelines tend to be ambiguous on the matter. On the one hand, a primary concern is that the amount of available remuneration should not be a primary incentive for potential participants to participate in research. Offering substantial remuneration is generally perceived as a form of potential coercion for participants, which might lead them to disregard risk, especially if they are in financial need (NZHDEC, 2006). Underlying this is the paternalistic assumption that participants may need to be protected from themselves and are not to be trusted to make appropriate assessments on how to offset the receipt of remuneration with the risks that they might face.

On the other hand, it has been pointed out that participants’ purely altruistic involvement in research should not just be taken for granted. There is some evidence that for some types of research the use of participant payment might improve access to participants and, accordingly, the quality of sampling (Croft et al., 2007; Thompson, 1996). Even though altruistic motivation can be assumed in many cases, there is disagreement about whether it should be an ethical requirement for research participation in otherwise non-beneficial research. Some authors argue that it would only be fair to give some acknowledgment to participants’ effort and input; this has also been confirmed by research participants themselves (Russell et al., 2000). While some prefer a token of appreciation without significant monetary value (e.g. cinema vouchers or small amounts of money), other suggestions have been that participants should receive compensation for the costs they incur through participating in the research. This might mean either transportation costs and potentially other expenses, or a compensation that is relative to the actual time spent in participation (e.g. paying participants the minimum wage for time spent on research). Another option that is sometimes adopted is the use of lotteries, whereby participants enter a draw for a more substantial prize (Brown et al., 2006). There is evidence that there is substantial disagreement among each of the stakeholder groups – REC members, researchers and research participants – regarding what level of payment would be considered ethically appropriate (Ripley et al., 2006; Russell et al., 2000).

Risk and benefit in research with children
In research with children, the protections are significantly stricter than in research with adults, based on the assumption that children are more vulnerable and open to risk than adults. As indicated above, in some circumstances adults can decide to participate in risky research, while in the case of children’s research the situation is much more restrictive. Not only are children not entitled to make such decisions on their own, due to concerns about their cognitive competence and decision-making authority, but their parents or guardians are also faced with restrictions about what research they can agree to on behalf of their children.
One of the main reasons for a comparatively restrictive attitude to risk in research with children is the issue of vulnerability. Children and adolescents are traditionally conceptualised as a particularly vulnerable group in research ethics due to their lack of maturity and limited decision-making competence, but also due to their limited social and legal power vis-à-vis the researcher and their parents (Morrow, 2005; Thompson, 1990). While in many respects, children’s vulnerability decreases with increasing age and maturity, some psychological vulnerabilities increase with the development of certain cognitive capacities and therefore can become more pronounced with increasing age, which makes a good awareness of child development an important precondition of responsible research with children (Thompson, 1990). However, the conceptualisation of children as a vulnerable population who need to be protected from dangers has received some criticism by those who argue that this perception of children, primarily as potentially helpless victims, might have the effect of disenfranchising them by preventing their participation in research and having their voice heard unmediated by parents or other adults (Mishna et al., 2004; Morrow, 2005). The views of children and parents can differ significantly on the role of risk and risk management in their lives (Hood et al., 1996; Kelley et al., 1997). Especially in recent years, there has been a significant increase in children’s research that has attempted to envisage research as a constructive exercise with the potential of gauging children’s perspectives and contributing to their further empowerment (Alderson and Morrow, 2004; Farrell, 2005; MacNaughton and Smith, 2005; Morrow, 2005). Nevertheless, a competence and empowerment perspective should not distract from the need to use special care in conducting research with children.

The concern about vulnerability becomes particularly significant in the case of research with children and adolescents whose vulnerability might be increased because of factors like serious illness, disability, mental health issues, abuse, sexual orientation or personal and social circumstances (Bogolub and Thomas, 2005; Cocks, 2006; Cuskelly, 2005; Fontes, 2004; Helgeland, 2005; Hoop et al., 2008; Kennedy, 2006; Scott et al., 2006; Solyom and Moreno, 2005; Thomas and O’Kane, 1998; Thompson, 1990; Valentine et al., 2001; Yan and Munir, 2004). Historically, many cases of children’s research have been conducted with particularly vulnerable groups of children and concerns about their exploitation are understandable in this context (Lederer and Grodin, 1994; Lederer, 2003). On the other hand, there is a particular imperative to conduct research on issues that are relevant to these children’s lives because they have special needs and therefore require well-founded, effective services. Some authors are concerned that sometimes the assumption of participants’ vulnerability might lead to misguided attempts at protection, resulting in their exclusion and disenfranchisement as research participants (Cuskelly, 2005; Helgeland, 2005). With regard to different needs and abilities of different populations, another concern that is brought up frequently in the literature is the level of maturity and experience of children who are suffering from chronic or life-threatening illnesses. While they might be considered particularly vulnerable, they can also be considered to have had experiences and developed maturity and abilities of understanding that are unusually advanced for their age. These factors might need to be taken into account in research planning and the implementation of particular approaches to their protection (Fernandez, 2003; Sharp and Quigley, 2003).

Most international guidelines agree that children require particular protection in research and, accordingly, set fairly strict demands on the issue of risk. The US guidelines on risk in children’s research spell out the requirements in some detail (HHS, 2005). Regarding risk, they distinguish between the following categories of approvable research:

- **Research with minimal risk**, defined as ‘the probability and magnitude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the research are not greater in and of themselves than those ordinarily encountered in daily life or during the performance of routine physical or psychological examinations or tests’ (45 CFR 46.102(i)).

- **Research involving greater than minimal risk**, but presenting the prospect of direct benefit to the individual subjects, and where the risk–benefit ratio is likely to be equivalent or better to existing interventions.
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- Research involving a minor increase over minimal risk, presenting experiences that are similar to those encountered in their particular current situation (e.g. medical, social, education), no prospect of direct benefit to individual subjects, but likely to yield generalisable knowledge about the subject’s disorder or condition (often referred to as ‘subject condition requirement’).
- Research not otherwise covered by the above criteria which presents an opportunity to understand, prevent or alleviate a serious problem affecting the health or welfare of children (can be approved with additional safeguards under exceptional circumstances).

Generally speaking, the primary ethical challenge regarding risk is to ensure protection of individual children while making sure research improves the situation of children as a group (Kopelman, 2000). The priority is on avoiding research that is more than minimally risky. The main reason for an exception to this rule is that proposed research has a likelihood of addressing children’s need for improved services. Usually, such benefits have to accrue to the children directly; however, under some circumstances research might go ahead that is likely only to benefit other children who suffer from the same condition. This ‘subject condition requirement’ has been in place since the Belmont report (Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1979); however, it has been criticised by some authors as problematic under some circumstances (Gordon et al, 1996; Wendler et al, 2003).

Only under very rare circumstances are any exceptions to these rules made, even though in recent years in the USA there has been a significant increase in applications for undergoing a special review process (‘407 research’) that can allow such exceptions; however, there still exists a lack of clarity about ethical parameters in this review process, relating, for example, to risk thresholds and children’s assent requirements (Murphy, 2003; Ross, 2004b). Despite a broad agreement on the basic principles underlying these regulations, there is significant variation in the application of these guidelines, indicating a need for further specification of criteria (Fisher et al, 2007; Gordon et al, 2000; Kon, 2007; Lantos, 2007; Shah et al, 2004; Tauer, 2002; Wendler et al, 2005).

International research ethics practices regarding children’s research frequently resemble the ones set out in these guidelines; however, a certain variability regarding the ethical criteria exists and some codes promote more restrictive guidelines (Kopelman, 2000).

In the case of clinical trials, one area that lacks clarity is the level of burden that sick children should be allowed to undergo in the context of research. Their experience of routine medical care is often quite burdensome; if they participate in research, one of the questions is whether the standard of minimal risk should be set at what is routine for them or what would be routine for children without their condition. It has been argued that the experience of healthy children should be taken as the minimum risk norm and also that sick children’s routine experience should not itself be used to determine a specific level of risk for them, but is primarily relevant in the consent process for allowing them a good understanding of the risks involved (Fisher et al, 2007). With regard to medical research on healthy children, the question of what constitutes minimal risk and what departures from minimal risk are acceptable has been discussed with regard to several interventions, such as experiments involving some level of radiation (Freeman, 1994; Specker and Saenger, 1994).

Another concern arises in the area of environmental health research, where there has been concern about investigating health effects on children of environmental toxins that are already present in their everyday life environment. One intensely discussed case was the Grimes v. Kennedy Krieger Lead Abatement Study, which ended in a controversial and much discussed Court ruling against the conduct of non-beneficial research (Glantz, 2002; Kopelman, 2002; Mastroianni and Kahn, 2002; Paulson, 2006; Shamoo, 2002; Spriggs, 2004 and 2007; Wendler, 2004). While this type of research frequently does not add any additional risk to these children’s lives, it may not intervene actively to remove or ameliorate potentially significant risks that are detected in the research process. Such research has been criticised as accepting that researchers may be passive bystanders to harm and also as underestimating or ignoring the significance of issues of human rights, justice and disadvantage in research (Ryan, 2006). On the other hand, public health researchers
have highlighted the importance of paediatric environmental health research (Lanphear et al, 2006; Merlo et al, 2007) and have voiced concerns about the implications of such rulings for the feasibility of environmental research. Community involvement in the research process has been proposed as one way of addressing these issues (Ryan, 2006). Another issue that has been brought up in the debate is environmental research that involves a genetic component, which can have implications in relation to consent and privacy not just for the children involved in research, but also for their families (Fisher, 2006a and 2006b).

With regard to social and behavioural research, it is also comparatively unclear how to apply this standard of not exceeding risks encountered in children’s daily lives. Children may routinely encounter significant challenges and risks in their interactions with others, especially in social contexts like their schools. Unexceptional childhood experiences routinely include being faced with situations in which children experience some level of discomfort, embarrassment, invasion of privacy, and even some degree of risk of bodily or psychological harm. However, even if these are common, it is unclear whether the presence of these risks makes comparable risks in research ethically acceptable (Thompson, 1990). For research in these areas, RECs seem generally inclined to advise against research that involves any additional risk; however, it might be important to raise awareness of the complexity of children’s exposure to risk in social and behavioural research (Thompson, 1990).

One area in social research that is traditionally considered to be problematic is the risk involved in deception research (Fisher, 2005). A particularly strong motivation in the research ethics community with regard to social research seems to be to avoid children’s confrontation with sensitive subject areas that might cause them discomfort or remind them of negative experiences they have had. The result is frequently that research in these areas is not conducted or significantly modified to allow researchers to avoid these risks. However, perception of risk in these areas might be overstated (Cohn et al, 2005; Denscombe and Aubrook, 1992) and valuable research might be unjustifiably discouraged.

Research with adolescents also encounters particular ethical concerns relating to risk. There is a general perception that adolescents underestimate risks and are particularly prone to risky behaviour that might have significant consequences for their future lives. However, the extent to which this is true, and especially the extent to which this differs from adult self-perceptions, might be overestimated (Millstein and Halpern-Felsher, 2002; Quadrel et al, 1993). Adolescent health research frequently addresses adolescents’ health risks due to risky behaviour, such as substance abuse or sexual behaviour. One question in this regard is whether such research could be considered relatively harmless or whether any research in such sensitive areas should be considered as more than minimal risk due to its subject area (Wagener et al, 2004).

Another ethical concern, which is also partly related to concerns about confidentiality in research, relates to the question of what responsibilities researchers have when becoming aware of risky or ethically problematic behaviour in teenagers who participate in their research (Santelli et al, 2005; Scarr, 1994; Underwood, 2005). There is a concern that researchers may either become complicit with such behaviour if it is not addressed or else risk the alienation of teenagers with whom they are conducting the research. It has been suggested that community consultation involving parents and/or teenagers, or establishing formalised ‘youth advisory committees’ might be ways of ensuring that research involving sensitive subject areas is performed in a manner that important stakeholders consider ethical (Fisher, 2003a; Fisher and Wallace, 2000; Flicker and Guta, 2008; Helgeland, 2005).

However, while risk avoidance is a strong ethical requirement in children’s research, the potential benefits arising from research participation are also ethically relevant. Research participation itself is often considered a significant benefit for children, especially in the clinical area where they may receive treatments that might otherwise not be available. Interestingly, there seems to be some evidence that compared with younger children of a similar population, adolescents are under-represented as research subjects in cancer trials, where the benefit of research participation
is perceived as particularly likely to be beneficial (Bleyer et al., 1997). Where research participation might lead to a potential benefit for participating children (one that would not otherwise be available to them), this potential benefit is often seen to offset risks that they may face in research participation (Spriggs, 2007). Accordingly, ethical issues around children’s access to clinical trials are now frequently framed in terms of their right of access to such trials and the problem of exclusion, rather than in terms of the risk involved in their participation (VandenBosch et al., 1999; Yan and Munir, 2004). This shift in emphasis has been controversial in relation to, for example, the danger of overstating the benefits of research (Rosato, 2000; Ross, 2004a; Taylor, 2007a). This is especially relevant when taking into account the situation of parents who are desperate for any intervention that might have some impact on their children’s otherwise hopeless health situation; the reality of the chance of benefit however small should not be discounted (Kodish, 2003; Martin and Robert, 2007). Evidence about the factors that influence parental decisions for their children to take part in clinical trials indicates that information is less important than the characteristics of the relationship between doctor and parents. This suggests that emotional factors may be influencing decision-making (Drotar et al., 2004). Accordingly, it has been argued that, especially for clinical trials, the particular format of children’s involvement in research decision-making needs to be re-thought and their input needs to be strengthened (Bluebond-Langner et al., 2005).

For research that is not beneficial to children themselves, one concern that has been highlighted in the literature is the motivation of children themselves and their parents to enrol in this kind of research. Especially in clinical trials, researchers, parents and participants stress the potential benefits of research as an important motivating factor for participation (Brody et al., 2005a and 2005b). However, for non-beneficial research the issue arises why facing any risk might be justified and on the basis of what reasons and standards children should be allowed to participate in such research. There is evidence that parents and children are willing to take a certain amount of risk in research for the benefit of others (Wendler and Jenkins, 2008). There has been some debate around the need for truly altruistic motivation for participation in such non-beneficial research. While altruistic motivation is taken for granted in most non-beneficial research with adult participants, it has been debated whether it is appropriate to assume that children are able to be altruistically motivated (Baylis and Downie, 2003; Halila and Lotjonen, 2003; McGee, 2003; Nelson and Reynolds, 2003; Simon et al., 2006). However, there is significant evidence in favour of children’s early capacity for altruism (Wolthers, 2006). For children for whom altruistic motivation is in doubt, the question arises whether parents or guardians should be entitled to enrol them in such research at all. Some researchers assume that the absence of likely harm combined with a child’s assent should be sufficient to allow their participation in such research.

The issue of remuneration has been considered even more controversial in the case of children, compared to adults. Some authors state categorically that no remuneration should be given over and above expenses for transport costs, based on the assumption of children’s vulnerability and the potential that they or their parents might be unduly swayed in their decision to participate if remuneration were made available (Moolchan and Mermelstein, 2002). This argument seems to underlie the prohibition of the use of payment in clinical trials with minors according to the EU Clinical Trials Directive (EU, 2001). One of the main concerns is the issue of justice, insofar as low-income participants might be more swayed by payments (whether substantial or based on the minimum wage model) than participants from higher income backgrounds (Diekema, 2005). However, there is some evidence that participants consider remuneration for participation in biomedical research only as a minor factor in decision-making (Scherer et al., 2005). It has been argued that it is an issue of fairness to give children or young people something back in return for their participation. While small children do not seem to grasp the significance and value of payment, children and adolescents over 9 years of age have a better understanding of what might be appropriate levels of payment (Bagley et al., 2007).

One study that looked at what participants themselves would consider a fair level of payment showed that there were some differences between what researchers and potential participants considered fair (Scherer et al., 2005). In practice, similar to adult research, there is significant
variation in practices relating to the payment of participants. Ethics committees differ in their views on whether payment should be allowed in children’s research at all (Weise et al., 2002). In a review of reported use of payments in research with adolescents, approximately 50% of researchers used payment (Borzekowski et al., 2003). Many researchers seem to favour providing participants with some token of appreciation with minor monetary value, such as cinema vouchers, pens or T-shirts (Flicker and Guta, 2008). However, it has been argued by some that it might be appropriate to apply a ‘minimum wage payment’ model not only to adult research participants, but also to research with older children and adolescents (Bagley et al., 2007; Thomas and O’Kane, 1998). In the case of research with adolescents, there is some evidence that use of payment might be particularly favoured in research with ‘at risk’ youth (Borzekowski et al., 2003).

**Stakeholders’ perspectives on risk and benefit in children’s research**

In the present study, limited reference was made to the benefits of research as such, although one REC member stated:

> ‘From a benefit point of view, you have to be able to argue that here we are looking at a study that might involve 20 or 30 children, but the benefit is that these findings are going to generalise to a whole number of children in the future. I think you can accept research on children more if that case can be made, that this is the benefit.’ (CM)

However, one Chair of an academic REC cautioned:

> ‘I think one other thing is overstated benefit … How is it [the research] of benefit to you, and very often people are overstating that, [or] … how is it of benefit to the child? Well, most of the time, it is of no benefit at all to the child. [Yet] it kind of states that it would be.’ (aC)

Participants referred to risk and benefit in terms of a relationship between the two, often referring to the need to enable children to take part in research that relates to them (some referring to this as a ‘right’) and the need to reduce exposure to any risk. Participants consistently referred to ‘sensitive’ topic areas:

> ‘As someone who works in this area, [one of the difficulties] for me [is] there is a balance to be struck between protecting the child and recognising the personhood of the child. I’d be conscious of that from working with the group. But sometimes the protective can take over. We have had applications for talking to young people about very sensitive topics and I would have felt very strongly that it is their right to be involved in research that affects them. But you do have to balance that with doing it appropriately. Giving them the option to hear their views and protecting them at the same time. That’s a difficult balancing act, particularly with very sensitive subjects or particular approaches.’ (CM)

This balancing act between risk and benefit was considered difficult for both individual researchers and RECs:

> ‘They are the sort of issues that can be very challenging for an ethics committee, whether they are familiar with child research or not. The balancing of that sense of protection with that right.’ (CM)

Some researchers felt that RECs which lacked experience of research with children were particularly disadvantaged when reviewing children’s research:

> ‘I didn’t feel that there was a lot of experience around the table of research with children and sometimes people felt that the questions we were asking were not appropriate for children who were … not teenagers … and that some of the questions would be too difficult for them. And my experience is that children appreciate and respond very well to being asked about their experiences and when it is a sensitive issue, they take it very seriously. And I just felt that in that example, the ethics committee involved was being very cautious about protecting the child and I can understand that. But without any experience of child-centred research and without really knowing how much children can do … there is still that perspective that children are perhaps unreliable, that it is not appropriate to ask…’
One researcher explained the tension between risk and benefit in research with children when potentially beneficial research is not conducted because of perceived risk to participants:

‘The problem is here [names specific research] that if you want to help the children that are not being helped now, how will you ever find out how to help them? You kind of come into this vicious circle – you want to help them, but you don’t know who they are. How are you going to find out who they are? … I don’t know, I still haven’t worked out the answer to that.’ (CR)

While this balancing act was recognised as challenging, participants considered that research with children was necessary and important:

‘They [children] do have a right for their voices to be included in the research and obviously that has to be done taking into account all the appropriate ethical requirements around research with children. But [we must] not … shy away from doing research with children, about their lives, just because it may be difficult or it may not be as straightforward as if we went and have parents’ reports.’ (CR)

Risk was considered by participants in the context of children as vulnerable research participants, but also with this vulnerability often compounded by other factors. Risks of taking part in the research were identified:

‘With children’s [research] in particular, psychological risk is a big element. Children may be scarred by the experience of being involved.’ (CM)

But these risks were perceived to be reduced by the approach taken to the child and the supports made available, often during and after the research:

‘I suppose what we are doing is interviewing vulnerable families and in particular children. So obviously they are vulnerable anyway, so there’s issues there to begin with … You don’t want to make the situation any worse by bringing up issues or raising upsetting things from the past … You’d always be very conscious of that as a researcher. You try to get the information as delicately as possible, if you have to get that kind of information. And then there’s supports, either you organise it or the workers in the [organisation], so that whoever you are talking to is not left in a bad situation after the research. So that we’re not just getting what we need and “Thanks very much!”’ (CR)

This need for follow-up was stressed by one researcher:

‘I’m concerned that even when we have all things covered ethically with kids, sometimes kids get upset and I think there needs to be stronger protocols around making sure they are OK post-research. I’m talking about more than just ringing them the next day. I actually think 6 months down the line, there should be a check-in.’ (CR)

This need for quality control for research with children was reiterated and a suggestion made that children’s research be overseen by an independent external body:

‘It could be the HEA [Higher Education Authority]. In children’s social research, certainly the HSE, the OMC[YA] and the Family Support Agency are the main providers. And you have Barnardo’s or the private providers. But there may be some consortium that should be brought together under the auspices of the HEA that would act as a kind of watchdog group … I know that “Children Count” in the USA have done some work on this.’ (CR)

‘There are some children’s research centres internationally that have looked at this. So there are best practice models perhaps out there.’ (CR)
Parents’ perspectives

The majority of parents in the present study did not feel that their children needed to be direct recipients of any benefits from the research they were involved in:

‘It’s like the Census really … it depends where the research is coming from … More than likely, this is just going to be a small part of something … and the point of the research is not likely to be to accrue direct benefit to the individual parts in it.’ (FP)

Yet it was considered important that the children in the research knew that what they were involved in would benefit others:

‘What would be important is the fact that they know what it’s about … it may not directly impinge on them, but it will hopefully benefit something down the road. Once that’s explained at the outset … that there is no expectation for them that this will lead to directly benefiting [them] … let them feel that in some way they may have an indirect impact on something else … on other members of the family by participating.’ (FP)

Parents felt that involvement in research, approved by themselves and the school, would have a positive effect on their child:

‘Make sure the children know that their opinion matters … that there is a whole group of experts up in Dublin or Galway or wherever, that they are going to look at your opinion and your opinion matters. That would be good for them, even just [as] a confidence-building thing.’ (FP)

On the other hand, two parents considered that children should benefit directly from their participation:

‘I do definitely [think they should benefit] … I don’t think there’s any point in the child going through the research and then it suddenly finishes and they are wondering what the hell was that all about.’ (P)

Most of the parents accepted that it would be difficult to ensure that research results have a direct benefit in the short term for each participant:

‘It would be a bit hopeful that the world is like that … unfortunately, it might take 10 years.’ (P)

The issue of asking children uncomfortable questions elicited a variety of responses from parents. A few parents were categorical in their response about ever asking questions that might make a child feel uncomfortable, although the age of the child was considered:

‘No. Kids are too young in primary [school] to be introduced to uncomfortable situations.’ (P)

Others explored the various circumstances in which it would be reasonable for a child to feel uncomfortable, but only with specific caveats in relation to the child’s age, nature of the subject, provision of support and skill of the researcher:

‘There are times when it may be reasonable to ask people questions that may be uncomfortable. But again, you have got to look at the age of the participant and the necessity of what is being asked … I wouldn’t rule it out.’ (P)

‘We need to address the issues and we’re not going to find out the explanations if we don’t ask the questions, But there needs to be something there. If something, for whatever reason, triggers something difficult for a child, that there is some bit of support readily available.’ (P)

‘[The] only way you can ask questions on issues like child abuse or whatever is that the child would feel uncomfortable. But it would have to be done in a certain way to minimise the discomfort, which is why the researchers should be trained.’ (P)
Thus, the majority of parents felt that uncomfortable questions may be asked if:

‘An ordinary amount of due care and consideration should be used … You cannot account for every eventuality … Asking stuff that you know will upset nearly every child would be a no-no. But in things that you don’t know, there might be one or two who maybe mightn’t like it … You can’t mollycoddle them too much either.’ (P)

However, parents acknowledged differences by age group and topic area:

‘When asking early teenagers … they are far more capable of understanding and responding than a 7-year-old. Again, it depends on the question.’ (P)

On the subject of young participants in research receiving some kind of remuneration for their time, one mother mentioned the giving-out of pencils as a suitable token for the child’s contribution, one that the child could understand and see as being significant.

**Children’s perspectives**

The participants were divided on whether it was alright to discuss sensitive or difficult topics in research with children. Some participants identified themselves as unsure in relation to this issue: ‘You shouldn’t if it’s going to upset people, but you should if it’s going to help people’ (C).

Others provided caveats – ‘Depends what the situation is’ (C) – and recognised that ‘Some people might not want to talk about it’ (C).

Alternative views were held by others, who considered that ‘Better still have to do the subject and get it over with’ (C). In talking about such issues, it ‘could help them’ (C) and they ‘might realise that they are not the only ones going through it’ (C). Yet conversely, the young people do not want others to get upset as ‘they could start crying’ (C) or ‘feel embarrassed’ (C).

As a result of these possible reactions, most of the participants stated that difficult or sensitive issues are better discussed in one-to-one situations: ‘It’s better to keep some things private’ (C). However, one participant identified advantages of being in a group situation and stated: ‘If you were in a group, you would be with your friends’ (C).

It is clear that the majority of participants displayed altruism, both in their comments and in the discussion of the various points of view. Most of them favoured upsetting a few for the good of the majority: ‘What happens if it makes most people feel happy – then why not make one person feel bad?’ (C). Or expressed more succinctly by one participant: ‘Sacrifice one lad for 5 lads’ (C).

**Main concerns**

- Widespread and significant lack of clarity regarding good practice in the informed consent process, especially regarding the scope of authority of children and adolescents.
- Lack of clarity on acceptable risk and its relation to research benefits.
- Altruism as significant motivation for parents’ and children’s participation in children’s research, including a certain degree of psychological risk.
- Lack of clarity on good practice relating to use of incentives for research participation.
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The Tensions

While there is a tradition of highly formalised and professionalised research ethics review procedures in North America, the development of comparative structures has proceeded at a significantly slower pace in Europe and other continents. In Europe, increased attention has been paid to the procedures of Research Ethics Committee (RECs) since the 2002 European Clinical Trials Directive came into effect. Conducting ethical review of research proposals through RECs has become an increasingly important element of the research process in Ireland in recent years. This is reflected in the increase in the number of active RECs, which are at various stages of development with concomitant levels of experience of review processes. As discussed in Chapter 4, RECs in Ireland fall into three main categories: health and social care committees (which include clinical trials committees, for which there is the most structured governing mechanism emanating from the EU), committees based in academic institutions, and others that include committees linked to professional bodies.

Overall, Ireland has been comparatively slow in adopting formalised ethics review procedures. However, the publication of the *Operational Procedures for Research Ethics Committees* in 2004 by the Irish Council for Bioethics marked the departure for more widespread attention to the implementation of structures and procedures to support good practice (ICB, 2004). While developments appear to be progressing, participants still identify gaps both at the level of overarching governance of RECs and in the provision of independent ethical research review, particularly in relation to some school-based research with children. There is a lack of consistency in relation to operating procedures and review processes between RECs and the range of structural models of RECs in the Irish context is striking. This is seen both within and between the three main categories identified for Irish RECs. Some diversity should be expected in order to facilitate the effective ethical review of the variety of research methodology reported to be undertaken and the array of research settings used. However, the range of structures, in conjunction with the assortment of committee composition, workload, training and actual review processes (such as operating procedures and application processes), suggests that best practice across all RECs will be difficult to achieve. It may be that a national overarching governance structure is required to facilitate all active RECs. The challenge of this approach is the need for such a structure to be able to mediate a number of tensions. One of these tensions is between the need for flexibility, on the one hand, and standardisation of review processes, on the other. This is complicated by the tension between local requirements for ethical review processes in a variety of institutions with standardised international directives for, for example, clinical trials. These tensions are embedded within the context of a dynamic research environment, which accommodates a broad range of research methodologies that are evolving.

While there is diversity in research ethics review, there are also points of commonality. The first is that the primary goal of the ethics review process for all RECs is the protection of research participants. The second is that ethical review, as practised in contemporary RECs, while deliberating a range of ethical issues in research practice, is usually based on the principles of respect for autonomy and dignity, non-maleficence, beneficence and justice. The third commonality is of a more pragmatic nature, in that RECs share the need to develop adequate and effective procedural mechanisms for the review process. Certain ethical issues are given prominence in REC review generally and these include procedures for participant recruitment, informed consent, confidentiality, risk assessment, debriefing or follow-up. In addition, issues of quality assurance are important, such as training of those participating in ethical review and monitoring of processes. These commonalities could form the basis for the beginning of dialogue in the further development of effective and efficient research ethics review in Ireland.

The tensions described above are generic to all research carried out. This includes research with children, which generates further challenges to the ethical review process. These challenges are related to the perceived nature of children, especially to their decision-making capacity, their vulnerability and the particular role of parents or guardians in the research process.
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In relation to children’s decision-making capacity, there is a lack of conformity in Irish legislation, identified by participants in the present study, of the chronological age at which young people are considered able to make decisions about their lives independently of their parents. The requirements of informed consent in children is an area of particular concern and challenges and tensions were identified. In terms of research participation, the age of consent was generally cited as 18 years, but this was often perceived as ethically inappropriate. The apparent legislative discrepancy caused some tension, notably when considered in relation to research that was perceived to pose a low risk to older children but that required parental consent. This identifies a potential additional tension in children’s research – between children and their parents. Procedures need to do justice to the rights of children and their parents to consent or refuse participation in research, with due regard both to the autonomy, but also to the varying range of levels of maturity and vulnerability of children, and potential cases of disagreement between both. The specific role of children themselves in the consent process should be explored further. 

Furthermore, the issue of risk assessment in children’s research seems to be a paramount concern for RECs. The strong demand of protecting children from harm needs to be balanced with the equally urgent need for well-founded research that can help improve the lives of children.

The difficulty in navigating these generic and specific tensions and challenges to the ethical review of children’s research was identified by stakeholders in the present study, some of whom had suggestions for future developments.

Stakeholders’ perspectives for the future

The need in the future for national guidelines on issues for ethical review processes was identified by participants in the present study:

‘If we could have an agreed set of protocols that all schools might sign up to, I think that would be very useful. It is something that I have in my head as something to broach with various bodies.’ (AC)

‘Something like what the HSE published recently on indemnity – just a 2-page document that made things clear that were previously only in much larger documents and unclear. Some advice of a legal nature would also make sense. It could be combined with training, an introductory course that covers some basic general issues about REC work and then specifically the 3 Directives on clinical trials, medical devices and local HSE requirements. Another area [for clarification] might be details on consent, especially more clarity on the age of consent for certain issues.’ (HC)

The development of coherent national procedures was generally presented as a potentially positive development, with specific reference to training initiatives and operating procedures and processes, including documentation. However, the centralisation of RECs was considered problematic by one Chair of a hospital-based REC:

‘I would be totally against that [reducing the number of RECs and centralising review in regional committees]. There is so much work to be done, the workload would be too big and couldn’t be done by one committee. There is need for timely decision-making and that just doesn’t seem feasible. I don’t see the benefit of centralising, especially because with the RECs as they are and the voluntary work that is done by them, it costs nothing for the HSE. If it was centralised, you would have all that travel from the different institutions to the meeting and the costs associated with that. There would need to be good representation of all the relevant institutions and it would just be difficult to organise. And the timeline for reviewing proposals would probably become worse.’ (HC)

Interestingly, the proposed model of centralisation was supported by the Chair of one academic REC:

‘The concept can be done based on what the European Union was trying to do in relation to hospital approval – that there would be one central medical ethics committee that would approve drug studies, which is meant to be the case, but as we know the hospitals
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won’t allow that to occur so they’ve got their individual committees as well. But there could be a central primary and a central secondary school ethics committee to approve studies … and that would be made up of teachers and people who are within those remits.’ (AC)

How development was managed in one institution was referred to by another Chair of an academic REC:

‘The other thing is, the procedures we have at [institution governance level] are not overly detailed and that was a conscious decision. We couldn’t over-proceduralise before we had this thing up and running. It should be something that could develop organically, that could be reviewed periodically in the light of lessons learned. I think that’s very often the best approach. There is some lack of clarity, there’s no question about that, to allow for development, flexibility, to identify what the issues are going to be, to identify how resource-intensive it’s going to be. It can be a very difficult business to design a hypothetical regime in the absence of clear experience.’ (AC)

In relation to future challenges, the development of research approaches was identified, specifically in relation to research with children:

‘I think there is another significant issue and it’s not one I have dipped my toe in at all. There is a small body of literature coming from the UK on it. It’s the use of children as researchers … Some would argue that it’s a very child-centred approach and it takes away that power status thing between the unknown researcher and the child. It’s kind of more equal status. It’s when is that appropriate and what support structure should be in place, how do you oversee it and what’s your outcome. There’s loads of things there. Maybe that is going to be a challenge for future ethics committees. But I’d imagine at the moment it is probably something quite new, not used a lot. But it’s out there and it may come our way somewhat more in the future.’ (CR)

Conclusion

With the increase in research, particularly in recent years into the lives of children, the research ethics review landscape in Ireland is continually developing. The majority of Irish RECs identified that they reviewed research with children as part of their function. The diversity and range of research with children reported reflects the range of general research reviewed in every way. Therefore, the generic challenges and tensions identified are applicable to the ethical review of research with children.

The stakeholders’ perspectives described above demonstrate clearly some of these tensions and also illustrate the continuing evolution of RECs within the current lack of any agreed national coherent governance framework, which is likely to lead to further divergence. The participants’ perspectives also highlight the range of stakeholders in the review process, including schools, healthcare and academic institutions, as well as various professional groups, families and children. It is therefore incumbent on all stakeholders, including children, to voice their respective views as the beginning of a necessary dialogue for the effective ethical review of research with children in Ireland.

Recommendations

The following concerns have emerged as being in need of attention in order to ensure that children’s research in Ireland is conducted ethically and reviewed adequately by RECs. The recommendations in relation to the general research ethics governance system are largely in agreement with previous Irish reports on the issue, with the exception of the assessment of the benefits of a centralised, non-localised review system with a strictly limited number of committees, which was not generally supported by the consulted stakeholders in this study. This difference was likely due to the nature of the research that consulted RECs and other stakeholders engaged in: the
majority of consulted stakeholders were strongly, if not exclusively, involved in research outside the clinical trials sector, and especially for the children’s research stakeholders, a significant proportion of these were working either in social science research or in health research based on social science methodologies.

1. Creation of central research ethics resource

The general perception of stakeholders was that there is a need for a central research ethics resource, its functions to include especially the provision of authoritative advice, training and networking for REC members and researchers. In relation to children’s research, such a resource would provide information, guidelines and training on the ethical conduct of research with children; details regarding the implementation of these are given in (3) and (4) below.

2. Comprehensive governance system and national standardisation

While many participants strongly valued the independence of their own RECs, it was also common for participants to express the view that the existing system was suboptimal in relation to its current lack of governance. The clinical trials REC system was perceived as reasonably functional (despite some significant misgivings on aspects of the system), but the review of other research, especially but not exclusively other types of multi-centre studies, was perceived to be urgently in need of reform.

Those participants who addressed the issue tended to favour a governance model that would provide standardisation of review, without centralisation and loss of review authority by local committees. Nevertheless, they acknowledged the need for extensive standardisation and a governance system that would ensure consistency across RECs. Aspects of such governance identified as desirable included:

- Standardisation of application forms across Irish organisations, allowing for adequate differentiation between research sectors and methodologies.
- Implementation of standardised online submission procedures.
- Standardisation of review procedures, including expedited review, and timelines across Ireland.
- Creation of binding procedures for the review of multi-centre research that does not fall under the Clinical Trials Directive.
- Implementation of clear and consistent appeals procedures within RECs and review feasibility of external adjudication.
- Guidelines for membership, including increased clarity on role of lay members.
- Use of same or compatible software for record-keeping.
- Streamlining the review of multi-centre studies.

In the absence of a governance body with the authority to implement review guidelines, it is urgently required to conduct a consultation regarding the review of multi-centre studies that do not fall under the Clinical Trials Directive, with the goal of coming to an agreement on binding, streamlined review procedures across Ireland. Such a consultation should ideally be conducted across the different sectors – academic, HSE and voluntary.

3. Creation of suitable structures for the review of children’s research

While very few stakeholders identified as desirable the implementation of completely separate structures for the review of children’s research, there was a widespread perception that REC members felt less competent to review children’s research compared to research with adults. While general competence-building of REC members in this area of research would be one possible solution, an alternative step could be the implementation of a limited number of RECs with special expertise in children’s research, as realised in the UK system. Given concerns about overly narrowing down the scope of review activities of RECs, such RECs could also remain open to the
review of other types of research. Relevant elements in setting up such specialised structures for review of children’s research would include:

- flagging RECs with special expertise in children’s research, based on review load and membership;
- standardisation of application forms and documentation requirements for children’s research;
- providing training for REC members on such committees in good practice, ethical concerns and common research methodologies in children’s research.

4. Meeting specific information needs

Many stakeholders mentioned that there was uncertainty, both among REC members and researchers, in relation to the ethical and legal requirements of children’s research. This uncertainty can lead to overprotectiveness and insufficient protection of children in research. In light of the importance of safeguarding children’s rights, a clear and practical set of workable definitions is needed, especially on the scope for informed consent for mature minors in the Irish context. The following aspects emerged as particularly relevant to stakeholders:

- General guidelines of good practice in children’s research and the dissemination of these online and through published leaflets.
- Specific information on:
  - legal obligations and relevant documentation, e.g. *Children First: National Guidelines for the Protection and Welfare of Children* (OMCYA, 1999/2009);
  - informed consent and assent procedures, and the creation of information sheets on these;
  - confidentiality in children’s research;
  - acceptable risk.
- Standards for school-based research, including the clarification of the role of Principals, parents and pupils, researchers’ responsibilities and the danger of over-researching (i.e. involving the same children or groups of children in too much research – a research burden experienced, for example, by the Traveller community in Ireland).
- Standards for dual role research (e.g. teachers engaging in research activities with their pupils).
- Standards for university student research with children.
- Develop and provide dedicated training modules (online or workshops) on important research ethical issues in children’s research.
- Work towards the clarification of the legal requirements of informed consent for mature minors, with particular attention to the adolescent age bracket of 16-18 years.

5. Involving children in the research process

While there is relatively broad endorsement of the participatory agenda (i.e. acknowledgment of the need to facilitate children’s active engagement in the research process), there is so far no reflection of this in the Irish research ethics review process. As evidenced in the present study and as supported by the international literature, children and young people show a good understanding of ethical concerns in research. Accordingly, their input is of value for:

- the development of material and guidelines on children’s research for Irish RECs;
- an exploration of possibilities of involving children and parents in other functions in the design of ethical research, during the research ethics review process or in the research ethics governance system.
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APPENDICIES
Appendix 1: Survey Questionnaire Instrument

Research Ethics Committees Questionnaire
Review of REC Structures and Processes

GENERAL INFORMATION
1. What is the official name and address of the Research Ethics Committee?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

2. Contact details for secretary completing the questionnaire:
   Name ________________________________________________________________
   Address ______________________________________________________________
   Telephone _____________________________________________________________
   Fax ________________________________________________________________

3. Do you have a website?  Yes ☐  No ☐
   If Yes, please state website address ______________________________________

4. How long has this Research Ethics Committee been in operation?
   _______ years _______ months

5. What resources are available to the REC? Please tick all that apply
   a. Administrative personnel  Yes ☐  No ☐
      If Yes, on average, how many hours per week are dedicated to REC work
      by the administrative personnel?  ______________________________________
   b. A dedicated budget  Yes ☐  No ☐
      If Yes, please specify the amount  ______________________________________
   c. Database of REC activity  Yes ☐  No ☐
   d. Other (please specify) ________________________________________________

MEMBERSHIP OF REC
6. How many members are on your committee? ______________________________

7. Do you have a quorum to make decisions?  Yes ☐  No ☐

8. If Yes, what number is your quorum?____________________________________

9. How many times a year did the REC meet in 2006?
   How long did the average meeting last? ________________________________
10. Please state the number of each of the following members on the committee whose primary function is:

- Medical Doctor
- Scientist/Researcher
- Psychologist
- Ethicist
- Lay person
- Nurse
- Statistician
- Legal Professional
- Allied Health Professional
- Religious Representative

Please state the role of any other members not included above

11. How long is the Chair’s term of office? ________________________________

12. How long is the Members’ term of office? ________________________________

TRAINING

13. Is training made available for REC members? Yes □ No □
   If Yes, please give outline of specific training:

14. Is there a budget for training? Yes □ No □

ACTIVITY LEVELS

15. How many applications did the REC review in 2006? ________________________________
   If exact numbers are not available, please attempt an estimate (indicate estimate by *)

16. How many applications has the REC reviewed since its inception? ________________________________
   If exact numbers are not available, please attempt an estimate (indicate estimate by *)

17. How many applications did the REC approve in 2006? ________________________________

18a. If you are part of the HSE, which disciplines/professions submitted proposals during 2006?

18b. If you are from an academic institution, please indicate what were the areas of research covered by these submissions? Tick all that are appropriate

- Medicine and Health Sciences □
- Natural Sciences and Engineering □
- Psychology and Social Sciences □
- Education □
- Social Work □

19. Approximately what percentage of submitted applications during 2006 involved children as research participants? ________________________________
Ethical Review and Children's Research in Ireland

REC REMIT

20. Please specify the types of research reviewed by the REC. Please tick all that apply

- Quantitative Research
- Qualitative Research
- Clinical Audit/Evaluation Studies
- Patient Satisfaction Surveys

21. Does your REC review clinical trials applications? Yes ☐ No ☐
   If Yes, how many clinical trials did the REC review in 2006? ________________

22. What percentage of the applications are for research being conducted to complete an MSc/PhD or other qualification? _________________________

23. Does your REC review applications for research that will be conducted on sites outside the location of the REC?
   - Yes ☐ No ☐ Unknown ☐

24. Does the REC review applications from researchers outside of the organisation?
   - Yes ☐ No ☐ Unknown ☐

25. To your knowledge, do some researchers submit proposals to more than one REC?
   - Yes ☐ No ☐ Unknown ☐

APPLICATION PROCESS AND REVIEW PROCEDURES

26. Does your REC have a standard application form? Yes ☐ No ☐
   If Yes, can you attach a copy or include a weblink.
   Can the application be submitted:
   - Online (through a website)? Yes ☐ No ☐
   - Via e-mail? Yes ☐ No ☐
   - Hard copy? Yes ☐ No ☐

27. Does your REC have Standard Operating Procedures for approving applications?
   - Yes ☐ No ☐
   If Yes, can you attach a copy or include a weblink.

28. How is information on the REC review procedures made available to researchers? Please tick all that apply
   - Website ☐
   - Intranet ☐
   - Distribution of leaflets or brochures within the institution ☐
   - Upon request by the researcher ☐
   - Other (please specify) ☐

Please attach any leaflets/documentation relating to REC information or relevant weblinks.
29. Please indicate the average time in days between the submission of a proposal and the first feedback to the applicant? ________________ days

   *If exact numbers are not available, please attempt an estimate (indicate estimate by *)

30. Please indicate the average time in days between the submission of a proposal and a final decision? ________________ days

   *If exact numbers are not available, please attempt an estimate (indicate estimate by *)

31. How many times can the REC ask the applicant for supplemental information? __________

32. Are there alternative or expedited review procedures in place within your REC other than review by the full research ethics committee (e.g. Chairperson’s approval, screening of applications, subcommittees)?
   
   Yes ☐  No ☐  Unknown ☐

   *If Yes, please give details __________________________________________________________

33. If an application is refused, does the REC provide an opportunity to appeal?
   
   Yes ☐  No ☐

34. Does the REC monitor the research it has approved?
   
   Yes ☐  No ☐  Unknown ☐

   Please specify ________________________________________________________________

35. Does the ethics committee produce an annual report?
   
   Yes ☐  No ☐

   *If Yes, can you attach a copy or provide a weblink.

36. Do you, as secretary to the committee, have any further comments?
   
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
Appendix 2: List of Irish Research Ethics Committees for Human Subject Research

* indicates that REC is authorised to review clinical trials according to the European Clinical Trials Directive.
** indicates that REC does not review research proposals, but is in charge of research ethics policy and governance for the institution.

1. HOSPITALS AND HSE RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEES

1. Beaumont Hospital Ethics (Medical Research) Committee* (www.beaumontethics.ie)
2. Bon Secours Research Ethics Sub-Committee
3. Cappagh National Orthopaedic Hospital Research Ethics Committee
4. Children’s University Hospital, Temple Street Ethics Committee
5. Clinical Research Ethics Committee (CREC) of the Cork Teaching Hospitals (University College Cork)*
6. Coombe Women’s Hospital Research Ethics Committee
7. Ethics Research Committee HSE Mid-Western Area*
8. Galway University Hospital Research Ethics Committee*
9. HSE Linn Dara CAMHS and Beechpark Autism Services Research Ethics Committee
10. HSE Midland Area Research Ethics Committee
11. HSE North Eastern Area Research Ethics Committee*
12. HSE South Eastern Area Research Ethics Committee*
13. James Connolly Memorial Hospital Research Ethics Committees
14. Letterkenny General Hospital Research Ethics Committee
15. Mater Misericordiae University Hospital and Mater Private Hospital Research Ethics Committee
16. Mayo General Hospital Research Ethics Committee
17. Naas General Hospital Research Ethics Committee
18. National Maternity Hospital Research Ethics Committee*
19. National Rehabilitation Hospital
20. Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital Research Ethics Committee*
21. The Rotunda Hospital Research Ethics Committee
22. Royal Victoria Eye & Ear Hospital Research Ethics Committee
23. St. James’s Hospital/AMNCH Research Ethics Committee*
24. St. Luke’s Hospital Research Ethics Committee
25. St. Patrick’s Hospital Research Ethics Committee
26. St. Vincent’s Healthcare Group Ethics and Medical Research Committee*
27. St. Vincent’s Hospital, Fairview Research Ethics Committee
28. Sligo General Hospital Research Ethics Committee*
29. Stewarts Hospital

2. OTHER HEALTH AND DISABILITY CARE ORGANISATIONS

30. Cheeverstown Research Ethics Committee
31. Children’s Sunshine Home Research Ethics Committee
32. Cope Foundation
33. Daughters of Charity Research Ethics Committee
34. Enable Ireland Research Ethics Committee
35. KARE Research Ethics Committee
37. St. Francis Hospice Ethics Committee
38. St. John of God Hospitaller Services Research Ethics Committee
39. St. Michael’s House Research Ethics Committee
40. Sisters of Charity Research Ethics Committee
3. Academic and Research Organisations

41. Carlow Institute of Technology Research Ethics Committee
   (www.itcarlow.ie/downloads/Appendices/Appendix%20E/Policy%20&%20Procedures%20on%20Ethics%20Research.doc)

42. Dublin City University (DCU) Research Ethics Committee
   (www.dcu.ie/rss/research_ethics.shtml)

43. Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT) Research Ethics Committee
   (www.dit.ie/researchandenterprise/ethics)

44. Mater Dei Institute of Education Research Ethics Committee (independent of DCU)

45. NUI Galway Research Ethics Committee
   (www.nuigalway.ie/research/vp_research/ethics.html)

46. NUI Maynooth Research Ethics Committee
   (www.nuim.ie/researchsupport/research_ethics)

47. Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (RCSI) Research Ethics Committee
   (www.rcsi-mub.com/index.jsp?p=226&n=228)

48. St. Patrick’s College Research Ethics Committee (independent of DCU)
   (www.spd.dcu.ie/main/research/InformationonEthicalResearch.shtml)

Trinity College Dublin (TCD), Autonomous subcommittees

49. Trinity College Dublin, Medical Faculty Research Ethics Committee
   (www.healthsciences.tcd.ie/committees/research_ethics_committee)

50. Trinity College Dublin, School of Nursing and Midwifery Research Ethics Advisory Committee
    (reporst to TCD Medical Faculty Research Ethics Committee)
   (www.tcd.ie/Nursing_Midwifery/research/ethical_approval.php)

51. Trinity College Dublin, School of Psychology Research Ethics Committee (SPREC)

52. Trinity College Dublin, School of Social Work and Social Policy Research Ethics Committee
   (www.socialwork-socialpolicy.tcd.ie/research/ethics.php)

University College Cork (UCC), Central governance committee and reporting subcommittees

53. University College Cork, University Research Ethics Board (UREB)** (e-mail: ureb@ucc.ie)
    See also No. 5 above (Clinical Research Ethics Committee (CREC) of the Cork Teaching Hospitals)

54. University College Cork, Social Science Research Ethics Committee (SREC) (e-mail: srec@ucc.ie)

55. University College Cork, Applied Psychology Postgraduate Research Ethics Committee
    (www.ucc.ie/academic/apsych/ethics)

University College Dublin (UCD), Central governance committee and reporting subcommittees

56. University College Dublin, Research Ethics Committee (REC)** (www.ucd.ie/researchethics)

57. University College Dublin, Human Sciences Research Ethics Committee – Sciences (HREC-LS)
   (www.ucd.ie/researchethics/hrec_sciences.html)

58. University College Dublin, Human Sciences Research Ethics Committee – Humanities (HREC-HS)
   (www.ucd.ie/researchethics/hrec_humanities.html)

59. University College Dublin, School of Psychology Undergraduate Research Ethics Subcommittee
    (www.ucd.ie/researchethics/urec_spsy.html)
UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK (UL), Central governance cum review committee and reporting subcommittees

60. University of Limerick Research Ethics Committee (ULREC) (www2.ul.ie/web/WWW/Services/Research_Ethics)
61. University of Limerick, College of Education Research Ethics Committee (www2.ul.ie/web/WWW/Services/Research_Ethics)
62. University of Limerick, College of Humanities Research Ethics Committee (www2.ul.ie/web/WWW/Services/Research_Ethics)
63. University of Limerick, College of Informatics and Electronics Ethics Committee (CIEEC) (www2.ul.ie/web/WWW/Services/Research_Ethics)
64. University of Limerick, Kemmy Business School Ethics Committee (KBSREC) (www2.ul.ie/web/WWW/Services/Research_Ethics)
65. University of Limerick, Physical Education and Sports Sciences Research Ethics Committee (PESSREC) (www2.ul.ie/web/WWW/Faculties/Education_&_Health_Sciences/Departments/Physical_Education_and_Sport_Sciences/Research/PESS_Research_Ethics?did=362398407)

4. PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS

67. Faculty of Public Health Research Ethics Committee of the Royal College of Physicians of Ireland (www.rcpi.ie/Faculties/Pages/FacultyofPublicHealth.aspx)
68. Irish College of General Practitioners Research Ethics Committee* (www.icgp.ie/go/research/research_ethics)

5. OTHER ORGANISATIONS

69. Health Research Board (HRB) Research Ethics Committee (for HRB-funded research proposals only)
70. Irish Prison Service Prisoner Based Research Ethics Committee
71. Travellers’ Research and Ethics Working Group
Appendix 3: Semi-structured Interview Schedule for Chairperson/Discussion topics for Administrators

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR CHAIRPERSONS

REC experience
In your opinion, what are essential requirements for the successful work of a REC?

1. What is working particularly well in your own committee?

2. Are there aspects that have been working less well or that have been particularly challenging for your REC? What are your thoughts on how these might be resolved?
   Prompt: Has … been a problem in your REC:
   ■ Workload?
   ■ Expertise/training of REC members?
   ■ REC recruitment?
   ■ Specific troubling ethical issues?

3. How do you understand the role of the REC in your organisation?
   Prompt:
   ■ Vis-à-vis researchers (and student researchers)
     Prompt: How could researchers be supported with regard to the ethics review process?
   ■ Vis-à-vis organisation
   ■ Vis-à-vis research participants and others

4. Have you received requests regarding ethical issues other than the review of research proposals? In your opinion, should the REC be involved in any way in addressing such ethical issues?

Children’s research

5. What significance does the review of children’s research have in the work of your committee?
   ■ comparative difficulty
   ■ range of reviewed proposals

6. What are the most common problems that the REC identifies in submitted applications of research involving children?

7. What are the most significant challenges in decision-making for the REC in the review of children’s research?

8. How could the work of your committee be further supported with regard to the review of children’s research (on a local or national level)?
REC system

9. What changes would you suggest to the existing REC system in Ireland to support the work of RECs in this country?

Prompt:
- Would you like to see changes regarding the review of multi-centre studies?
- What are your views on the possibility of centralising ethics review and reducing the number of ethics committees?
- Would you think more extensive national guidelines on ethical issues would be helpful for the work of RECs?
- What are your views on introducing an external panel of experts that can be consulted in difficult cases?

10. What about the existing system, should it be left as it is?

DISCUSSION TOPICS FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF RECs

REC experience

- Range of administrator’s duties/activities.
- What has been working well from an administrative perspective?
- Perceived challenges to REC work and potential improvements/solutions.
- Specific issues:
  - workload;
  - training;
  - recruitment of REC members.

REC systemic issues

- Relation of your REC to other REC bodies/sub-groups in your organisation.
Appendix 4: Focus Group Schedule for REC Members

How long have you been a member of the REC and what profession/discipline do you represent in the committee?

**REC experience**

1. In your opinion, what conditions need to be in place to facilitate fruitful REC work for committee members?

2. What challenges do REC members face in their work for the committee? What do you see as potential solutions?

**Children’s research**

3. What has been your experience with the review of children’s research? Any difficult issues that you have encountered in the review process?

4. What issues have you encountered with regard to the following issues? Were they difficult to decide on?
   - Recruitment of children for research.
   - Design of informed consent and assent procedures.
   - Deciding on the right balance between risk and benefit (what level of risk/harm is OK?).

**Needs and supports**

5. What would you see as the main needs of parents and children in the research process?

6. Any suggestions on what might be useful supports for researchers to facilitate ethical conduct of children’s research?

7. Any suggestions on what might be useful supports for REC members to facilitate the ethical review of children’s research?
Appendix 5: Focus Group Schedule for Researchers

What is your area of research and how long have you been working in this organisation?

REC experience

1. What has been your experience with ethical review of research so far, both within and outside of this organisation?

2. What challenges have you faced in the review process?
   What do you see as potential solutions to these kinds of challenges?

Children’s research

3. What ethical issues have you encountered in the conduct of children’s research?
   Were they difficult to find a solution to?
   What were the most difficult issues that you have encountered?
   
   Prompt:
   - Recruitment of children for research.
   - Design of informed consent and assent procedures.
   - Deciding on the right balance between risk and benefit (what level of risk/harm is OK?).
   - Other issues?

Needs and supports

4. What would you see as the main needs of parents and children in the research process?

5. Any suggestions on what might be useful supports for researchers to facilitate ethical conduct of children’s research?

6. Any suggestions on potential changes to the REC review process in Ireland to facilitate children’s research?
Appendix 6: Focus Group Schedule for Parents

Motivation and experience
1. Has your child ever been involved in research?
If ‘Yes’:
2. What were the reasons you allowed your child to participate in research?
3. What was your and your child’s experience with participating in research so far?
If ‘No’:
4. How do you think that parents decide whether or not to allow their children to participate in research?

Awareness of the ethical requirements and review process
5. What do you think are important obligations that the researcher has towards parents and children that they wish to collect information from?
6. Are you aware of any procedures that researchers have to go through before being allowed to conduct research with children?
   Can you think of anything that should be in place to make sure researchers conduct research with children responsibly?

Informed consent
7. What role do you feel the school has to play in allowing researchers to work with children?
   Should it be via notes from school or some other method?
8. If you have been involved in the process, how did it work for you as a way of allowing researchers to ask children their questions/gain information from children?

Risk and benefit
9. Once children are allowed to participate in research, do you feel it is important that they will benefit directly from the results of the research?
10. Do you think that there are circumstances when it might be OK for researchers to ask about issues that might make children uncomfortable?

Other concerns
11. Are there other worries/concerns that you might have about the research process?
   Anything you feel researchers should do in regard to parents?
   Would it be important for you as a parent to know the results of the research?
Appendix 7: Consent form used as part of the process for engaging with children

STUDENT CONSENT

I agree to take part in a workshop on my ideas about research with young people.

The reason for this research has been explained to me and I know I can withdraw at any time.

Signed: __________________________________________

Class name: ______________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________
Appendix 8: Conclusions of HSE Report

The HSE report *Review of Research Ethics Committees and Processes in Republic of Ireland* (2008, pp. 67-69) stated in its conclusion the following 6 observations regarding current needs and capacities in the REC sector in Ireland and also provided 4 recommendations as a potential way forward for Irish Research Ethics Committees, especially those in the HSE (available at: www.hse.ie/eng/services/Publications/corporate/etr/Review_of_Research_Ethics.pdf).

**OBSERVATIONS**

The need for **increased support capacity for RECs**. Such support includes a national resource unit nationally. At REC level there is a need for dedicated administrative support, access to training, and access to specialist knowledge, IT support systems, dedicated time for participation on RECs and dedicated budgets for RECs to support their training, administrative support and IT requirements.

Participants expressed a resounding **desire for standardised processes** across research ethics committees. Standardisation was requested in relation to having standard operating procedures for applications to RECs, turnaround times and guidelines on a range of topics such as consent with vulnerable populations, membership and competencies of committees.

**Communication** was raised as an issue of concern at all levels of the research review process. This includes the need for improved systems at local and national levels between all stakeholders.

The **openness and enthusiasm of all stakeholders** to be involved in this area and the desire to formalise a network to support the development of knowledge and expertise.

There is a need for **high level leadership on issues such as governance, quality and accountability** in a way that supports local REC structures and processes.

There is a commitment to **optimising the research experience** to improve the health of the population while minimising the burden on RECs, researchers and, in particular, the population.

**[RECOMMENDATIONS]**

The REC Review Group proposes that to promote best practice in research in the HSE and to ensure quality and safety for the public, these issues are progressed through the following recommendations:

1. **Responsibility for HSE RECs**

That the unified Education, Training and Research structure in the HSE take the lead in relation to Research Ethics Committees. This could be done in one of two ways:

   (a) Establish a national resource unit with responsibility for supporting Research Ethics Committees

   or

   (b) Contract out the task of supporting Research Ethics Committees to an experienced organisation.

There is a need for the development of an operational plan outlining the need for appropriate resources.
The key functions and roles that need to be attended to by HSE centrally are:
- The establishment of a governance structure and a quality improvement process for RECs.
- The development of guidelines and SOPs that would cover issues such as consent, relevant legislation, standard competencies required by committee members, membership of committees, turnaround times for research, continuous quality assurance and the types of research the committees should approve.
- The development of a communication plan.
- The development of standardised operating procedures and application forms for use by all RECs.
- The development of national guidelines on feedback, review and annual reports.
- The identification of training needs for REC members and the research community, and the development and co-ordination of training.
- The provision of a standard database to REC activity.
- The provision of a system of arbitration.
- The establishment of a thoroughly integrated strategy between academic and all other RECs.
- To establish a national website.
- The setting up of a Specialist Panel/database of experts for RECs, the functions of which are outlined in Recommendation 2 below.

2. Specialist Panel/database of experts for RECs

Building on the expertise of stakeholders who have contributed to the Review, it is proposed that a specialist panel/database of experts be established. Their role would include:
- Advise on the implementation of this review.
- Be available to existing RECs for expert advice.
- Review existing REC structures and advise on issues of number of committees, location, membership, workload, etc.
- Advise on the best way to manage ethical approval for multi-centre research.
- Advise on the balance between central and local management of REC applications so that the overall process is more streamlined and efficient.

3. Resources

To ensure quality and safety in relation to research ethics:
- RECs need to be adequately resourced to perform their function, in particular to ensure dedicated administrative support and a database to record activity.
- Resources also need to be made available for training and competence building for REC members.
- Resources are needed to implement the recommendations of this report.

4. Communication Systems for RECs

A Communication Plan needs to be developed to ensure necessary communications systems are in place to enable:
- Communication to and from the HSE centrally.
- Ease of access to RECs for researchers.
- Communication between local RECs and researchers, including information on what requires REC review, how to access RECs and their procedures, and feedback mechanisms on their research proposals.
- Communication between researchers and committees, to include update reports and progress reports on completion of the research to the REC and to participants.
- Networking and communication on good practice.
- Improved discussion and communication between Irish RECs in order to allow for broader reflection on and dissemination of good practice standards and shared learning.
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